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ABSTRACT
UNCERTAIN PRESENTS, UNSTABLE PASTS: RETHINKING HISTORY DURING THE BRITISH
CIVIL WARS, 1638 – 1660
Philip Hart Mogen
Antonio Feros

In 1640s and 1650s Britain the world was turned upside down. This dissertation argues
that the tumultuous political and religious developments and changes to the media environment
of the mid-seventeenth century encouraged readers throughout the English-speaking world to
approach history in new ways. People engaged with and rethought the role of history and what it
could tell them about their present. Rather than simply draw on history for its analogical
comparisons or exemplary models of action, people began to turn to the past for causal
explanations of their current circumstances, seeking clarity or solace or justification in recent and
more ancient history. This was made possible due to long-term structural changes in education,
politics and religion, as well as a series of contingencies that reshaped the London and British
print world in the 1640s. It built, for example, on centuries of development in humanist historical
practice, but it was the huge increase in inexpensive historical material circulating in print as well
as the firm establishment of printed news periodicals in the early 1640s that led to this type of
thinking to become increasingly common across middling society rather than simply in elite,
educated circles.
It is the premise of this project that reading history, alongside a range of other materials,
shaped how people responded to the present. In the 1640s and 1650s, as today, individuals were
confronted with the problem of making sense of the multiple versions of the past that were in
circulation. Ultimately, they came to make sense of and rethink their understanding of history in a
moment (similar to our own) when divergent representations of the past were deployed by
political and religious writers in vicious polemical battles.
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INTRODUCTION

“Our present age has been an age of wonders…We have had the best of Princes
barbarously murdered…[and] A banished Prince miraculously restored,” the Yorkshireman John
Gibson penned in a notebook miscellany sometime in 1660 soon after the restoration of the
monarchy in England.1 Like many men and women who lived through the tumultuous political and
religious changes that upended Britain and Ireland in the mid-seventeenth century, Gibson
struggled to understand the dramatic events that had led to the execution of a king, the
transformation of the state, and numerous innovations in religion. “Few and evil have the days of
the years of my Pilgrimage been,” Gibson reflected of the recent past. “I have lived to see the Sun
eclipsed…the brave Hierarchy of Bishops, Deans, etc. quite rooted out, the goodly Churches
ruin’d, church government and ceremonies slighted, and the Protestant religion thrown quite out
of doors.” Perhaps most drastically, Gibson sighed, “I have seen the heads of King, Duke, Earl,
Lord, Bishop, and Knight taken off.” 2 Whether, like Gibson, people deeply lamented these drastic
developments, or cheered them, all could agree that the world had surely turned upside down. 3
They were not alone. The troubles in the North Atlantic isles were connected to a
spiraling series of crises across the globe. In a moment with parallels to our own, climate change,
disease pandemics, and increasingly globalized trading networks contributed to unrest and
revolution in Asia, the Americas, and Europe. Large population centers were devastated and war
and disease reshaped demographic, political, and economic structures. Making sense of these

BL Add MS 37719, 186r. On Gibson, see Kathleen Erin Patrick, “An Edition of the Commonplace-Book of Sir John
Gibson, 1653 – 1660” (PhD Thesis, University of Delaware, 1994); and Adam Smyth, “‘Rend and teare in peeces’: Textual
Fragmentation in Seventeenth-Century England,” The Seventeenth Century, 19, 1 (2004), 36-52. A full transcript of the
miscellany is in Patrick’s thesis, see pp. 144-840.
2
BL Add MS 37719, 193r.
3
Mark Hartman, “Hobbes’s Concept of Political Revolution,” Journal of the History of Ideas, 47, 3 (1986), 487-495; This
turn of phrase, and comparable statements in a variety of different languages, were commonplace during the time. Its
received its most recent and well-known use in the writings of Christopher Hill, specifically his The World Turned Upside
Down: Radical Ideas during the English Revolution (London: Penguin Books, 1991).
1
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developments was no easy task. 4 In this atmosphere, commentary like Gibson’s appeared across
the world, as people grasped for answers and meaning.
Notes in private accounts, letters, and printed publications attest to a recognition of the
extraordinary nature of the period, and the increasingly apocalyptic visions that individuals had of
it, in Britain and elsewhere. 5 In 1650, the English essayist James Howell could note, “I think God
Almighty has a quarrel lately with all mankind, and given the reins to the ill spirit to compass the
whole earth.”6 A 1643 pamphlet from Madrid acknowledged that “this seems to be one of the
epochs in which every nation is turned upside down, leading some great minds to suspect that we
are approaching the end of the world.” Writing from Paris in 1652, Renaud de Sévigné noted, “If
one ever had to believe in the Last Judgment, I think it is happening right now.” One commentary
on the Ottoman Empire published in the mid-1660s indicated that “So many prophets and
prophetesses arose in all the cities of Anatolia [during that time] that everyone believed
wholeheartedly that the End of Days had come.” 7
Underlying these views was a deep engagement with history. Visions of the past became
central to contextualize, process, and justify (or condemn) the events of the century for those
living through them. In Britain, for example, the fraught 1640s and 1650s saw a wide range of

Debates about the so-called “Seventeenth-century Crisis” have been ongoing since the 1950s. The most recent major
work on the topic is Geoffrey Parker, Global Crisis: War, Climate Change and Catastrophe in the Seventeenth Century
(New Haven, 2013). Regardless of the scholarly debates surrounding whether we might call the period a “global crisis” the
point remains that individuals during the period recognized the events as unprecedented and deeply concerning. For an
overview of the historiographical debates, see Trevor Aston, ed., Crisis in Europe, 1560 – 1660 (New York, 1965);
Geoffrey Parker and Lesley M. Smith, eds., The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century (London, 1997); Philip
Benedict and Myron P. Gutmann, eds., Early Modern Europe: From Crisis to Stability (Newark, 2005); and “AHR Forum:
The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century Revisited,” American Historical Review, 113, 4 (October 2008), 10291099.
5
Harry Rusche, “Prophecies and Propaganda, 1641 to 1651,” The English Historical Review, 84, 333 (Oct. 1969), 752770; Bernard Capp, English Almanacs, 1500 – 1800: Astrology and the Popular Press (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1979); Crawford Gribben, “Polemic and apocalyptic in the Cromwellian invasion of Scotland,” Literature & History 23:1
(2014), pp. 1-18. One particularly good manuscript example of this is BL Sloane MS 1004. Written in the early 1640s, the
author of the manuscript draws on the Book of Revelation to predict the end of days and the second coming of Christ—
citing contemporary examples to suggest the imminent arrival of the end days. The wars raging in Germany, in particular,
were seen as a potent sign of the coming doom, with the Pope and the Roman Catholic church the architects of the
misery. The text predicted that soon the Pope would be revealed to the world as anti-Christ, and from his seat at Rome
would “bring on universal darkness” over all Europe. Then, “it [would] be high time for idolaters to gnaw their tongues for
pain, bite their fingers and play the mad man, distracted, and frantic…left of reason but especially of grace in all their
doings.” (29r-32v)
6
James Howell, Epistolae Ho-Elianae. Familiar Letters Domestic and Forren; Divided into sundry Sections…The Second
Edition, enlarged with divers supplements, and the Dates annexed which were wanting in the first, With an Addition of a
third volume of new letters (London, 1650), Vol. 3, pg. 2. This was from the second edition, featuring additional materials,
of this work.
7
Parker, Global Crisis, vi-ix.
4

2

readers and writers immerse themselves in the past to make sense of the present. The numerous
commonplace books of the gentleman William Drake emphasize how he grappled with history in
his attempts to determine how to act as member of the House of Commons during the 1640s.
Anne Sadleir’s notebook of apothegms drew on her knowledge of the past in reflections on
governance, religion, and revolution. Edward Hyde, future Earl of Clarendon, turned to histories
from the ancient world as he watched the royalist cause collapse after 1646 from his refuge in
Jersey.8 In many of these cases, this engagement not only provided guidance but was also
generative, leading to historical writing, such as Edward Hyde’s influential History of the Rebellion
and Civil Wars in England, attempting to explain the causes and actual events of the midseventeenth century.9
This uncertain present produced a variety of visions of the past in England, Scotland,
Ireland, and the English Atlantic. Importantly, the relationship between past events and present
circumstances became increasingly scrutinized. Rather than simply draw on history for its
analogical comparisons or exemplary models of action, people began to turn to the past for
causal explanations of their current circumstances, seeking clarity or solace or justification in
recent and more ancient history. This was made possible due to long-term structural changes in
education, politics and religion, as well as a series of contingencies that reshaped the London
and British print world in the 1640s. It built, for example, on centuries of development in humanist
historical practice, but it was the huge increase in inexpensive historical material circulating in
print as well as the firm establishment of printed news periodicals in the early 1640s that led to
this type of thinking becoming increasingly common across middling society rather than simply in
elite, educated circles.
Historians have noted before that the period was central, as Daniel Woolf has put it, to
“the emergence of a sense of the past as continuous process and the establishment of the
primacy of causal relationships between diachronically contiguous or proximate events,” but the
8

Kevin Sharpe, Reading Revolutions: The Politics of Reading in Early Modern England (New Haven, 2000); Trinity R.5.6;
and Bodleian MS Clarendon 126.
9
For a modern edition of this, see Edward Hyde, The History of the Rebellion: A New Selection, ed., Paul Seaward
(Oxford, 2009).
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existing literature often discusses this in nebulous, abstract terms. 10 Though scholars have
exhaustively detailed conceptions of the past in the early years of the Stuart monarchy as well as
in the post-Restoration period, little systematic work has been done about the way the midcentury years of war and interregnum shaped, and were shaped by, new media and shifting
historical reading practices. 11 Recent scholarship on certain aspects of historical thought during
mid-century have begun to address this, and there has also been a huge increase in scholarship
on history and memory during the Restoration period that was marked by the civil wars, but these
have yet to delve fully into the practical and material ways historical thought developed during the
1640s and 1650s.12
One route to addressing this lacuna is by building on scholarship about memory and
historical thinking that emphasizes how these underwent a transformation in the early modern
world.13 This makes it possible to consider some of the larger processes contributing to how

Daniel Woolf, “From Hystories to the Historical: Five Transitions in Thinking about the Past, 1500 – 1700,” Huntington
Library Quarterly, 68, 1 & 2 (March 2005), 38.
11
This is not to say that scholarship has not addressed some aspects of the explosion in historical materials in the 1640s
and 1650s, see, for example, Mark Phillip Hartman, “Contemporary explanations of the English Revolution, 1640 – 1660”
(PhD Thesis, Cambridge University, 1977); Daniel Woolf, The Idea of History in Early Stuart England: Erudition, Ideology,
and ‘The Light of Truth’ from the Accession of James I to the Civil War (Toronto, 1990), ch. 8; and David Cressy,
“Remembrancers of the Revolution: Histories and Historiographies of the 1640s,” Huntington Library Quarterly, 68, 1 & 2
(March 2005), 257-268. Of course, the huge scholarship on the social, political, and cultural developments during the time
period do address the importance of history, though this is rarely at the center of discussion. A representative list of works
would include John Adamson, The Noble Revolt: The Overthrow of Charles I (London, 2007): Michael Braddick, God’s
Fury, England’s Fire: A New History of the English Civil Wars (London, 2008); David Norbrook, Writing the English
Republic: Poetry, Rhetoric and Politics, 1627 – 1660 (Cambridge, 1999); Conrad Russell, The Causes of the English Civil
War (Oxford, 1990); Sharpe, Reading Revolutions; Nigel Smith, Literature and Revolution in England 1640 – 1660 (New
Haven, 1994); and Nicholas von Maltzahn, Milton’s History of Britain: Republican Historiography in the English Revolution
(Oxford, 1992).
12
Recent scholarship on historical thought during the British civil wars includes Gary Rivett, “Make use both of things
present and past: Thomas May’s histories of parliament, printed public discourse and the politics of the recent past, 1640
– 1650” (PhD Thesis, University of Sheffield, 2010); and Imogen Peck, “Recollection in the Republics : memories of the
British Civil Wars in England, 1649-1659” (PhD Thesis, University of Bristol, 2018). Recent works focused on history and
memory during the Restoration include Blair Worden, Roundhead Reputations: The English Civil Wars and the Passions
of Posterity (London, 2001); Matthew Neufeld, The Civil Wars after 1660: Public Remembering in Late Stuart England
(Woodbridge, UK, 2013); Erin Peters, Commemoration and Oblivion in Royalist Print Culture, 1658 – 1667 (London,
2017); and Edward Legon, Revolution Remembered: Seditious Memories after the British Civil Wars (Manchester, 2019).
13
Memory, in particular, has received a great deal of focus by scholars. Representative examples of the scholarship
include Judith Pollman, Memory in Early Modern Europe, 1500 – 1800 (Oxford, 2017) and Andy Wood, The Memory of
the People: Custom and Popular Senses of the Past in Early Modern England (Cambridge, 2014). Much of the work in an
English context has been spurred by Alexandra Walsham. Important recent essays by Walsham include “History,
Memory, and the English Reformation,” The Historical Journal, 55, 4 (December 2012), 899-938; “The Reformation of the
Generations: Youth, Age and Religious Change in England, c. 1500 – 1700,” Transactions of the Royal Historical Society,
21 (December 2011), 93-121; “Domesticating the Reformation: Material Culture, Memory, and Confessional Identity in
Early Modern England,” Renaissance Quarterly, 69, 2 (2016), 566-616; and, most recently, “Chronicles, memory and
autobiography in Reformation England,” Memory Studies, 11, 1 (January 2018), 36-50. The essays in Erika Kuijpers et al.,
eds., Memory before Modernity: Practices of Memory in Early Modern Europe (Leiden, 2013) also highlight many of these
issues, in particular ch. 17. Other recent works include Peter Sherlock, “The Reformation of Memory in Early Modern
Europe” in Susannah Radstone and Bill Schwarz, eds., Memory: Histories, Theories, Debates (New York, 2010), 30-40;
and Philip Schwyzer, “Fallen idols, broken noses: Defacement and memory after the Reformation,” Memory Studies, 11, 1
10

4

history was understood in the mid-seventeenth century. Another, related, route is an exploration
of the more specific ways that individuals confronted and navigated instantiations and
explications of the past, be they written texts, oral/aural stories, or material objects. Case studies
of individual readers, genres of print, and the networks that circulated the ideas in print and
manuscripts to a wide range of individuals, both literate and not, serve as the backbone of this
investigation.
A mix of micro- and macro-historical approaches is essential to tell a story of how visions
of the past both shaped actions that precipitated the political and religious crises that swept
Britain and Ireland during the period and governed the way individuals responded to them. This
means that focusing solely on the printing and circulation of historical texts, and statistically
analyzing trends in publishing practices, is not enough. Certain texts, and certain pasts, came to
be read by different actors in wildly divergent and often complicated ways. Exploring how specific
individuals responded to certain works is what makes it possible more broadly to parse
perceptions of history during the mid-century. It becomes possible to explore the ways the past
entered into contemporary debates, understand how different factional groups drew on and
molded the past, and see how individuals developed the intellectual tools to navigate an
increasingly complicated media environment.
John Gibson’s miscellany, compiled across the 1650s and early 1660s, gives one
example of how one individual drew on the past in a variety of ways in order to make sense of his
present. Much of this mixed-media notebook—featuring inset engravings, woodcuts, and printed
texts alongside Gibson’s own handwritten notes—was compiled while the devout royalist was
imprisoned at Durham Castle due to debts from parliamentary fines. He used its pages as a place
to copy out notes about family, collect recipes for healing salves, muse on the sermons of John
Chrysostom and other religious writers, and reflect upon the political and religious situation of his
homeland. This was both an intimate, private repository of Gibson’s thoughts and a semi-public

(January 2018), 21-35. Finally, the AHRC-funded project, “Remembering the Reformation,” by, among others, Walsham
and Brian Cummings, has provided a fertile base for continued investigation into these issues, see Brian Cummings et al.,
eds., Remembering the Reformation (London, 2020).

5

resource that he aimed to pass down as a didactive and reflective tool to future generations. At
the beginning of the volume, he even included a prefatory letter (written in 1656) to his son, John,
in which he stated, “I bequeath this book to you my only son, as the trophy of my sufferings,
which I have obtained by my fancy and my pen.” 14
Central throughout the miscellany are Gibson’s attempts to piece together the recent past
and understand the failure of the royalist cause. Laments on the death of Charles I regularly
appear throughout the pages, and he included William Laud’s scaffold speech as well as an
epitaph for the Earl of Strafford. He also continuously reflected often on his own imprisonment,
comparing his own sufferings to those of noted Christian forebearers, in one passage noting, “St.
Paul was far a more considerable person then thou canst be, and yet it pleased God to shut him
in prison for two years,” and he even drew a sketch of Durham castle (which he alternately
labeled “The House of my Pilgrimage” and “the House of Bondage”). 15 History became a tool for
him to confront and make sense of the defining conflict of his life, one that had led to his long
imprisonment in the 1650s and later disappointment as he failed to receive recompense or
recognition for his continued support of the Stuart line and forbearance under the governments of
the 1650s.16
Can we make sense of Gibson’s view of history with this single notebook? At first glance,
the historical material in his miscellany appears haphazard—a dashed off note on the history of
monarchy here, a note on the rise of the Church of England there. Closer analysis, though,
suggests a consistent, if not always completely coherent, vision of the past, one centered around
the importance of a strong church and stable monarchy, and the growing dangers these
institutions began to face from the early seventeenth century. In essence, Gibson seems to have
14

BL Add MS 37719, 5v. The blurred roles of miscellanies and commonplace books is explored in Adam Smyth,
Autobiography in Early Modern England (Cambridge, 2010). It can particularly be seen in the notebooks of Nehemiah
Wallington (one representative example would be Folger V.a.436) and the Fane family miscellany (Folger V.a.180).
15
BL Add MS 37719, 113v, 153v, 161r, 193v.
16
Ibid., 186r. The quotation that began this introduction, in fact, mentions Gibson’s apparent frustration in not receiving
some recognition (from f. 186r in the miscellany). In full, it states:
Our present age has been an age of wonders, the gratest are these,
1 We have had the best of Princes barbarously murdered.
2 A banished Prince miraculously restored.
3 And a Loyall people (as yet) but hardly requited.
To the first of these we owe our solemn sorrows. For the second our constant thanks. To the third our just
Compassions.

6

constructed a narrative of English and church history that help explain his predicament. He
composed notes, for example, briefly capturing British history through the seven conquests of the
island before tracing monarchy from the final, Norman, conquest under William I to the end of the
Tudor line. Each monarch receives brief notice, some more positive than others. William I was “a
conqueror, but cruel.” Edward I was “the scourge of Scotland, he united Wales, and died with
honor.” Henry VIII was “valiant yet not chaste.” 17
His chronicling of developments in more recent years was similarly to the point. Along
with numerous notes on Charles I, James I, Laud, and other figures, Gibson sought explicitly to
memorialize the significant upheavals of his lifetime. In early 1660, he drew up a list of nineteen
“new governments in England since 1640, beginning with the transition from “monarchy, to
democracy,” continuing with numerous transitions as a commonwealth and protectorate (“Then to
a new kind of Protector…Thence to Praise God Barebones little Parliament…Then to a pretty
Crochet…Thence to a Free-State”), before ultimately returning to “a king, a house of Lords, and a
house of Commons.”18 He further compiled an extensive list of those involved with the trial and
execution of Charles I, and included numerous verses lamenting their actions and the fate of the
monarch.19
The narrative that Gibson developed in this and other material can be read as one of a
fall of British monarchy driven by dangerous religious innovation. Gibson was a deeply religious
man, constantly equating his own sufferings with those of his Christian forebearers, and this
colored his views of the past. Biblical quotations dot the pages, in between his own, oft
despairing, verse and prose passages, and Gibson saw himself, and presumably other
supporters of Charles I, as part of a long line of figures who suffered for their faith. Throughout
the 1650s, it seems, he held out hope that divine justice was on its way, even compiling a list of
“Untimely and strange death to the persecutors of Christian religion,” that included descriptions of

17

Ibid., 156r-158r, 185r-185v.
Ibid., 153v, 186r, 193v, 208r. On 112r, he compiled a similar list, with more details about military events, that ended in
1658 with Richard Cromwell succeeding his father as Protector.
19
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the deaths of the Emperor Domitian, Pontius Pilate, Judas, and numerous others who had stood
against the Christian faith.20
Gibson believed the true church, one that he traced from ancient sources in his
miscellany, was under heavy siege by the mid-seventeenth century and the struggle around it
was central to the fall of monarchy. 21 As he noted on a page that also included a list of the
compilers of the 1549 Book of Common Prayer (headed by Archbishop Cranmer), “No Bishop, no
King, King and Priest Twins of Oil, Twins of Destiny, the Truth of this is as clear at it were written
with sun beams upon a wall of crystal.” 22 To Gibson, this was a church that had slowly developed
under Henry VIII and Edward VI and was perfected under Elizabeth I and the two Stuart
monarchs who came to reign in England. This was not a church that included the “hotter sort” of
protestants, but a hierarchical church of ceremony and Laudian ritual. He traced the liturgy to that
established in the 1549 Book of Common Prayer, a conciliatory work that attempted to address
concerns of both conservatives and reformers, instead of the heavily revised, and increasingly
reformed version that replaced it in 1552 and was more firmly established once Elizabeth took the
throne in 1559.23 He constantly lamented the fate of Laud and placed great emphasis on the
horrors wrought by the demise of hierarchy and order. 24
In Gibson’s religiously inflected worldview, innovation in politics could be traced to radical
religious reformers in parliament. Spurred by the ideas of both Jesuits and Scottish presbyterians,
their actions led not only to civil war but also to the rise of dangerous sectarianism that
exacerbated the ongoing conflicts. These agitators brought the church and state low. In his view,
they had stripped England of its church. “Albion I leave Thee, wallowing in thy blood! Once
famous for a Church; when King, and Bishops stood.” In more biblical phrasing, he lamented that
because of them “Beth-el is become Beth-aven.”25 They made possible the spread of “all kind of
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Sects,” from “Anabaptists, Brownists, Presbyterians, Independents, Familists, Adamites,
Quakers, Antinomians,” and many more.26 He devoted special focus to the chief instigator, at
least in his mind, Oliver Cromwell. Even juxtaposing the Protector with Henry VIII’s chief minister
Thomas Cromwell, who had been so central to the initial break with Rome and cementing the
political and religious power of the monarchy: “Cromwell the 1st set up Protestants, Cromwell the
2nd pull’d them down…Cromwell the 1st advanced the Crown, Cromwell the 2 nd undermined the
Crown.”27
Gibson’s miscellany reflects a number of the intellectual and material practices that
defined historical thought during the period. He deployed the past to construct a narrative to
justify and explain his own situation as well as that of Royalism more generally. This was not a
consensual past on which all could agree, but rather one shaped by ideology. Gibson further
turned to history for causal explanations of the present, while also using it as a tool for analogical
analyses or as a source of examples. Spurred by both humanistic practices and new reading
habits inculcated by the establishment of a periodical news press in London, Gibson was part of a
growing number of readers to parse history with this more causal mindset. These also led to new
material reading practices. Gibson’s miscellany was similar to many others of the time that drew
on traditional humanist commonplacing techniques, in which excerpts from works were noted
down often in an easily searchable frame for future use, but which also began to incorporate new
genres of text, such as newsbooks and almanacs. Gibson provides an example of how an
individual marshalled traditional forms of information management to create a unique,
individualized product, designed to suit their often quite specific needs. 28 For example, he relied
primarily on religious sources, particularly the Bible and sermon collections, alongside his own
prose and verse but also drew on a disparate series of geographical and historical works. He not
only took down words from many of these works, but also pasted in woodcuts and engravings
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from them. He often took a haphazard approach to his excerpting and left little evidence of the
works from which he excerpted these materials. He provided no indication of which chronicle or
history he relied on when compiling geographical and historical details of Britain and Ireland, for
example.29 More interestingly, he also excerpted material from newsbooks of the time, including a
series of verses tracing anti-monarchical and anti-episcopal sentiments from the Jesuits and the
Scots that prefaced Marchamont Nedham’s royalist newsbook Mercurius Pragmaticus. 30
Regardless of their origin, Gibson was willing to incorporate materials that matched his beliefs
and fit the narratives he was trying to advance.
Figures like Gibson provide insight into how historical works were read in the tumults of
the 1640s and 1650s. He is one of a range of similar individuals and provides an example of the
varieties of ways the past was thought about during the period. To understand how Gibson and
others came to think about history in different ways, it is important to focus more broadly on the
print culture of the period and the way historical works circulated in the 1640s and 1650s. This
contextualizes how individual readers encountered these works, be they in print or manuscript.
Contextualizing these reading practices will be approached in several ways. It is first essential to
outline how traditional forms of historical writing, from chronicles to humanist histories, developed
in the years before civil, and then consider way that pamphleteers in the upheavals of the midseventeenth century drew on excerpts from these—and, perhaps more importantly, the
approaches to historical writing that they engendered—in advancing new historical narratives.
Another tack will be to consider how the burgeoning manuscript pamphlet culture of the earlyseventeenth century was recycled in print in the 1640s and 1650s, and the way that these
pamphlets, often with nuanced historical arguments, could be weaponized in pamphlet wars of
the era. Finally, a case study of changing perceptions of monarchy in print during the civil wars
and after yields further insights. Exploring how historical monarchs were reconsidered during the
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two decades, particular those of the Tudor and Stuart dynasties, highlights how the discussion of
historical monarchy created alternative visions of the past and, intriguingly, the ideological space
for the abolishment of the form while, ultimately, hindering the development of a strong republican
culture.
Only with this context is it possible to pursue more detailed analyses of individual readers
and how they encountered and interpreted historical works. A case study of the Englishman
Richard Symonds provides an avenue to understand the way printed news was integrated into
traditional methods of information gathering. Evidence from his commonplace book and the
notebooks of other readers shows how the reading of news might become central to the way
individuals thought about the past and, increasingly, the way they wrote about it. Broadening this
type of analysis to a range of readers—including the Cambridge student William Bright, Edward
Hyde, and John Evelyn—allows consideration not only of how they read historical material but the
way contingent events and their reading of other genres of text shaped their reading, thinking,
and, ultimately, writing about the past.

11

CHAPTER 1: Historical writing, printing revolutions, and the British Civil Wars

The wildly prolific if little known poet George Daniel spent the months following the 1649
collapse of monarchy in England ensconsed at his manor in the East Riding of Yorkshire
scribbling poetry about kings of old. 31 Past English monarchs—Henry IV, his predecessor Richard
II, and his son Henry V—were the subjects of the ponderous, serpentine verse that the author
composed in a three-part text that he entitled the Trinarchodia. Daniel, a supporter of the recently
fallen Charles I, did not, as one might assume, bury himself in the past to avoid dealing with the
new political and religious realities of England. Though never explicit, his often elegiacal writings
on the lives of these earlier English kings drew connections to present, particularly the narrative
of that “poor king,” the deposed and executed Richard II. 32 Analyzing an earlier historical moment
became his way of thinking through the turbulent present. In his description of the aftermath of
Richard’s fall, he found Henry IV’s early reign as a “stormy day and an unquiet Age”—perhaps
mirroring the recent transitions in power in England that had reverberated even to his rural
Yorkshire home.33
Like so many writers of the time, Daniel wanted to lay bare the past so that his readers
could find in it a better understanding of their contemporary moment. He noted in poem’s
prefatory material, though, that he would not and could not provide a simple guide to the meaning
of his verse. Rather, these provided a suggestion of the further complexities that a reader would
encounter as they waded into the work. In the epistle to the readers, for example, he noted that
he would not provide a chronological preface to “save” their patience. (Vol. III, 127) Mixing
gastronomic metaphors with references to earlier historians and chroniclers of England and
Britain, such as Raphael Holinshed, John Stow, Polydore Vergil, John Speed, and John Trussell,
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he provided an extended description of what his preface would not do. His readers would not find
“a minced chronicle served in a stewed meat to the second meal,” or “Holinshed’s mighty loin, a
voider full brought in a saucer.” They would not simply get “little spoonmeats cut from Stow’s illfardled dry-fat,” or “Oliues; deep sweat, in jar of Polydore; Speed, cut in sippets; Trussell, laid
about for a trail garnish.”34 Instead, readers would have to wade through Daniel’s elliptic verse
and philosophical musings to get the sense of the narrative.
While Daniel refused to provide straightforward historical information drawn from the
chronicler and antiquarian Stow or the cartographer and historian Speed, numerous other writers
with similar aims did. In the pamphlet wars of the 1640s, historical volleys became central in
advancing arguments around controversial topics, such as the role of episcopacy, the nature of
monarchy, or the prerogatives of parliament. Making liberal use of narrative material from earlier
historians and compilers, those writing histories turned them to increasingly polemical, ideological
ends, aiming to bend the past to fit their own particular views of the present. Even Daniel’s
original verse had an ideological edge behind its ambivalence, reflecting the author’s support for
the royalist cause.35 As the church historian Thomas Fuller noted in 1659: “it is impossible for the
Pen of any Historians writing in (as our’s) a divided Age, to please all Parties.” He compared the
current moment in historical understanding to that after “the confusion of languages at the Tower
of Babel, when the eloquence of the best was but barbarism to all save a few folk of his own
family.”36
When and why had ideology and polemic become so central to historical argument in
Britain and Ireland? Had there ever been a moment when an agreed upon narrative of the past
existed? Thomas Fuller believed so. Ideology and polemic were not always at the center of
English historical writing, at least not to the same extent as in his own day. “Happy the English
historians who wrote some sixty years since, before our civil distempers were born or conceived,”
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he mused, “I mean before mens latent animosities broke out into open hostility; seeing then there
was a general right understanding betwixt all of the nation.”37

The civil wars and interregnum
The immediate reason for the “divided Age” was civil war. From 1639, with the outbreak
of the Bishop’s Wars in Scotland, through the 1650s and into the 1660s, civil and religious discord
devastated and divided the population of the three polities of England, Ireland, and Scotland ruled
by Charles I. The causes of these conflicts were complex, but they were in many ways related to
long-standing and unresolved issues related to the implementation of religious reform in the
sixteenth century, questions about the civil and ecclesiastical power of the monarchy, and the
difficulties of managing multiple kingdoms. 38 In Scotland, there had been long simmering
disagreements over church structure, particularly the presence of royally appointed bishops, in
the reformed kirk since the 1580s. After Charles promulgated a new prayer book that aimed to
bring the kirk closer in form and doctrine to the English church in 1637, riots boiled over into the
Bishops’ Wars in 1639 and 1640, with the Scots winning a decisive victory over the king in the
second.39 These wars created a series of cascading crises for Charles and most histories from
the time suggest that the Scottish problems were what led to the king’s downfall. In England,
longstanding tensions between Charles and his parliaments over royal prerogative, the role of
parliament in governance, and monarchical finances, as well as a growing divide between church
leaders and the “hotter sort” of Protestants, came to a head. In early 1640 Charles was forced to
call his first parliament in eleven years (the Short Parliament). While Charles dissolved this
parliament after three weeks, he had to call a second in fall 1640 after his disastrous defeat by
the Scots. The relationship between parliament and king became increasingly strained after a
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bloody rebellion in Ireland in October 1641. By early 1642 it became increasingly apparent that
war between king and parliament was inevitable. 40
Two civil wars were to follow. Between 1642 and 1646, Charles and his supporters
clashed with Parliamentarian armies, led initally by the Earl of Essex and later Thomas Fairfax,
across the countryside. While Royalists had early success, by late 1644 the tide had turned.
Parliament had negotiated support from Scottish Covenanters in late 1643 in exchange for a
negotiated presbyterian religious union, the Solemn League and Covenant, between England and
Scotland. Parliament gained control of the north of England at the battle of Marston Moor and
additional Royalist strongholds soon fell. By spring 1646, Charles turned himself over to Scottish
forces. After negotiations throughout 1647 failed to establish an acceptable political settlement,
war was reignited in 1648, but Charles, even with support from a faction of the Scots, was quickly
defeated by parliament’s New Model Army. This led to perhaps the most shocking moment of the
two decades. After a purge of the Long Parliament by the army, a radical faction, the Rump,
decided to try and execute Charles for his crimes in the wars in January 1649. The Rump
Parliament then ordered the New Model Army to pacify both Ireland and Scotland. A full-scale
invasion of Ireland, led by the increasingly powerful Oliver Cromwell, devastated the countryside,
and firmly subjugated the Catholic population. In Scotland, many rallied behind Charles I’s son,
crowning him Charles II. Following his successes in Ireland, Cromwell invaded Scotland and in
September 1651, the Royalist army was defeated at the battle of Worcester. While skirmishes
and guerrilla warfare continued to take place throughout Ireland and Scotland, military rule
replaced the kings’s authoriy over both countries, only ending with the restoration of Charles II in
1660.41
Few had remained untouched by the brutality of these wars. In Ireland, Protestant forces
brutally massacred Catholic populations in their efforts to tamp down on the rebellion. In turn,
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Catholic rebels killed numerous Protestant settlers, both English and Scottish. Disease and
starvation spread through war torn regions across the archipelago, affecting far more than just
those involved in battle. The populations of many towns were decimated. Estimates suggest that
nearly 4 percent of the English population (roughly 190,000 people) and over 10 percent of the
total population of the islands (roughly 850,000 people) lost their lives, either directly or indirectly,
from the Wars of the Three Kingdoms. 42 People struggled to comprehend and make sense of this
devastation.
While the wars themselves were cataclysmic, unprecedented events, the political and
religious ramifications of these upheavals were just as startling. In England, accusations of
treason; trials of courtiers, bishops, and kings; and executions of these figures by parliamentary
decree were to shock all western Europe. From its start in November 1640, members of the Long
Parliament aimed to address concerns about arbitrary rule of church and state. To do this, they
targeted supposed ‘evil counselors,’ and imprisoned the privy counselor Thomas Wentworth, Earl
of Strafford, and William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury. Wentworth was executed in May 1641;
Laud in January 1645. Though surprising, these executions had precedent in the recent and
medieval past, as numerous pamphlets would argue. The execution of the king in January 1649,
though, was something else entirely. Even after failed negotations in 1647 and parliamentary
victory in the Second English Civil War, few wanted to execute an anointed king. Charles’
execution would have been nearly inconceivable at the start of the decade, but over the 1640s
growing (though still small) ranks of powerful radicals in the army and parliament came to see it
as the only solution.43
The ideas that informed those who executed Charles had fermented in the radical
religious and political world of London and the army. Radical experiments in anti-monarchical
thought, democracy, and religious toleration were proposed and, in some cases, acted upon.
These included but went far beyond regicidal sentiments. In religion, the 1640s and 1650s were a
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time of great experimentation. So called ‘root and branch’ petitions called for the abolition of the
existing church hierarchy. By the mid-1640s, efforts at establishing a presbyterian state church in
England were underway. In the millennarian fervor some went further, moving beyond
presbyterianism and independency to newer forms of religious expression, described, often
hyperbolically, in compendiums like the presbyterian Thomas Edwards’ Gangraena.44 By the
1650s, religious toleration, at least for these radical protestants, was accepted. In politics, too,
radical ideas were debated and, in some cases, put into action. Levellers, Diggers, and others
proposed radical experiments in political and economic equality. Political philosophers like John
Milton, James Harrington, and Thomas Hobbes articulated a range of theories around
republicanism, absolute monarchy, and other forms of government. The Rump Parliament even
attempted to manage a republican commonwealth in the years after Charles’ death, though this
would be ended in 1653, when a disaffected military, led by Cromwell, established a military
dictatorship, the Protectorate. 45
While monarchy was re-established in 1660, the preceding two decades had indelibly
reshaped the physical and mental landscapes of the islands. Throughout, people had struggled to
make sense of their seemingly unmoored surroundings. In this, history became a tool. The past
could provide indications of the causes of these events as well as guides to how to navigate
them. Not everyone agreed on these causes or how best to address contemporary
developments, though, and in this partisan atmosphere of the 1640s and 1650s radically different
visions of the past took shape and radically different examples were drawn from it.
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The circulation of partisan history and of revolutionary ideas engendered during the civil
wars more generally was made possible by the breakdown of press censorship in London from
1641, leading to a huge increase in the printing of short works and development of a market for
genres such as news books, topical pamphlets, and critical histories. 46 Even as different regimes
attempted to regulate the press, more work was issued from the press than in the decades prior.
Being aware of these material conditions is important. While licensing of print had never been
wholly effective, during the civil wars and interregnum it became easier than ever to circulate
heterodox ideas in print, be they political, religious, or other. 47
There is ample evidence that the number and types of publications issued from the
printing houses in England in particular underwent a significant change. Though imperfect, data
from the English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC) provides some evidence of this. From 1640 to
1659 about 1,271 unique imprints were issued each year by English printers, in contrast to only
469 per year between 1600 and 1639. 48 Many of these imprints in the 1640s and 1650s were
shorter, polemical works or news books. As D.F. McKenzie has argued, while the number of
sheets printed in the 1640s and 1650s may not have been much higher or remained the same as
before (i.e. about the same amount of paper was used for printing) the generic character of the
imprints did undergo a change as printers sought to capitalize on the demand for polemical
literature by turning out short, argumentative materials.49 Comments about the ubiquity of new
ideas in print and debates about the censorship and press freedoms were constant during the
tumultuous period. In the evocative phrasing of one pamphleteer, the press was
now employed by Paper-wasters,
By mercenary souls, and Poetasters,
Who weekly utter, slanders, libels, lies,
Under the name of specious novelties.50
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One example of this was the appearance of serial printed news books. For the first time,
domestic news was chronicled in short weekly pamphlets and circulated on a large scale. Political
goings-on and military engagements were reported to readers in England and Scotland by writers
and publishers in London, Edinburgh, and Oxford. Titles such as The Scottish Dove, A Perfect
Diurnall, and Mercurius Aulicus kept readers abreast of the latest debates in parliament, or the
movements of the king’s troops. Like much of the pamphlet literature, these were intensely
partisan in character. Parliamentarians and royalists recruited effective propagandists, such as
Marchamont Nedham and John Hall, to spin current events in their favor and provide commentary
on events. These were often in dialogue. The parliamentary news book Mercurius Britanicus, for
example, often chastized the writers of Aulicus for “offering up the incense of so many lies and
intelligence every Sonday morning.” Like history, they became guides for a confusing present and
readers were keen to keep up with them. Some collected whole runs of news books and bound
them up together. One particularly active collector, the London bookseller George Thomason,
gathered thousands across the two decades.
Historical arguments were central in the debates and polemics that shaped this new era
of cheaper, widely circulating print. Debates about the common law and monarchical prerogative
were built on differing readings of the past. Questions about the religious settlement of the
kingdom were likewise conceived around examples drawn from the past, and what earlier figures
in the church structures of England and Scotland—as well as the Church fathers—had intended.
Even the most radical reformers turned to history in their efforts to break free from the shackles of
earlier governments and religious authorities.51 In perhaps the most famous work written about
pre-publication censorship during the period, John Milton’s Aereopagitica, historical precedent is
central to building an argument about how ideas should circulate, be debated, and be refuted if
necessary.52 Sketching a history from ancient Greece to the present day, he argued that book
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licensing only arose from “the most antichristian council and the most tyrannous inquisition that
ever inquired,” the Catholic church, as it sought to control messaging.53
Not only was history central to topical news books and pamphlets of the time, but the
breakdown in censorship also made it possible for numerous works explicitly described as
histories to appear. Less wary of earlier strictures, these provided historical explanations for the
upheavals of the time and drew on past events to suggest explicit ways to handle the situation.
Many of these were in some capacity recycled pieces of older works that had already appeared in
print or were circulated in manuscript. Publishers found in them useful ideological language, or
they extracted narratives from them in the pursuit of entirely new arguments. Historical writings of
Francis Bacon, Robert Cotton, and Walter Ralegh, among many others, were reprinted and reimagined during in the 1640s and 1650s. 54 Others were original short pamphlets that drew their
details liberally from previous historical tomes to advance a variety of different arguments, and
often in response to contemporary events. Short works appeared like A Briefe Declaration of All
the Civill Warres that have happened in England (1643) or Britannia, Passionately and
Historically (1644) that narrated past upheavals in England and throughout Europe in building
cases, for example, in support of Parliament and anti-episcopal religious measures. 55
While the immediate political and religious events created the space for these works to
appear, it was clear that the past already held special importance to writers, readers, and
publishers during the mid-century upheavals. They recognized its value in providing narrative
details, developing arguments, and, increasingly, highlighting causal connections that might
explain current issues. This was not new. History had long been consulted for these reasons. The
significant changes wrought by humanist education practices and religious reform movements the
sixteenth century had already radically altered many individuals’ understandings of the
relationship between the past and the present. Developments in the mid-seventeenth century
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were in many ways a culmination of these trends. What was new was the scope and circulation of
the works espousing these ideas. Alongside oral and manuscript circulation, the print market of
the 1640s and 1650s made it possible for new visions of history to appear.
*
Perceptions of the past in early modern England, Scotland, and Ireland
The past was already well-trodden ground for the people of England, Scotland, and
Ireland, and to understand historical writing and the way it was shaped by the events of the 1640s
and 1650s it is important to have a sense the broader historical “culture”—the various ways the
past held meaning and served as a referent to all. 56 What, exactly, was “history” to people in early
modern England? The term “history” could take on a variety of meanings, typically related to its
role as a study of particulars (be they events, people, things), rather than universals, whether real
or fictional, in narrative form. The definition of history provided by Mathias Prideaux, the author of
the 1648 treatise An Easy and Compendious Introduction for Reading all sorts of Histories was
that it was “a commemoration of things past,” that accounted for the “Circumstances of Time and
Place,” and was divided into “distinct Distances, Intervals, or Dynasties,” in chonological order.”
The types of materials that fit under this generic definition could be relatively wide, with Prideaux
noting that alongside ecclesiastical and political history, various works of historical anecdote and
biography might fit under the title, as well as “Vaine, Legendary, or Fabulous” histories, that went
under the “name of Romances.”
For most in the period, history was capacious, encompassing prose and verse, history
plays and humanist histories. This was reflected in the printed works that were advertised as
histories.57, Works issued from London printshops in the seventeenth century that had the word
“history” in their title included literary works such as The most delectable history of Reynard the
Fox or The most pleasant history of Ornatus and Aresia, natural histories such as The Feminine
Monarchie, or the Historie of Bees, or plays like Marlowe’s The tragicall historie of the life and
On a definition of “historical culture” see Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture
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death of Doctor Faustus, alongside chronicles, historical narratives of kings and queens, or
guides about the historical past. 58
Perhaps rather than first turning to written and printed “histories” it is better to begin by
considering more generally what the past meant to individals in Britain and Ireland during the
early modern period. People’s knowledge of the past, at least initially, came through oral tales,
through connections to local landscapes, through the negotiation of legal relationships and laws
established through long-standing custom, and through annual festivals and rituals. Knowledge of
the past was accrued piecemeal. A child’s first encounter with history would likely have been
through stories told by their parents or others in their community. The antiquary and philosopher
John Aubrey’s autobiographical writings contain numerous anecdotes from his childhood in
Wiltshire in the 1630s of the many local storytellers, such as his nurse, Katherine Bushell, and his
grandfather, Isaac Lyte, who regaled him with historical anecdotes. 59 The stories told were often
intensely local in nature, reflecting events and figures prominent in communities in the recent or
ancient past. Chorographers and other travelers, such as John Leland and William Lambarde,
often commented on distinct local remembrances. The local nature of the past was in part tied to
how important specific places—be they geographical features or man-made structures—were in
shaping historical knowledge. History accreted to specific places and these yoked communities to
the past.
The most prominent example of how the past was constructed locally is through the
customary laws that governed economic and social relations of a village or estate. Passed down
from generation to generation, local customary practices—that body of knowledge, rules,
regulations, and practices based on memory and historical precedent—governed numerous
aspects of social life, such as land ownership, rental rates, gleaning rights, fines, and taxation. 60
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Custom mobilized historical remembrance to maintain tradition and protect longstanding rights.
As Andy Wood argues, custom, perhaps more than any other practice, “made the past usable.”
Through remembrance and historical knowledge, different actors—from middling townspeople, to
estateholders, to the poor—could justify their actions and provide precedent for, say, parish
boundaries when disputes arose between neighboring locales or the rights of manorial tenants
when these were contested by a local lord. 61
Local and national history was also memorialized through the ritual calendars, both
Christian and secular. These provided a shape and pattern to life in early modern Britain and
Ireland. Secular rituals and events were further added to the list of annual moments of celebration
and remembrance.62 Annual celebrations of Elizabeth I’s accession day, Gunpowder treason day,
and the defeat of the Spanish Armada, among other events, became enmeshed in the annual
calendar, celebrated by young and old alike. 63 This information was circulated both orally and in
print. By the early seventeenth century, short, cheap printed almanacs had become widespread,
with many of these providing information on both annual religious rituals and commemorations of
significant historical events.

Chronicle traditions
Almanacs were part of a growing range of media that connected oral and literate
“cultures” in the early modern period. Even those who could not read would have come into
contact with the written word, both through books and declarations read to them but also through
the numerous examples of writing carved, written, and pasted on walls and scattered on the
streets. Popular historical knowledge was shaped, if indirectly, by written sources. Many myths,
legends, and popular tales about the past, while beginning as spoken tales, were copied down
and renewed through written and printed media. Tales of King Arthur and others appear at first
but other important contributions include Fox, Oral and Literate Culture, ch. 5; and Nicola Whyte, Inhabiting the
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glance to simply be local historical narratives that had long been a part of a community’s fabric,
could be traced to the writings of Geoffrey of Monmouth or other learned medieval chroniclers. 64
The chronicle tradition whence these stories were drawn had a long history in the British
Isles. Throughout the medieval period, monastic and increasingly lay historians had turned to the
chronicle form to detail the history of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Chronicles fulfilled an
important purpose, serving as a record for a monastic or civic community of their past, providing a
chronological framework to organize charters, breviaries, and the like important to the community
within their texts. They were also informative, serving much the same purpose as later news
books.65 These volumes eschewed overt narrative and presented the past chronologically,
detailing a jumble of events—from political developments and military battles to miraculous
occurrences—by year. They were often denigrated for this, and the term chronicle had taken on a
pejorative connotation, particularly for the more highly educated, by the late-sixteenth century
(though it also remained a term used to describe historical writing more generally). In his 1638
historical poem The Historie of That wise and Fortunate Prince, Henrie of that Name the Seventh,
King of England, for example, Charles Aleyn noted that: “For Chronicles does it so lamely tell, As
if twere sayd, they came, they fought, they fell.”66
Even with these detractors, chronicles remained popular throughout the sixteenth century
and into the early seventeenth. Medieval chronicles had appeared in print soon after a press had
arrived in England and by the mid-1500s enterprising publishers such as Richard Grafton and
Raphael Holinshed had created ever more elaborate chronicles detailing the history of England.
For many, the stories and information included within these works were the most accessible
historical information available. Many of the works that George Daniel suggests were sources for
writers and publishers in the 1640s—by John Stow, Raphael Holinshed and his collaborators, and
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John Speed—were chronicles. Even elite guides to history reading suggested a perusal of
chronicles, if only to provide a framework for more detailed reading. 67

Humanism and History
By the mid-seventeenth century, the chronicle was only one of many forms of history
writing. For the highly educated, these new forms of history were shaped by the rise of
humanism. Originating in the Italian city-states of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
humanism was an approach to learning that took a renewed interest in classical antiquity and the
reading of classical Roman and Greek works. Humanists further emphasized the importance of
an educational program focused on grammar, rhetoric, history, and moral philosophy. Iterations of
the movement quickly spread across Europe and over the channel through strong advocates
such as John Colet, Thomas More, and Desiderius Erasmus. 68 Humanist ideas had a significant
influence on political thought, Puritan religious and social reforms, and many other developments
across early modern Britain.69
Humanism has long been held up as central to developments in historical thought during
the period. Joseph Levine has argued that the “influence of Renaissance humanism” was the
defining force in shaping early modern English historical writing. 70 Humanist scholars developed
elaborate theories of history drawing on their classical and medieval forebearers. In most
accounts, the innovations attributed to humanism include the awareness of a distance between
67
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past and present, a growing emphasis on human agency over divine providence and fortune
(though providence and fortune remained important explanatory mechanisms), a sensitivity to
cultural and linguistic anachronism, the establishment of historical periodization (ancient,
medieval, modern), and an analytical rigor that led to the development of antiquarianism (often
presented as distinct from history) and fields such as philology, archaeology, and numismatics. 71
Amassing large libraries of classical and medieval texts, often in a highly ideological fashion, was
at the heart of the historical approach of humanist scholars. By methodically uncovering sources
and establishing precedents, humanists sought to root out errors in earlier historical narratives
and better comprehend the past.72
This historiographical narrative, though, does have its critics. Many of the innovations
ascribed to humanist scholars were evolutionary rather than revolutionary, and many medieval
historians practiced the same scholarly rigor as those who came after.73 Developments in
historical thought were piecemeal and non-linear. Innovations and insights, such as Henry
Spelman’s recovery of feudalism, were ignored and superseded by other more conservative, if
still revolutionary, visions of history. 74 More recent assessments of the historical thought during
the period have further attempted to move the conversation away from the role of humanist
scholarship by emphasizing the different ways the past was used and remembered, particularly
by those often overlooked—women, the poor and others outside of elite circles, for example—in
modern accounts of historical thought in the period. 75 Even so, the impact of humanism remains
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an important plank in any account of historical reading, writing, and thinking during the early
modern period, especially due to the influence of humanist scholars on education. While the
subject of history was not formalized as a course of study at the English universities until the
seventeenth century, historical examples abounded in earlier education, as students were
introduced to classical works as they were trained in grammar and rhetoric. A growing number of
humanist manuals on how to read history was being published in English by the sevententh
century.76
For a good humanist, history was important. Following Cicero, who so many of them
commonplaced during the period, history to these scholars and statesmen was “the witness of
time, the light of truth, the life of memory, the master of life, the herald of antiquity.” 77 It could
provide moral and ethical guidance, yes, and provide the rhetorical skills and exempla to aid in
speaking and writing, but increasingly humanists began to emphasize history’s capacity to
provide examples for how to act in political situations in the present. It was a storehouse of
precedents that provided readers with the knowledge of how to act in all sorts of situations when
properly interpreted. Humanist teachers used history in their pedagogy to fashion their students
into engaged statesmen who could draw on these cultivated skills in day-to-day affairs.78 In the
dedicatory epistle to the Earl of Leicester in his True Order and Methode of wryting and reading
Hystories, Blundeville made the conventional argument that history makes it possible “to gather
thereof such iudgement and knowledge as you may therby be the more able, as well to direct
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your private actions, as to give counsell.” 79 The future parliamentarian John Hall, who composed
a brief treatise on history in 1645, also reflected that history provided useful “Politick
Obseruacions” to guide the reader. Divinity and philosophy could provide similar information, but
they were inferior because “history represents things really done, therfore they sink into the mind
with more weight, and fill the braine with more substantiall ideas.” 80
Humanists placed great emphasis on reading classical Greek and Roman works, both for
universal history and for more fine-grained studies of the political life of the Greek city-states or
the Roman empire. They also encouraged the reading of biographical works, like those of
Plutarch, as a contextual supplement to histories. 81 Humanist guides to history often provided a
fine-grain outline of how best to approach these works. For Roman history, for example, John
Hall noted that a reader should begin with the epitome of the Roman historian Lucius Annaeus
Florus, despite its shortcomings, and supplement this reading by studying the commentaries on
Florus by the sixteenth century German scholar Joannes Stadius, whose “learning and paines”
will make the Roman’s prose clear. After that one was prepared to move on to the more complex
writings of other ancient historians such as Velleius, Livy, Polybius, and Tacitus. 82 As a reflection
of this interest, by the 1620s, both Cambridge and Oxford had chairs of ancient history. At
Cambridge, the appointee, Isaac Dorislaus, sparked immediate controversy with his lectures on
Tacitus’ Annals. Charged by some as promoting republicanism and regicide (and he did
ultimately serve as a prosecutor against Charles I in 1649), he gave only two lectures before he
was silenced. At Oxford, Camden’s appointee Degory Wheare spent over 20 years giving
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uncontroversial lectures around the work of Florus. 83 Modern histories of the ancient world were
also produced for an eager audience. Walter Ralegh’s History of the World, first appearing in
1614, was perhaps the most popular and influential of these in the English language,
incorporating a range of antiquarian and historical research into detailed narratives of ancient
history.84
Ancient histories were not only prized for the wisdom they contained, but also for the
model they provided for the writing of modern histories. By the seventeenth century, humanist
historians across Europe had produced an effusion of material emulating the styles of
Thucydides, Tacitus, and the like. One could turn to the writings of Guicciardini on Italy, Philippe
Commines on France, and Emmanuel Meteren on the Low Countries, among a range of others. 85
Unlike earlier chronicles, these new histories created large-scale narratives that explicitly traced
causes and connections between events. Though some, like Hall, thought that it was “lamentable
wee in such a fruitful age of Bookes & haruest of historians should haue so few good ones,” even
he acknowledged that there was value in at least some of the growing number of modern
histories that were becoming available. 86 The reading notes and commonplace books of English
and Scottish readers highlight how they engaged with these histories, as well as others, such as
Niccolo Macchiavelli’s Florentine history and Paolo Sarpi’s history of the Council of Trent. By the
later sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, both ancient and modern histories were receiving
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English translations that made them accessible even to people who had no training in classical
languages or foreign tongues. 87
Readers of English history would have had a surfeit of options as well. To have at least a
passing familiarity of this history was important, according to scholars like Wheare, for “who is
there that doth not esteem it a shameful thing, to be thought a stranger in his own city, a foreigner
in his own country?”88 From the early sixteenth century, humanist narratives began to join
chronicles as guides to the nation’s past. Thomas More, on Richard III, and Polydore Vergil, on
English history from pre-history through the reign of Henry VIII, were the first to attempt to write
humanist narratives about the English past. These were narratives that critically analyzed their
sources and presented the past with moral precepts in mind. While the narrative forms they
deployed did not immediately inspire a range of similar histories—this would not take place until
Elizabeth’s reign—their actual writing was soon literally incorporated into a range of chronicles by
Edward Hall, William Martyn, Holinshed, and others. Indeed, distinguishing between humanist
history and chronicles becomes rather arbitrary as the sixteenth century progressed. The writers
of chronicles certainly knew of and were influenced by humanist scholarship in their work. While
the forms of their writing may have remained indebted to a rigid chronological structure, they
could be equally critical of their sources and actively shaped a vision of the English past for their
reader.
By the later sixteenth and especially by the early seventeenth century, a range of more
explicitly humanist histories began to appear. Vergil found his successors not only in the
increasingly sophisticated chroniclers but in figures like the poet and historian Samuel Daniel and
John Trussell. Many of the new histories were biographies of recent English monarchs. On the
eve of civil war a reader would have had access to critical histories stretching from the reign of
Richard III through that of Elizabeth I. Jonathan Rashleighe, an Oxford student in the late 1650s,
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noted that one could read not only Thomas More on Richard III, but Francis Bacon on Henry VII,
Francis Godwin on Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary I, and William Camden on Elizabeth I. 89
These histories of recent reigns were joined by a range of others as well. John Hayward wrote on
Richard II and his successor Henry IV. Robert Cotton wrote on Henry III.
In grand humanist style, these ‘politic’ histories sought as much to provide wisdom as to
tell the story of the reigns they purported to be focused on, aiming to meet the needs of the
present as much as to accurately portray the past. Following ancient models such as Tacitus,
these histories were not necessarily wholly accurate. Francis Bacon, for example, included
invented speeches, which he put into the mouths of his historical figures. While he and others
aimed to tell a true story, this story had a direct purpose in the present. 90 Topicality could get
writers into trouble. In the heady days at the end of Elizabeth’s reign, Hayward’s work on Richard
II’s deposition by Henry IV, as well as his association with the circle of the Earl of Essex, led to
him being confined to the Tower. Cotton, too, found himself imprisoned and locked out of his
beloved library, in part due to circulation of his work on the political machinations and
parliamentary power in the reign of Henry III. The inherent danger, though, also meant that these
were greatly appealing to publishers in the 1640s and 1650s, who saw in them ample guidance
for the present.
If these works did not necessarily advance a revolutionary new vision of the past,
perhaps the major accomplishment of the humanists in historical writing in the pre-civil war period
is that they provided a more complete version of the past in print that was increasingly accessible
to both elite readers and those lower on the social scale. While many historical works were large,
expensive works, authors such as John Stow, John Taylor, Thomas Gainsford, and others turned
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out a range of shorter summary chronicles and histories in octavo format and smaller that
circulated widely and would have been read by an increasingly literate population, both urban and
rural.91 Furthermore, these new histories and chronicles inspired a vast range of historical writing
that appeared in other genres. Historical poetry by Michael Drayton and Samuel Daniel had a
brief period of popularity in the early seventeenth century. History plays, too, by the likes of
William Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe, drew on the work of Holinshed and others, and
were widely performed and printed. 92 Almanacs and other ephemeral works—some of the most
widely printed materials in the early modern period—not only marked the ritual calendar but often
included chronologies on national, biblical, and European history. 93

Historical thought and religious reform
Developments in history writing, and in perceptions of the past more generally, were
influenced as much by changes in the religious (and therefore, political) landscape of early
modern England and Scotland as they were by humanist methodologies. Perhaps the most
jarring change in the early modern British world was that wrought by efforts at religious reform.
Like the civil wars of the mid-seventeenth century—which have been called the last of the “Wars
of Religion”—religious reform created a major disjunct between the present and the past. 94 The
reform movements in England, Scotland, and Ireland beginning in the sixteenth century provided
early modern individuals important planks to build causal explanatory frameworks through which
to understand changes to society, both good and ill, and created the space for different narratives
about why change was taking place, leading to a breakdown in consensus about how the past
could be understood and what the future should be. Faith was at the center of early modern
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society, and the Reformation forced individuals to re-evaluate numerous aspects of it, not just
religious practices and beliefs. The struggles over true religion forced people to rethink
relationships with their ancestors and the histories of the land on which they lived and worked.
Monastic dissolutions and the dispersal of libraries also led to significant changes in learning and
the re-writing of much broader histories of Christianity and the place of England, Scotland, and
Ireland in the religious world. By the seventeenth century, debates about the extent and success
of reforming efforts would become part of the historical arguments that set the stage for civil war.
Across Europe, the movements that would come to be known as the Protestant
Reformation forced individuals to drastically re-imagine history. Like the humanists in scholarship,
reformers did not claim to be innovators. Instead, they explicitly drew a straight line between their
beliefs and those of the early church, before corruption, abuse, and creeping theological errors
had led it to be far removed from its original intent. For these evangelicals, the history of the
church and secular governments’ relationship to it had to be rewritten. 95 As Protestant reformers
championed the idea of salvation by grace and dismissed the doctrine of purgatory, the focus on
works, the intercession of saints, and other similar prescriptions of the Roman Catholic church
were actively challenged. The cult of saints collapsed, to an extent, in both the Catholic and
Protestant worlds and the miracles and relics associated with saints were questioned, debunked,
and lampooned by Protestants. 96
In Protestant regions, those who had once been condemned as heretics, such as Jan
Hus or John Wycliff, were re-vivified as proto-reformers who had paved the way for the
rediscovery of the true faith. 97 Grand new narratives were established tracing reforming moments
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throughout the ages; many of these were disseminated widely through sermons and popular
print. In England following Henry VIII’s break with Rome and the tumultuous series of events that
followed, figures such as John Bale and John Foxe created increasingly elaborate biographies
and martyrologies that charted an alternative history of the true church in England. 98 Similar
efforts were made to chart the “true” church in Ireland and Wales by scholars such as Richard
Davies, James Ware, and James Ussher. 99 In Scotland, following the success of the reform
movement in 1560, major figures such as John Knox and George Buchanan similarly attempted
to write into being a new Scottish past, one that, in Buchanan’s case, traced Scottish reformed
belief from original Christian proselytizers such as Saint Columba.100 Roman Catholic writers,
particularly Jesuits, countered these new histories of Britain and Ireland, charting an alternate
history of the reform movement aimed at delegitimizing it and the monarchs, such as Edward VI,
Elizabeth I and James VI and I, who upheld it.101
The new histories of British and Irish churches being written were in part shaped by
another significant strand of Protestant thought: millenarianism. While the eschatological
complexities of millennial thought in various strands of Protestantism will not be explored here, it
is worth noting that Lutheran and Reformed thinkers found that the details of the biblical end of
the world became important tools through which to engender anti-papal thought—by associating
the papacy with the Anti-Christ—and to provide shape and clarity to historical accounts of the
new religious movements. 102 Inspired by the Book of Revelation, the histories of British and Irish
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writers such as Bale, Foxe, Walter Ralegh, and James Ussher were infused with apocalyptic
beliefs, and traced the true church through history not just as a hidden light but explicitly as an
oppositional force against the powers of darkness that were manifested in Catholicism. This
reached a fever pitch in the 1630s and 1640s, as scholarly investigations of the apocalypse, such
as those by Joseph Mede and Thomas Brightman, collided with widespread interest in the end of
the world shaped by tumults in Britain and Ireland as well as across Europe. 103 Reading accounts
of the past for prophetic or revelatory insight would become an important feature of mid-century
historical thought.
For newly minted Protestants, the break with the past was in some ways even more
profound at an individual level than an institutional one. While new narratives about the
institutional church were important to individual experience, the broader challenges to the church
forced people to rethink their relationships with past generation and their conceptions of sacred
space, among other things. The new faith could cause considerable familial and communal strife
and raise questions about the relationships both among the living and between the living and the
dead.104 Without Purgatory, the intercessory relationship between living and dead ceased to exist.
No longer could the living hope for support from saints or others who had passed on. Under
Edward VI, the English government quickly dissolved chantries and other endowments
established for intercessory purposes. 105 While there were outcries over this and attempts at reestablishment under Mary I, Protestant efforts were quick to take hold. The ceremonies around
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death and the tombs commemorating the deceased were altered accordingly. 106 Similar
developments took place in Scotland following the success of the reform movements in 1560. 107
Commemoration, rather than intercession, became the center of rituals around the dead.
Relationships with pre-Reformation ancestors, while changed, did not disappear, then, and efforts
at commemoration and exemplarity played into a growing interest in genealogy and other forms
of historical and antiquarian research into the tombs, monuments, and ruins of intercessory
endowments.108
The effects of reform movements in England and Scotland, as well as their slower,
incomplete, and localized implementation in Ireland, more broadly shaped individuals’
relationships with landscapes and the built environment, leading to new narratives and histories
about the important religious sites in a community, such as churches and natural landmarks with
long-standing religious or mythic associations. The Dissolution loomed large in this process, for,
as Margaret Aston wrote, “[r]uins may make historians.” 109 The Reformation created an indelible
change in the landscape. Dissolution could lead to iconoclasm and destruction, but it could also
encourage remembrance. For Catholics, the ruins of religious buildings in Britain and Ireland
could spark new providential histories about the terrible fates of those who had destroyed them.
For Protestants, especially in the generations after the initial iconoclasts, positive memories of
these broken spaces were a significant spur both to reclaiming them for the true church by turning
them into Protestant spaces and to the antiquarian research of the late-sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. In their writings, scholars from John Leland to John Stow to William Dugdale sought to
memorialize, if not re-sacralize, previously hallowed spaces.110
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The creation of new historical narratives during the reformations in Britain and Ireland
was further shaped by the dispersal of books and knowledge in the dismantling and dissolution of
abbeys and monasteries, which had long maintained the premier collections of scholarly
manuscripts in Britain and Ireland. 111 This process, chronicled by Leland in his monumental
journeys across Britain in the 1530s and 1540s, indelibly reshaped both knowledge circulation
and the very knowledge that was available. 112 Government officals and scholars worked, often in
concert, to organize new manuscript libraries designed as “monuments of antiquity” that, in
England in particular, advanced a new Protestant vision of the state. Scholastic philosophical and
theological manuscripts, at the center of medieval learning, were culled, while historical and legal
knowledge were prized as central in the construction of national identity. 113 The libraries that grew
out of this process, such as those of Matthew Parker and Robert Cotton, became central
scholarly resources. These new libraries were designed as tools to be put to use by the newly
reorganized church and state. They became especially important in the crafting of the new
histories of religion required in a newly Protestant state, and more broadly in bringing together
important church and state records that had previously been dispersed, often for highly specific
purposes. For example, the early collections gathered for Henry VIII’s royal library included
treatises on divorce and Anglo-Papal relations. Of course, these libraries eventually expanded to
comprise a wide range of documents. The later library collected by Cotton could meet a range of
research needs and was as much inspired by humanist interests as by Reformation politics. This
was physically located at the center of state power in Westminster and became a resource for
royal councillors and members of parliament. 114
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The impacts of sixteenth-century religious upheaval on historical thought, then, are
relatively clear. In Britain the changes wrought by reform movements inspired interest and anxiety
about the past at both the individual and collective levels. For individuals, the reform movements
transformed both the spiritual and physical landscape. Some holy places were destroyed, and
other spaces were re-appropriated and accrued new meanings that built on previous ones.
Individuals also had to confront difficult questions about their family histories and their
connections to long-dead ancestors. Concurrently, the reform movements meant that newly
reformed states had to rewrite their origins and rethink the relationship between secular and
church governances. To provide the necessary resources to do this, collections of documents
from the ancient and medieval church and state were collected and centralized for the first time,
with a growing state bureaucratic apparatus designed to manage them. In this context and with
these new resources, history became a polemical tool to advance various interests. Those in the
1640s and 1650s could draw on these earlier examples when they turned to it for similar ends
and were keen to re-deploy many of the archival materials that had been collected and
maintained in this earlier context. More generally, the impact and progress of the Reformation,
and the ecclesiastical structures that had been codified under Elizabeth, were to be re-litigated in
the later period, with increasingly radical voices pressing for greater and greater changes to the
established church.
*
History and the conflicts of the 1640s and 1650s
Humanist approaches to history and religious reform movements significantly shaped
both the form and content of the historical writing that appeared during the civil wars and
interregnum. The marks of these earlier developments are not always immediately clear, though.
There was seemingly little place for the more substantial humanist histories that had been
produced, often under the auspices of the crown, in the years prior. Few of the major Tudor and
early Stuart histories were reprinted more than once, if at all, in the 1640s and 1650s and little
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original humanist scholarship appeared. 115 Humanist histories that were reprinted were often in
an abridged or modified form. It was more common to find extracts from Ralegh’s History of the
World, for example, than it was to find the work in its entirety.
The religious and political upheavals and the consequent demand for shorter polemical
works by publishers was certainly one reason for this. Indeed, Thomas Fuller noted in 1642 that
“to write books may seem unseasonable…in a time wherein the Presse, like an unruly horse, hast
cast off his bridle of being Licensed, and some serious books…are hooted at by a flock of
Pamphlets.”116 The decline in humanist histories can also be connected to two other issues. The
first was that by the 1630s a relatively comprehensive narrative of English history, from the
Norman conquest to the present, had already been written, and there was little demand for
scholarly reassessments. The second was that the patronage system for such works had broken
down by the 1640s. While patronage remained central to publishing during the civil wars and
interregnum periods, parliamentarian and royalist patrons often looked to support shorter
polemical pamphlets and news book that could have immediate impact rather than larger scale
productions.117
The two new ‘politic’ histories that did appear, George Buck’s History of the Life and
Raigne of Richard the Third and Edward Herbert’s Life and Raigne of King Henry the Eighth,
reflect these changed circumstances in their winding paths to publication. Both texts had already
been written prior to the advent of civil war. The timing of their printing in the 1640s was less due
to an interest in making a political intervention, it seems, than in extenuating circumstances that
had led to delays in publication. George Buck’s revisionist history of Richard was finished in 1619
and the manuscript eventually found its way into the hands of his great-nephew, also named
George Buck, who sought to print the work as his own. A series of manuscripts of the work from
the late 1630s and early 1640s, heavily edited and revised by the younger Buck, include
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dedicatory epistles to a variety of different patrons, though these either fell out of power or died
before agreeing to support its printing. Only in 1646 did a significantly shortened version of it
finally appear.118 Herbert’s history of Henry VIII faced similar difficulties. Begun at the request of
Charles I around 1631, Herbert completed the work sometime in 1640. Originally written in
consultation with Charles—who apparently read portions of it as it was being written—the
changing political circumstances ensured Herbert avoided having his manuscript printed, perhaps
fearing that his presentation of a non-tyrannical Henry and positive account of the conservative
early reform movement would be unwelcome in parliament-controlled London where he resided.
Only after his death (and Charles I’s, for that matter) did the history appear in March 1649. 119
The debt to humanist historical practices, then, is instead most apparent in the framing of
historical materials—original short histories, extracts from earlier histories, and speeches and
letters from the recent and ancient past—that were printed during the period. History was framed
as example and analogy. While this had long been common practice, in the ever shifting political
and religious atmosphere of the 1640s, historical materials were more explicitly framed as
interventions in current events. Like the serial news books that were becoming increasingly
widespread, some of these historical works would have had a short shelf life. They were aimed at
attracting an audience based on very particular events or circumstances. This was true, for
example, in the case of several works of the early Stuart antiquary Robert Cotton that were
printed throughout the period. One of his works commenting on issues related to parliamentary
prerogative appeared in the early 1640s as the body was flexing its power. Another of his
writings, on the dangers of war with foreign powers, appeared in the 1650s during the
Protectorate’s troubled Caribbean war. 120
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Out of ideological interests as well as profit, publishers scoured history, both biblical and
secular, for examples that addressed current events, liberally taking material from earlier histories
and chronicles in this process. Speeches by the Frankish king Clovis, accounts about actions of
the Roman Senate, comparisons between the English people and the Israelites under Saul, and
speeches and letters by sixteenth century French rulers were only some of the many that
appeared in the early 1640s alone. 121 In some cases, this explicit framing appeared even on the
title pages. Titles trumpeted works as parallels between the present and past, advertising their
“application” to recent developments, and suggested how these could “Fitly applyed to…our
Time.”122
Precepts and examples taken from the English past had special currency.123 References
to medieval England, from the reign of Henry III through that of Richard III, were especially
common. George Daniel was in good company. Both short histories and extracts from parliament
rolls were produced that framed the early stages of the civil war as a medieval baronial war, with
Parliament’s commander, the earl of Essex, likened to a high constable or protector of the realm
fighting against Charles I’s evil counsellors. 124 As the decade progressed, these allusions to the
medieval past became more closely connected to debates about the role of parliamentary and
royal legitimacy as parliamentarians drew on this past to justify and expand their powers. 125
While many of these works were shorter pamphlets, more substantial histories purporting
to explain the causes of the mid-century tumults also emphasized parallels with the recent and
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ancient past. These began to appear even before civil war began. In 1641, the parliamentarian
cleric Calybute Downing, for example, explicitly connected England’s situation and that of the Low
Countries in the period just prior to the Eighty Years’ War (though with hope for a better
outcome).126 Others drew on classical authors like Tacitus to shape their writing. The
parliamentarian and poet Thomas May’s could draw on his classical education in crafting a
history of parliament in the mid-1640s. James Howell would do the same in his efforts at
establishing a royalist narrative of the events.
The impact of the Reformation on historical thought during this period was both in
providing an explanatory frame through which to understand events and in shaping the millennial
anxieties that made prophetic readings of the past so common. In most grand narratives of the
causes of the current distempers, it was either papistical backsliders or puritan schismatics,
depending on your tastes, that were to blame for the upheavals of the time. Reviewing English
history from Henry VIII’s reign to the present, parliamentary histories consistently laid out a vision
of the past that saw evil counselors, failed efforts in continuing reformation, and papistical
religious innovations as the root cause of the current problems. 127 Official pronouncements such
as the Grand Remonstrance suggested that dangerous statesmen, papists, and the ecclesiastical
hierarchy had subverted the “fundamental laws and principles of government, upon which the
religion and justice of this kingdom are firmly established.”
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Royalist historians agreed that a

malignant parties were subverting the kingdom, but found this in parliamentary agitators and
religious schismatics.129 While these narratives would shift for parliamentary historians in the later
1640s and 1650s, in both increasingly personal ways (Charles I was responsible for the
bloodshed of the civil wars) and increasingly structural ones (there were issues inherent in
monarchy that could make it dangerously arbitrary), religion remained a prominent explanatory
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factor. For many, God’s wrath was being visited on England for numerous transgressions. What
these transgressions were, though, depended on one’s political ideology.
Millennial expectations flavored much of the literature about the providential causes of
the war in England. With upheaval at home and the Thirty Years War still raging across mainland
Europe, people in Britain and Ireland became convinced that the final judgment in the conflict
between good and evil, Protestantism and Catholicism, was nearly upon them. Many would have
felt similar to Jeremiah Whittaker, when he preached in 1643 that “These days are days of
shaking, and this shaking is universal: the Palatinate, Bohemia, Germania, Catalonia, Portugal,
Ireland, England.”130 Publishers found in millennarian texts steady sellers, and numerous close
readings of the Book of Revelation claimed to determine when the millennium was to arrive.
These were closely related to other prophetic texts, by fictional figures such as Mother Shipton
and Merlin, as well as the contemporary prophet Eleanor Davies. Divine prophetic insight could
unlock the past and make it usable.

Conclusion
Writing in the late 1650s, the ecclesiastical controversialist Peter Heylyn noted that some
recent historians were “so byassed by self-ends and private interesse, that they seem rather
Advocates to pleade for some growing party, then true Reporters of affairs as they be before
them.” Following conventional wisdom, Heylyn remarked that historians should “take care that all
things be laid down exactly…without deviation from the truth,” but he found recent writers in the
genre to be wanting.131 These comments were directed specifically at the writers of several recent
histories that included accounts of the reigns of Mary Stuart, James VI/I, and Charles I, but they
reflect how polemical historical writing had become by the period. From the late 1630s, the print
market for history began to shift dramatically as consensus gave way to outright partisanship and,
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as battle lines were drawn, the recent and ancient past became a useful referent on which
partisans across political and religious lines could draw.
This is one important story that can be told about historical thought during this period,
and it is a compelling one. To focus solely on this, though, would mean ignoring numerous others.
Readers clearly recognized the value of history in making sense of their present, but how were
people able to think through and make sense of the often-contradictory historical accounts with
which they were confronted? How did they manage to integrate their reading of history alongside
other genres of texts, such as news books? What new visions of history did the outpouring of
historical works and the broader print culture of the time create?
Before turning to these bigger questions, it is worth thinking more about the mechanisms
behind the circulation of historical writing. Publishers and pamphleteers clearly saw the
usefulness of history in advancing their ends, but how and why did certain pasts come to be
used? Where did they acquire the materials to craft their polemical histories? Why were certain
figures and certain historical moments deemed relevant? How did writers and publishers frame
their content to ensure that it not only sold but had a meaningful impact on contemporary
debates? The answers to these questions can be found, in part, through an analysis of a curious
group of pamphlets that appeared throughout the 1640s and 1650s, recycled from debates that
took place from the 1590s through the 1620s.
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CHAPTER 2: Recycling and Remaking Tudor and early Stuart texts during the British
Civil Wars

If a curious passerby, pausing at a bookstall around Westminster sometime in 1657, had
picked up the pamphlet, Warrs with Forregin [sic] Princes Dangerous to our Common-Wealth, he
or she would not have struggled to grasp the reasons behind its publication. England had been in
conflict with the Spanish empire since 1655. While governmental propaganda efforts had painted
a positive picture of the commonwealth’s success in this, in reality, the government had little to
show for the hostilities. 132 The English naval expedition to the Spanish Caribbean that initiated the
conflict—the so-called “Western Design”—had been defeated in an attempt to take the important
Spanish island of Hispaniola and limped away to take the minor island of Jamaica. After these
initial engagements the war proceeded with little military action (though there was a large amount
of diplomatic wrangling) until it petered out with the death of Oliver Cromwell in 1658 and was
officially ended after the restoration of Charles II in 1660.133
Glancing over the title page of the octavo pamphlet, the passerby would have likely
assumed the work was topical criticism of Protectorate foreign policy. It was not the only
pamphlet published for this purpose. Once the disastrous performance of the navy in the
Caribbean in 1655 became widely known, newsbooks and other materials criticizing the war and
specifically Cromwell’s part in it, were quick to circulate. 134 One, The Picture of a New Courtier,
that was according to the bookseller George Thomason “cast about the streets” of London on 18
April 1656, went so far as to say that the Protector’s designs in the Caribbean were simply “to
For a discussion of Cromwellian propaganda efforts, see Jason Peacey, “Cromwellian England: A Propaganda State?”
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fetch some Spanish gold and silver,” arguing that the blood of those slain in the effort “will ly at
Cromwels doore.”135 Another tract, printed and bound in with Warrs with Forregin Princes, The
French Charity, would have further confirmed this. This tract addressed and attacked another
aspect of the conflict with Spain, an English affinity and even alliance with France, who played a
role both in diplomatic negotiations and military maneuvers. “[W]hy,” the author of the tract asked,
“should we acquaint strong and ambitious neighbours, and trust the Philistins with the secret of
our force? Must England, that hath in times past compelled France to purchase peace, be now
constrained to beg it of her?”136
Warrs with Forregin Princes also fit into a broader series of critical writings about
Cromwell and his regime in the mid-1650s. If the passerby had a general knowledge of the
publishing world of the early 1650s, they might have recognized the name of the bookseller listed
on it title page, William Sheares, as the publisher of some of these texts, including the royalist
poetry of Francis Quarles and John Cleveland. 137 Regardless, a reader of the text would have
been aware of the wider discontent with the governing regime. Individuals across the political
spectrum were unhappy with the government’s action both domestic and abroad. 138 Cromwell
and the military had taken control and tamped down dissent in England, Scotland, and Ireland.
Republicans and religious radicals, in particular, were increasingly unhappy with the authoritarian,
monarchical, approach to rule. 139 Those with more conservative views were unhappy with military
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actions and the political and religious changes and continued to desire the reinstatement of
monarchy under the exiled Stuarts. 140
Flipping through the pamphlet, though, would have raised questions in the passerby, not
necessarily about its place in these debates, but about when it was written and who, exactly,
wrote it. Why did the pamphlet contain a frontispiece engraving of the Elizabethan courtier Walter
Ralegh? What was the meaning of the confusingly worded continuation of the title “Proving, That
the Kings of England alwayes preferred Unjust Peace, before the Justest Warre,” when there had
been no monarch for eight years? Why was it appearing in 1657, months after the primary outcry
against the Anglo-Spanish war? The increasingly confused reader might begin to suspect that the
pamphlet was not a recently penned diatribe against military action, but something more, and
something older.

Early Stuart origins for an interregnum treatise?
Closer inspection would have confirmed these suspicions. The first section of the
pamphlet (beginning on the page immediately after the title) is headed, “Propositions of Warre
and Peace Delivered to his Highness Prince Henry by some of his Military servants.” The most
recent Prince Henry in England was Henry Stuart, Prince of Wales, the eldest son and heir of the
first Stuart king, James VI/I, who had come to the throne in 1603. The prince, who during his brief
life had become the focal point of the militant Protestant faction at James’s court, would seem a
fitting candidate for a treatise of advise regarding military matters. An informed reader in the
1650s would have been aware of this as well. Henry’s untimely death in 1612 had shocked the
nation, and he remained an exemplar of Protestant military action into the interregnum and
beyond.141
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The inclusion of Walter Ralegh’s image on the frontispiece would have provided further
evidence to a reader that Prince Henry of Wales was the addressee of the pamphlet. Though
executed in 1618, Ralegh remained a well-known figure in the 1650s whose works continued to
be reprinted and circulated widely in manuscript. 142 He had also long been associated with the
prince.143 Implicated in the Main plot and imprisoned by James from 1603, Ralegh had seen
Henry as a patron who might provide a way out of the Tower. He wrote a number of position
papers for the prince between 1609 and 1612 and even included a lament on the death of the
prince at the end of his 1614 History of the World.144 It would have been unsurprising, then, for a
passerby to learn that Ralegh had written a position paper against war for the Prince. Perhaps it
was even written with the expectation that James VI/I, a famously pacific monarch, would also
become aware of its contents and look favorably upon Ralegh for counseling his son away from
armed conflict. The attribution to Ralegh would have been strengthened by the fact that another
issue of the same work appearing in 1657 explicitly named him as the author. 145
The tract begins with four pages of diagrammatic arguments for prosecuting war with
foreign powers, laying out reasons such as the “preservation of our own peace,” the “venting of
factious spirits,” the “instructing in arms [of] our people,” and the “addition of revenue by
subjected territories.”146 The bulk of it is a detailed refutation of these arguments drawing on
traditional rhetorical forms. 147 It challenges the suggested benefits of war:
[O]ut of the Registers of Record and Story, the true Remembrancers of Art and Errour in
passages of State, it shall appear that those times which have been glorified with the
mightiest Princes and wisest Councells, would ever acknowledge that Pax una triumphis
142
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Innumeris potior; one Peace outgoes for worth Innumerable triumphs; That Combustions
at home were like Meteors, ever kindled in another Region, but spent themselves there;
That our men instead of Lawrell and Olive garlands to adorn with victory & peace our
gates and Temples, have ever brought home fire-balls to burn our Cities; That forreign
spoyls have been summed up with Taxes and Penury; that this addition of Revenue hath
tyed us to a perpetually issue of our own Treasure; That by these titles of Honour we have
bought Slavery, and by extenture of Territories, Danger; And that difficulty either to
undertake or pursue any forreign enterprise now is much more then in any age before; I
think that no Englishman will either love his own errour so much, or his Country so little, as
to advise a course so far estranged either from judgement or security.148

Over the course of 90-odd pages, an argument drawing especially on historical examples from
the English past is developed to emphasize that earlier “kings...preferred unjust Peace before the
justest War” due to the “Figure of wars Misery.” The pamphlet, then, is written exactly as might be
expected by the well-educated and historically-informed Ralegh.
The end of the tract, though, just prior to the beginning of The French Charity, challenges
the authorship suggested by the frontispiece image of Ralegh. At the bottom of the page, just
after a conclusion advocating neutrality and negotiation as the keys to a strong state, is another
name: “Robert Cotton Bruceus.”149 This colophon apparently identifying the true author of the
tract refers to Robert Cotton, the antiquary, book collector, and sometime MP in the late Tudor
and early Stuart period. 150 He would have been another familiar name to audiences of the 1650s.
While he published little in print during his lifetime, many of his works circulated in manuscript.
Following his death in 1631, and particularly following the outbreak of hostilities in England and
Scotland in 1638, his writings on monarchy, parliament, taxation, and a range of other topics were
widely printed.151
Outside of the attribution at the end of the tract, there is a range of additional evidence
that points to Cotton, rather than Ralegh, as the author of Warrs with Forregin Princes. There are
a number of extant manuscript versions of this text copied out earlier in the seventeenth century
148
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that attribute the work to Cotton. 152 William Sheares, the bookseller and publisher, who paid for
and sold the tract, had already shown an affinity for publishing Cotton’s writings, selling multiple
editions of Cotton’s Short view of the Long Life of King Henry the Third in the 1640s and early
1650s.153 Further confirmation was that the pamphlet was a reissue, with a new title page, of the
sheets of a tract explicitly linked to Cotton two years before Ralegh’s name appeared on the title
page. This had first appeared in 1655 under the title An Answer made by Sr. Robert Cotton at the
command of Prince Henry, to Certain Propositions of Warre and Peace, Delivered to his
Highnesse by some of his Military Servants.154 The pamphlet appeared under this and another
title, omitting Cotton’s name, in 1655; it also appeared with a different title page from Warrs with
Forregin Princes in 1657 (in this case with the “forregin” corrected “forreign” and without the
Ralegh frontispiece).155
These bibliographic details go a long way towards explaining the context of the tract’s
appearance in 1657. At a point when controversy about the Anglo-Spanish conflict had abated
somewhat, the booksellers were struggling to sell the remaining sheets of Cotton’s 1655 tract. By
issuing them under new title pages in 1657 that did not reference Prince Henry or Cotton, they
could present these as new additions to the debate or, as in the case with the version with the
Ralegh frontispiece or even the attribution to Ralegh in the title, suggest they were a newly
available tract from a long popular author. As the epistle to the reader in a 1650 collection of
Ralegh’s writing put it: “Raleighs very Name is Proclamation enough for the Stationers advantage
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who, prays thee to believe this to be (what the Worke it selfe will assure thee) the legitimate issue
of so excellent a Father.”156
Robert Cotton and Walter Ralegh were not the only (purported) voices from the past
enlisted in the debates surrounding the Protectorate’s military conflicts and political negotiations.
In 1657, for example, a curious treatise entitled The State of Christendom, attributed to the
Elizabethan secretary and Stuart ambassador Henry Wotton, was printed with the seeming aim to
provide historical context about the Spanish empire and the English relationship with Europe
more broadly.157 Others, too, were enlisted, both against and in support of the Protectorate’s
military actions These voices were not always English. In their propaganda efforts, the
Cromwellian regime marshaled earlier critics of the Spanish imperial project, such as Tommaso
Campanella and Bartolome de las Casas, to justify military action in the Caribbean and stoke
anti-Spanish sentiment.158 Las Casas’s Brevísima relación de la destrucción de las Indias,
originally written in the mid-sixteenth century, was specifically drawn into debates about English
Caribbean expansion. It was translated into English by John Phillips (the nephew of John Milton)
and published in early 1656 as The Tears of the Indians as part of a larger campaign that sought
to push back against criticism of the military failures on Hispaniola. 159 In his dedicatory epistle to
Oliver Cromwell and his preface to “all true English-men,” Phillips connected the bloody narrative
of “devout Casaus” (as he termed las Casas) to the heavily-publicized and widely lamented
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atrocities committed in Ireland in the 1640s during the beginnings of the Irish Confederate Wars,
which, “in comparison” to the Spanish atrocities, “was but as Drop to the Ocean.” 160
*
The inclusion of real and imagined voices from the past into debates about the
Protectorate’s conflict with Spain is unsurprising. The recycling, reprinting, and remaking of older,
often topical texts, to suit contemporary demands became a common practice throughout the civil
war and interregnum period. From the outbreak of unrest in Scotland in 1638 through to the
Restoration, these materials found an important role in the print marketplace, particularly in the
huge increase in the number of cheaper printed productions following the breakdown in traditional
censorship mechanisms in late 1640 and early 1641. 161 Political and religious tracts from earlier
periods saw new life in the era, with the writings of named courtiers and scholars such as Cotton,
Francis Bacon, and Robert Devereux, the second Earl of Essex, distributed in debates about
parliamentary prerogative, trade practices, religious doctrine, and military strategy. These were
not the only materials that saw a new lease on life during the 1640s and 1650s. A range of
unattributed materials from the early Stuart period, originally circulating in manuscript, were also
printed for the first time, finding relevance in the fraught politics of the period. A large number of
the writings and speeches of past monarchs, such as Henry VIII, Edward VI, Elizabeth I, and,
especially, James VI/I were also reissued during the era, often attributed but, at times, not.
Dramatic works were reprinted and even modified to better accord with the current moment. Even
hyper-specific libels and satire written in the early seventeenth century were reproduced in a
range of printed miscellanies. 162
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Though newsbooks and other more topical, ephemeral print are often the focus of
modern scholarly studies of mid-century print culture, recycled texts held an important place in
this market and constitute a huge corpus of texts through which to excavate the period. Political
treatises, speeches, controversial religious tracts, and satirical libels from earlier times found a
place—sometimes neatly, sometimes not—in virtually every major debate and controversy of the
period. Voices from the past could frame and contribute to debates, providing a warning from an
earlier historical moment about the dangers of the present, signaling support for the decisions
and approaches of contemporary actors, or forcefully rebutting these. In consequence, exploring
the circulation of these materials provides a useful, and understudied, frame for thinking through
how individuals negotiated and made sense of the past during the mid-century conflicts as well as
a way through which to think about how the past was represented in cheap print more generally.
These texts provide insight into how prominent historical thought was in shaping the
political and religious dynamics of the period and the long shadow of events from the recent past.
Though some of these texts appeared to serve commercial interests—to sell unsold sheets of
unsuccessful earlier publications, for example—it is clear that there was real intent behind the
production and dissemination of many of them. While the origins of these texts were sometimes
obscured, as in Warrs with Forregin Princes, most of those sold included some indication of their
past and gave readers the tools to understand and place into a modern context these recycled
works. They provided readers a multi-temporal space where they could make analogous
connections with the past, linking contemporary debates and controversies to those from the
recent past. Readers would have been presented with ample evidence that the civil wars that
transformed the British Isles during this time, contingent as their beginnings may have been, did
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not spring from nothing. More generally, they made it possible for these readers to recognize
themselves in longer traditions of thought, whether those of religious and political conformity,
dissention, or something else entirely. Political and religious tracts, both attributed and
unattributed, demonstrate what recycled texts can say about historical contours of thought in the
period, and the role that cheap print played in this more generally.

Civil war and interregnum recycling in context
It is, of course, important to note that textual recycling was not a new phenomenon in the
mid-seventeenth century. From the advent of print, and before, there was a long tradition of
reproducing or incorporating older texts into new ones. Printers and booksellers were wary of
producing untested works, and audiences for more contemporary material were slow to develop
in the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries. Many of the bestsellers in the first age of print
were “familiar from the medieval scholarly world.”163 The first printer in England, William Caxton
made his living on the publication of religious or philosophical works from the classical and early
medieval periods as well as the publication of earlier English poets such as John Lydgate and
Geoffrey Chaucer.164 Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the recycling and
reprinting of older texts and older authors remained central to the book trade as well. 165 In his The
Staple of News, Ben Jonson famously satirized this practice as it related to the production of
current events, with his character’s Fitton and Cymbal discussing how the same news was
printed every seven or so years and eagerly consumed, over and over, by a forgetful audience of
readers.166
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More broadly, even ostensibly original texts often included portions of recycled material,
such as biblical material or quotation from classical literature. 167 This was a built-in feature of the
cultures and societies of early modern Europe, heavily influenced by humanist approaches to
learning, which attempted to mirror older, classical models of virtue, rhetoric, and education. The
dialogic engagement that this encouraged with past (especially classical) authors has long been
linked to the development of early modern historical consciousness. 168 Educational practices
such as commonplacing, predicated on the collection and organization of quotations and
examples from a wide range of texts that were then deployed in writing and disputation, were
central to this.169 Encyclopedism also became central to Renaissance scholarship, and major
intellectuals of the sixteenth century such as Conrad Gesner and Theodor Zwinger focused their
efforts on coordinating and drawing together available knowledge, from both contemporary and
classical works, into more widely accessible forms, producing volumes that were essentially
compilations of quotations from other texts. 170
As elsewhere in Europe, the English educational system inculcated habits of textual
recycling. It could find its way into even ostensibly original productions. Francis Bacon, for
example, censured John Hayward’s infamous history of Henry IV not for its association with the
Essex Rebellion, but because “the Author had commited very apparant theft, for he had taken
most of the sentences of Cornelius Tacitus, and translated them into English, and put them into
his text.”171 Some of the most popular English works of the late sixteenth century, including
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Foxe’s Book of Martyrs and Holinshed’s Chronicles, were shaped and created through the
recycling of texts.172 Like virtually any historical narrative or chronicle from the sixteenth or
seventeenth centuries, such as George Buck’s History of the Life and Reigne of Richard the Third
and Edward Herbert’s Life and Raigne of King Henry the Eighth, the authors drew direct
quotations from earlier authors, and typically reproduced some of these texts in full, in their own
writings.

New practices in mid-century Britain
What was different during the civil wars and interregnum in the British Isles was the sheer
scope of the recycling in cheap print of materials from the recent past. An unprecedented culture
of manuscript circulation of political treatises, libels, and controversial religious literature that had
flourished in the late Tudor and early Stuart period was, in short order, wrenched into a new
medium. Most of these works had never before been printed and were now being presented out
of their original context as contributions to partisan conflicts. 173 These recycled texts were
typically hastily printed in quarto or octavo formats and sold cheaply. They would have been
widely available and affordable in a way that earlier manuscripts were not. 174 Publishers and
booksellers manipulated the meaning of these writings, picking through and choosing those
passages and writings that best suited their purposes. They also utilized paratextual framing to
meet their own needs. Even the writings of someone like James VI and I could be deployed for
anti-monarchical, pro-parliamentarian purposes in the hands of some editors. 175
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In the preface to the reader of The Compleat Ambassador: or Two Treaties of the
Intended Marriage of Qu: Elizabeth—a collection of letters relating to Elizabethan dynastic
politics—the editor of the work reflected on the problematic nature of recycled texts and obliquely
suggested how they might be amenable to variant interpretations and (mis)readings. Recycled
texts, especially letters of eminent individuals, he noted, often “have no Coherence of Time or
Matter, but are a Rapsodie of the dispersed thoughts of the Dead.”176 Others, too, reflected on the
way the recycled texts could be reappropriated and how the “dispersed thoughts of the dead”
could be dressed up in new guises. The Scottish presbyterian minister, Robert Baillie, for
example, reacted strongly to the reprinting of a late-sixteenth century anti-presbyterian tract
attributed to James, describing the work as a “pestiferous carcasse” whose “stinking bones” had
been placed “in a fine new English dresse” and given “the Cape of a royall title,” in order to “draw
the eyes of the vulgar upon it.”177 Printers and publishers of all ideological stripes recognized that
the exhumation of textual carcasses, pestiferous or not, was a common and effective publishing
practice.178
Understanding the role of textual recycling in the mid-century British Isles requires a
focused analyses of individual texts, authors, and genres of texts and how they were deployed by
publishers at different times and in different contexts. Even with tools such as the English Short
Title Catalogue (ESTC) that make it increasingly simple to track textual recycling in the early
modern period, to fully capture the extent of the practice is a fraught enterprise. Difficulty in
classifying texts that include a mix of recycled and original material, unattributed publications that
have never been identified as recycled works, plus cataloguing errors, limit efforts to quantify how
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many of these types of texts were produced in mid-century. Joseph Marshall’s estimate that
around ten to fifteen percent of the Thomason Tracts—primarily collected in the 1640s and
1650s—might “be classified as ‘recycled’ in some form” remains the most precise assessment yet
of the extent of recycling. 179 Statistical analysis also does not allow real assessment of the
nuances of these publications that closer readings provide. These allow the exposition of a key
feature of recycled texts: the ease with which they lend themselves to both diachronic and
synchronic frameworks and analyses. With their origins in the recent past, they provide the
opportunity to trace how a text or author was perceived over an extended period of time
(diachrony), while also allowing for a snapshot of a specific moment when a text was published in
order to interrogate the immediate context and explicate the reasons behind why it might appear
at that time (synchrony). 180 In the case of Warrs with Forregin Princes Dangerous to our
Common-Wealth, a diachronic approach to its publication can highlight the longer traditions of
how the writings of Cotton (and Ralegh) were framed in oppositional roles to regimes in power,
and outline the perceptions that readers might have had of these authors and their writing
because of this.181 A synchronic analysis then allows these insights to be placed into the
immediate context of anti-war pamphleteering critical of Cromwell’s decision making. This can
further be extended to exploring the wider publishing world during the time period, and
considering the interests and proclivities of the bookseller of the work, William Sheares, and how
these might explain the publication of Cotton’s text. 182
To begin such analyses, it is worth returning to the author of Warrs with Forregin Princes,
the early Stuart antiquary and politician Robert Cotton. The way his authorial presence was
deployed by pamphleteers during the 1640s and 1650s provides a useful focal point through
which to explore the different possibilities for voices from the past during the period. In the early
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1640s, his writings were integrated into both the political and religious debates that contributed to
England, and the British Isles as a whole, spiraling into war. In the 1650s, his writings continued
to be used in interregnum debates and controversies, though in a more limited fashion, and his
writing were canonized in an edited collection of his works. Cotton’s name was further attached to
a variety of texts that he had not actually written, as publishers sought to use his authorial
presence in marketing campaigns and in establishing the types of material a reader might expect
from these texts. Consideration of Cotton’s works (as well as a range of other recycled materials)
subsequently makes it possible to look at the way the past circulated in cheap print more broadly,
and the way the past was deployed more generally during the British Civil Wars and Interregnum.
*
When his writings began to circulate widely in print, in 1640, Robert Cotton had been
dead for nearly a decade. Well-known for his large manuscript library (which would ultimately
become a major foundational collection for what is now the British Library), the typical focus of
scholarship on his life has emphasized his collecting, his generous lending of books from his
library in Westminster, and his participation in large-scale scholarly networks in England and
continental Europe.183 Upon his death only two of his works had been printed, his narrative
history of Henry the third and The danger wherein the kingdom now standeth, and the remedie, a
text published anonymously in 1628 providing advice regarding the challenges, both foreign and
domestic, facing parliament and the king. Yet Cotton was a well-known author by the 1620s.
Many of his works circulated in manuscript during his lifetime, and he had long been involved in
the production of treatises for the ruling elite. In his later life, his writings were being copied out
and sold commercially on a large scale. 184 His role in the world of manuscript publication was
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central to his political downfall. His writing and circulation of subversive manuscript material in the
later 1620s was disastrous for him both politically and personally. It led not only to the loss of
Charles I’s favor and his own imprisonment, but also to a series of other misfortunes, including
being barred from his own library due to the dangerous material held within it. This series of
events, multiple contemporaries noted, broke his heart and, ultimately, hastened his death. 185
The significance of the wide circulation of Cotton’s writings in manuscript in
understanding the appearance in print of these works during the 1640s and 1650s cannot be
understated. Virtually all of his writings that appeared in print during this period already existed in
a large number of manuscript copies by the late 1620s. This would also be true of other early
Stuart authors being reprinted during the period, including Ralegh and Bacon. A small, elite
portion of the population in the early 1640s, then, was already aware of the general contours of
Cotton’s thought: his deep historical knowledge and emphasis on argumentation built on this, his
specific interest in English medieval history (particularly the reign of Henry III), and his
longstanding view that the commonwealth could only function with a strong relationship between
parliament and the king. Enterprising publishers recognized that his treatises on parliament,
recusants, taxation, ambassadorial precedency, and the like would appeal to a wide readership.
While some of his not-quite-orthodox views got him into trouble with the monarch in life, by the
early 1640s they could be used to justify forces increasingly in opposition to Charles I and his
court.

Cotton’s manuscript publications first appearance in print
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The first of Cotton’s works to appear in print following his death was published in 1640
(“the yeere, That Sea-Coale was exceeding deare,” as its title page indicated), with another
edition of the same work appearing later in the year as well.186 A Briefe Discourse Concerning the
Power of the Peeres and Comons of Parliament, in point of Judicature was not attributed to
Cotton at all, but rather to “a Learned Antiquerie.” It had circulated widely in manuscript during the
1620s and 1630s, with Cotton’s name attached to the majority of these copies, which indicated he
prepared it for Sir Edward Montague during the turbulent parliament of 1621.187 Regardless, its
relevance for the moment was not due to its authorship, but rather its discussion of governmental
power structures.188 The text would have been a useful tool for those supportive of parliament as
it began to gather strength and push back at the political and religious order that had reigned in
the 1630s. As the House of Commons sought to assert its power in the Short Parliament and,
more effectively, in the Long Parliament, Cotton’s treatise provided a historical justification for its
position, which Cotton traced to its role as a check against the “great Lords” of the realm from the
thirteenth century, a role established by Henry III to preserve his own power following a series of
baronial revolts.189
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A Briefe Discourse was not the only one of Cotton’s writings that was drawn on by
parliamentary sympathizers during the early 1640s. Two other tracts written by him printed
anonymously during the early 1640s, The Forme of governement of the Kingdome of England
(1642) and The Danger Wherein the Kingdome of England now standeth; and the Remedy for the
present safety thereof (1643) (a lightly edited version of his 1628 The danger wherein the
kingdom now standeth), served similar purposes. 190 Like A Brief Discourse, both had also
circulated in manuscript from the 1620s. 191 The Forme of governement drew on parliamentary
records to craft a narrative suggesting that since the reign of John, English monarchs consulted
the body on issues related to international diplomacy. John, facing pressure from an overmighty
“aristocracy, that was in time like to strangle the Monarchy,” took the steps to establish what
would become the House of Commons and, in the sixth year of his reign, Cotton argues, brought
it together with the lords of the realm to consult with him “about a warre of defence against the
French.” Examples of monarch’s consulting parliament for just these reasons are exhaustively
detailed in the pamphlet through to Henry VIII. In the first year of his reign, Richard II, “pursued
the steps of his wise Grandfather [Edward III], advising with his Peeres and Commons, how best
to resist his enemies that had lately wronged divers of his Subiects on the Sea coasts.” In the
third year of Henry VIII, “the Chancellour declareth to the States that the cause of that Assembly
to be first, to advise a course for resisting the innovation of the Scots: the next, how to quiet the
quarrell between the King of Castile, and the Duke of Gelders.” 192 These arguments would have
been particularly applicable in the 1620s, when this was composed and parliament was pushing
back against the government’s strictures against debate on marriage and international affairs,
domains the monarch deemed his own prerogative.193 In 1642, the pamphlet could serve as yet
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another example of historical justification for the Common’s aggressive assumption of powers
and control of the military, perhaps in fears of an Irish invasion. 194
The Danger Wherein the Kingdome of England now standeth focused more on the
immediate past in arguing for the necessity of a strong, effective parliament. Written in the early
years of Charles’s reign, it was specifically framed as advice to the king. It evoked the threat of
Spain and reviewed the outbreak of the Thirty Years War to call for the raising of sea and land
forces to protect the realm against the Hapsburg threat. To achieve this, a monarch needed two
things: “Money, and affection for they cannot be properly seuered.” But to gather money without
disaffecting the populace was a difficult task. Cotton suggested only one institution made this
possible: parliament. Parliament could not only raise money quickly, Cotton reasoned, but also
help resolve the increasing public distaste with the way military matters were being handled by
the crown favorite, the Duke of Buckingham, whose disastrous expedition to the Isle of Ré had
further damaged his already tarnished reputation. 195 Cotton believed that the duke should
“appeare a first adviser” to the parliament, “which I conceive will largely satisfie the desires and
hopes of all” and, ultimately, “merit happy memory amongst them of a Realmes Patriot.” This was
essential, for if the king was instead to “expiate the passion of the people...with sacrifice of any of
his Majesties servants, I have ever found, as Ed 2., R. 2, H. 6., no lesse fatall to them after, then
to the minister in the end.”196
While in the later 1620s The Danger fit into a larger effort by Cotton and his allies to
reform crown finance and provide advice to Charles I about how to manage his increasingly
unpopular favorite, by May 1643 (the Thomason copy dates it to May 2nd) this context no longer
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held.197 Rather, it could provide justification for parliamentary efforts to raise revenue as they
fought a war against Charles I and suggestions for how this might work in practice, while
providing a rebuke to the monarch’s decision to pursue alternative means of revenue raising
during the personal rule of the 1630s. 198 The conclusion of the treatise, too, took on new
relevance in the heady days of 1643. To “sacrifice” a monarchical favorite, Cotton warned, might
be “no lesse fatall to them after, then to the minister in the end.” Cotton referenced three kings of
England who had ultimately been forced to exile or execute increasingly unpopular favorites.
Notably, all three monarchs were subsequently deposed. Charles I had avoided this fate with the
Duke of Buckingham (who had been assassinated in 1628) but in 1641 the king had done little to
push back against parliamentary investigations and, eventually, the execution of Thomas
Wentworth, Earl of Strafford (a choice the king regretted until his own execution). 199
With title pages giving little indication that these texts had been plucked from the debates
of the 1620s, many readers in the early 1640s would have read A Brief Discourse, The Forme of
Governement, and The Danger as simply relating to current events. They would not have
appeared out of place alongside contemporary tracts reflecting on the problems and challenges
of the times with similar titles such as The Manner of holding Parliaments in England (1641), The
Right Character of a True Subiect (1642), and Englands Warning-Piece (1642).200 How many
who came into contact with Cotton’s writings would have been aware of their origins in the
1620s? A select minority of elite readers would have come into contact with manuscript versions
of these writings, but most readers would not have had this opportunity. Though extant copies of
A Brief Discourse do include handwritten notes attributing the work to Cotton, these were written
in the later-seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries.201
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previously been printed in 1628 (and, in 1643, actually being printed with another unattributed text
stemming from the controversies of 1627 and 1628), there was little indication in the paratextual
apparatus or elsewhere to suggest to readers this earlier edition. 202
The value of these materials in stimulating thought about the past, then, was their
comparative historical focus, implicitly framing contemporary events in relation to those of the
medieval and more recent past. 203 These anonymous works were distributed by proparliamentary publishers to provide narrative frames and exempla through which to provide a
relatively specific view of the tumultuous contemporary moment. If read together, a reader would
have a clear sense of the (extensive) bounds of parliamentary authority and their important role in
managing the kingdom (and monarch). Through A Briefe Discourse and The Forme of
governement these publishers provided readers with a way to trace the growth of parliamentary
power, outlining how the body, specifically its lower house, gained judiciary powers and also had
an important voice in the discussion of international affairs. Through The Danger Wherein the
Kingdome of England now standeth publishers found a way to advocate for parliament’s
important role in managing state affairs and providing necessary revenue streams, drawing on a
narrative focused on a near contemporary moment, surely fresh in the minds of many readers, to
drive this point home.
Of course, it is impossible to know if readers would have come across all three of these
tracts and read them together in the way described above. What can be said is that despite being
written in an earlier period, they fit within a contemporary discourse that was dealing with many of
the same political issues that had been of concern throughout Cotton’s life during the late
Elizabeth, Jacobean, and early Caroline periods. His concerns and historical insights remained
relevant. An analysis of Cotton’s writings, though, provides another viewpoint through which to
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explore the use of recycled texts. Other works by Cotton, less obliquely framed as contributions
from an earlier moment, provided the same deeper context that was the hallmark of these
anonymously circulated works. From the early 1640s, both parliamentarian and royalist
publishers deployed Cotton’s name to reinforce the legitimacy and value of their publications,
and, by extension, their differing conceptions of the problems of the age and the ways to solve
these.

Past authority and the political and religious debates of the early 1640s
Sometime in 1641, the publisher Richard Hearn printed A Treatise Against Recusants In
defence of the Oath of Alegeance, a work dealing with recusancy and Jesuit missions in the
British Isles. He attributed this tract to “Sir Robert Cotton, Knight.” Hearn had apparently come
upon a manuscript version of the work, of which many were produced in the 1610s and 1620s,
and felt compelled to have it printed for “I should have counted my selfe very unworthy of its view,
had I but coveted to have hid it from thine.” 204 Cotton’s name, alongside identification of him as a
knight, appeared on a number of others tracts in the early 1640s. On some works, such as An
Abstract out of the Records of the Tower and A Treatise, Shewing That the Soveraignes Person
is required in the great Councells or Assemblies of the State, he was further identified as a
“Baronet.”205 Cotton’s name, as with Ralegh and many other scholars, religious leaders, and
politicians from earlier eras, provided publishers with an authoritative voice when advancing a
variety of viewpoints pertinent to contemporary concerns. As the epistle to the reader at the start
of A Treatise Against Recusants indicates, the fact that this “rationall and elegant Treatise” was
written by Cotton (whom he compares to the renowned ancient Greek artist Apelles) provided it
with a level of credibility:
204
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Nor is this ensuing Treatise like the common Bastardy of our age, forced to usurpe an
eminent Patron, the better thereby to cloake the basenesse of an illegitimate birth: for
though with strictest survey you examine its parts, and curiously canvass both Matter and
Method, yet shall you finde it in all things so acurately excellent, and in every parcell so
favouring the Father, as that you will freely avouch so deserving a childe may most justly
claime so worthy a Parent.206

The tract’s descent from a legitimate, verifiable source, shielded it from the criticism levelled
against so many anonymous screeds of the time. Hearn clearly believed that his readers would
have been aware of Cotton’s reputation and he saw the potential of entering a respected
moderating voice from the past into contemporary debate. Here is also an example of how
recycled texts could provided a multi-temporal space that allowed readers to reflect on how
events of the recent past were comparable and, perhaps, even causally connected to
contemporary issues.
While drawing on Cotton’s reputation in legitimizing the tract, Hearn reframed it in the
religious and constitutional controversies of the early 1640s, as debates were raging about what,
exactly, a national church should look like or if there should even be one. Fitting the work into this
frame was not particularly difficult. Originally written at a moment of controversy in the church in
the 1610s, A Treatise Against Recusants was as much about the need for Protestant unity as it
was about how to deal with Jesuits. 207 Hearn’s version located the tract within the contentious
ongoing debates in the Long Parliament about the shape and function of a national church, and
growing fears of Catholic uprising. 208
As the epistle to the reader notes, Cotton’s treatise provided a middle road through
controversy, being “of so moderate a temper, mitigating severity by mildnesse, and mildnesse by
severity, still upholding Justice."209 This moderation was primarily focused on how to punish
Jesuits and recusant Catholics, arguing for life imprisonment of captured priests rather than
execution. This key point is reflected in another title commonly appended to the work,
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“Considerations for the repressing of the increase of Preistes Jesuites & Recusants without
drawing of blood.”210 Another central focus of the tract, though, was on Protestant unity. Cotton
traced the divisions of the church to the 1570s, with the disgrace of Archbishop Grindal, a wellrespected figure in the puritan circles of the 1640s, and the subsequent move against
prophesying led by Elizabeth. 211 Until then, “Countrey Churches were frequented with the best of
the shire, the word of God was precious, and prayer and preaching went hand in hand together.”
After, Catholicism was on the rise, and the English church became increasingly fractious.
Catholics “pinned the name of Puritans upon the sleeves of the Protestants that encountered
them with most courage,” a name that quickly became “pleasing to some of our owne side”
unhappy with continued religious reform, Cotton noted. More effective catechistical efforts for
children, continued religious education for all in a parish, and increased policing of recusant
families was necessary to stanch the problems of the English church. 212
Cotton’s overall prescriptions on church governance cautioning moderation and his
historical account of the church’s failure to reform since the time of Archbishop Grindal would
have been well received by some in the distempers of 1641. 213 It would have been a welcome
account for a publisher such as Hearn with puritan sympathies but whose other publications, such
as Calybute Downing’s Considerations Toward A Peaceable Reformation in Matters
Ecclesiasticall, suggest an interest in maintaining a unified religious front as parliament
dismantled the Laudian church. 214 Others, too, recognized the relevance of the tract. Another
version of the work, under the more straightforward title (presumably taken from a different
manuscript copy than Hearn) of Serious Considerations for repressing of the increase of Jesuites,
Priests, and Papists, without shedding of Blood, also appeared in 1641. This did not include the
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paratextual materials of A Treatise against Recusants and was attributed only to “Sir R.C.” It did
acknowledge the text’s antiquity though, noting that it had been presented “to King James of
happie Memorie.” It, too, would have fit into the ongoing discourse about the fate of the English
church.215
Cotton’s name was deployed in a range of other debates throughout the early 1640s,
though primarily for his knowledge of medieval politics, rather than his insights into more recent
political and religious history. The publishers of these works often framed them as proparliamentary and anti-monarchical. Cotton’s An Abstract out of the Records of the Tower, for
example, published around July 1642, drew upon the records of the Tower of London to outline
the different methods for how monarchs “have supported themselves,” from the Angevin kings to
Elizabeth I. Originally written as advice to the perpetually short of funds James VI/I, read in 1642
it provided a rebuke to Charles I, who had relied on legally dubious attempts at raising money
throughout the 1630s and had called parliament specifically for military funding. 216 Another
example of parliamentarian uses of Cotton’s writings during the early 1640s was the circulation of
his history of Henry III, often in conjunction with John Hayward’s life of Henry IV, to portray
kingship critically and remind the public of the dangers of evil counselors. 217
This pro-parliamentarian slant was not always the case, though. Those sympathetic to
Charles I also drew on Cotton’s name and reputation. Cotton’s essay on Henry III’s reign, as
Jason Peacey has noted, could be read as supportive of a royalist party. It did have passages
more complimentary of monarchical rule, particularly in its presentation of Henry III’s later years
focused on reform, and was ambivalent about parliament’s abilities to effect change and guide
the commonwealth.218 His A Treatise, Shewing That the Soveraignes Person is required in the
great Councells or Assemblies of the State, published in 1641, reasserted the prerogative and
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power of the king in both calling and shaping debate in parliament. The body met “at the Kings
pleasure” and the tracts referenced numerous examples of the king directing and deliberating
with the body, highlighting the monarch’s important role in guiding the determinations and
legislation being discussed, rather than being overawed by it.219
This type of analysis, of course, could be extended to a range of other writers. The early
1640s, in particular, provide a range of examples of publishers regurgitating the writings of earlier
politicians, scholars, and religious leaders to advance certain politico-religious interests (and
presumably profit off these recycled tracts’ popularity). These included voices well-known even
today as well as more obscure figures. Their voices were sometimes fitted together in the same
pamphlet if the theme of the works allowed, transcending temporal bounds and highlighting the
continuities between different eras. In 1642, at a moment when many feared Catholic invasion
from Ireland and relations between the king and parliament were at a breaking point, the name of
the second Earl of Essex, the courtier and military leader Robert Devereux, was invoked on the
title page of a pamphlet directed towards Parliament that detailed how to defend and fortify
England from foreign threats. Certaine Choise and Remarkable Observations Selected out of a
Discourse written long since by the late and ever famous Earle of Essex, very usefull for these
Times, the title read. Indeed, a brief tract by Essex, his “Instructions for Englands Safetie,” did
appear in a heavily modulated form at the end of the pamphlet, but the bulk of it was focused on
another figure entirely, Sir Edward Harwood, a soldier with Puritan sympathies who had made his
name in the Low Countries during the late Elizabethan and early Jacobean eras. He received
second billing on the title page (which continued Whereunto is annexed the advice of thata worthy
Commander Sir Edward Harwood, Collonell) but the majority of the tract was devoted to his own
writing (specifically a policy tract written for Charles I in the early 1630s) as well as a dedicatory
epistle praising him by his brother George, and “The Life and Death of Collonell Harwood” written
by the godly minister (and later regicide) Hugh Peter. 220
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Other works were more straightforward. Walter Ralegh’s The Prerogative of Parliaments
in England, for example, was printed in 1640 and provided a source for pro-parliamentary forces
to build their case about the value of the body, and to criticize the king. This was one of a number
of Ralegh’s shorter policy tracts that circulated widely in the 1640s. 221 These included a brief
selection from The History of the World printed in July 1647 detailing the conflict between the
Carthaginians and their unpaid mercenaries after the first Punic War (and meant to provide a
warning to parliament as it failed to pay the New Model Army), and transcripts from his 1603 trial
in 1648 (in the time leading up to the trial and execution of Charles I). 222 Francis Bacon’s policy
tracts, too, were deployed in both political and religious debates. Three of his parliamentary
speeches in support of James’s efforts to unite England and Scotland, for example, were
published in July 1641 soon after Charles I had acceded to the demands of the Scottish forces
that had invaded northern England in 1640. 223
Tracts such as Harwood’s, Ralegh’s and Bacon’s powerfully connected earlier
controversy with contemporary events, signalling the deep continuities between the past and the
present. Other Tudor and early Stuart controversies were also to reenter public debate in this
period. Scottish propagandists drew on the explosive Marprelate tracts—which had appeared in
England in the 1580s to criticize episcopal church structures aggressively—to advocate for
presbyterian ecclesiastical forms during the Bishops’ Wars.224 The trial and execution of the
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second Earl of Essex (coincidentally, the father to the parliamentary military leader, the third earl)
was also dredged up, and the memory of it circulated in prose tracts and in ballad form. 225 The
specter of Prince Henry remained prominent, and in 1641 Charles Cornwallis’s A Discourse of the
most Illustrious Prince, Henry, late Prince of Wales capitalized on this. First published in 1626 as
advice aimed at providing Charles I with a guide to emulate, in 1641 it became a condemnation of
the king for all that he was not. 226
The major court controversies and scandals of the Tudor and early Stuart periods were
also relitigated. The role of court favorites within this and the dangers of court corruptions were
prominent themes. The sixteenth-century inflammatory libel Leicester’s Commonwealth, which
satirized the Elizabethan court and the favorite Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, appeared in
1641. An epitome of the work and a verse paraphrase of it, Leycesters Ghost, were printed the
same year.227 Perhaps most prominent in this were the controversies surrounding the Duke of
Buckingham. Sir Henry Wotton’s parallel of Essex and Buckingham (written in the early 1630s)
was reprinted a number of times throughout the 1640s. 228 Letters and speeches by and about
Buckingham were also printed, including one from Thomas Alured to Buckingham detailing the
dangers of the Spanish match and, in 1643, Buckingham’s speech to parliament of April 1628,
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which—in an improvised move—argued for the importance of parliament to Charles I (a
sentiment upon which the parliamentarians of 1641 would surely have seized). 229
As with Cotton, authors were not always explicitly named. Unlike the anonymous works
of the antiquary discussed above, though, most of these tracts had explicit indications on their
title pages that they were drawn from earlier controversies. A series of religious tracts by Francis
Bacon, for example, appeared without attribution in the early 1640s, though with indications of
their origins in the Jacobean period. His Certaine Considerations touching the better pacification,
and Edification of the Church of England called for moderate church reform and critiqued the
actions of bishops. It had circulated widely in manuscript and been printed before, in 1604 and
1620. In 1640, it was part of a wave of publications in favor of church reform. 230 His A Wise and
Moderate Discourse, Concerning Church-Affaires was published in 1641 and provided a similar
viewpoint (though it was written earlier, around 1590 in response to the Marprelate controversy).
Its title page, in fact, linked it to the earlier work, Certaine Considerations, describing it as “written,
long since, by the famous Authour of those Considerations, which seem to have some reference
to this.”231 Clearly, the printing of Cotton’s work was part of a much larger tradition in which earlier
voices were conscripted into the debates of the present.232
Textual recycling, canonization, and misattribution
After the first years of civil war, Cotton’s tracts were not directly deployed in political
debate until the interregnum conflict with the Spanish empire, but this is not to say that his works
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were not still circulating in this period. In 1651, the royalist antiquary and travel writer James
Howell brought together Cottoni Posthuma: Divers Choice Pieces of that Renowned Antiquary Sir
Robert Cotton, Knight and Baronet.233 “The memory of som men is like the Rose...which cast a
sweeter and stronger smell after they are pluck’d,” Howell claimed, and Cotton was a perfect
example. Howell was publishing Cotton’s works (which he described as, “a Posie of sundry
diffring Flowers”), then, “to augment the fragrancy of his Vertues and Memory.” 234 Though
unstated, a collection like this made it possible for Howell to control (and possibly, in his mind,
correct) the representation and reputation of Cotton.
This was certainly on the minds of other editors. In his prefatory epistle to Resuscitatio, a
1657 collection of Francis Bacon’s writings, William Rawley (who had also served as Bacon’s
amanuensis) noted that he aimed to use the compilation to provide an accurate presentation of
the man and his writings:
through the loose keeping, of his Lordships Papers, whilest he lived, divers Surreptitious
Copies have been taken; which have since, employed the Presse, with sundry Corrupt,
and Mangled, Editions; whereby Nothing hath been more difficult, than to find the Lord
Saint Alban, in the Lord Saint Alban; And which have presented, (some of them,) rather a
Fardle of Non-sense, then any true Expressions, of his Lordships Happy Vein235

Rawley’s goal was no less than to canonize a particular view of Bacon (one, notably, that held for
centuries). Multiple editors of Walter Ralegh made similar efforts as they attempted to stabilize
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readings of both his Historie of the World and compilations of his essays in the later 1640 and
1650s.236
For his part, Howell collected together material of Cotton’s circulating in print in the early
1640s as well as a range of tracts that had previously only circulated in manuscript. 237 The
collection tempered Cotton’s more pro-parliamentary writings with evidence of his strong support
of monarchy. In sum, it portrayed a man whose “main endeavours were to assert the public
Liberty, and that Prerogative and Privilege might run in their due Channel.” Materials in the
collection such as “That the Soveraigns Person is required in Parlement” (printed under a slightly
different name in 1641) or the numerous tracts written for the king or his advisors such as “A
speech delivered before the Councell Table, touching the alteration of Coyn,” make clear his
interest in providing guidance to the monarchy, even if he was ultimately advocating
governmental reform.238
Howell included two additional texts within Cottoni Posthuma that were not attributed to
Cotton but rather famed Elizabethan political figures: “Valour Anatomized in a Fancy,” attributed
to the poet and courtier Sir Philip Sidney, and “Honesty, Ambition, and Fortitud Anatomized”
attributed to one of Elizabeth’s principal secretaries, Sir Francis Walsingham. These (perhaps
drawn from Cotton’s papers) were likely included to associate Cotton with well-loved figures of
the earlier era as well as the strong Protestant values that they had come to represent. 239 They
also return us to questions of attribution and paratextual framing so central to understanding
recycled texts during the period. The tract attributed to Walsingham, for example, had not
circulated in print or manuscript prior to 1651, though Howell notes on the internal title page
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immediately preceding the work that it was supposedly written “in the year 1590.” 240 Outside of
Cottoni Posthuma, there is also little evidence to attribute the other non-Cotton work, “Valour
Anatomized,” supposedly written in 1581, to its named author, Philip Sidney. Both of these works,
in fact, have been attributed to John Donne, with “Valour Anatomized” continuing to appear as
“An Essay of Valour” even in modern editions of Donne’s works. 241
Regardless of their actual origins, though, the inclusion of supposed works by
Walsingham and Sidney highlights the important role that attribution practices could play in
shaping how a recycled work was marketed, read, and understood in the context of the 1640s
and 1650s. Just as the Ralegh frontispiece on Warrs with Forregin Princes provided a range of
associative connections as to the content and meaning of that work, the specters of Walsingham
and Sidney framed how Cotton and his writings might be understood in Cottoni Posthuma. While
the misattribution was not necessarily intentional—Howell may have actually believed that Sidney
and Walsingham wrote the tracts he ascribed to them—the naming of an author always carried
import. Cotton also became associated with a range of tracts, some from earlier periods and
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others simply drawing on recycled materials, in which he had no hand. Cotton’s own name was
also deployed in marketing materials with which he was not directly associated.
At times, Cotton and his library were cited on title pages as central to the transmission of
the work or materials included within it. The curiously titled No Post from Heaven, Nor yet from
Hell (a 1643 royalist work written to defend Charles I’s money raising practices by tracing those of
earlier English monarchs), indicates on its title page that the materials were “Collected by Sir
Robert Cotton.”242 The author, G.A., clearly recognized not only Cotton’s personal reputation but
also the reputation that his library continued to hold. Others also acknowledged this and could
deploy it in establishing a tract’s credibility. The title page of another 1643 tract, The Prophecie of
A White King of Brittaine, claimed to be “Taken out of the Library of Sir Robert Cotton, that most
famous Antiquary of England,” noting that it had even originally been written “in the Saxon
Character” (it was printed in blackletter to further affirm its ancient pedigree). 243 These references
to Cotton as a collector continued in the 1650s. A third tract, Francis Thynne’s The Application of
Certain Histories Concerning Ambassadours And their Functions, published in 1651, has a
variant title page that indicates it was “Taken out of Sir Robert Cottons library.” 244 A fourth,
William Prynne’s 1657 An Exact Abridgement of the Records in the Tower of London (perhaps
referring to Cotton’s earlier Abstract out of the Records of the Tower), was advertised on its title
page as “Collected by Sir Robert Cotton Knight and Baronet.” 245 As much as Cotton himself, then,
the antiquary’s library and collections had become a central reference point for publishers and
readers of the time, though there is little evidence outside of the title pages described above to
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suggest that these four works were drawn from the library or in any way organized by Cotton.
Despite this, the library—which was still accessible in the 1640s and 1650s under Cotton’s son,
Thomas—would have been a widely understood symbol of credibility that was easy to draw upon
in making a claim for a work’s accurate use of records and/or ancient pedigree. 246
In at least one instance, Cotton’s reputation as an author of policy tracts in the 1610s and
1620s was also drawn on in advertising another’s work: in 1659, A Choice Narrative of Count
Gondamor’s Transactions During His Embassy in England was published and ascribed to “that
Renowned Antiquary, Sir Robert Cotton.” 247 This was, in fact, Thomas Scott’s controversial antiSpanish tract Vox Populi, which was first circulated in manuscript and print in 1620. It detailed a
supposed meeting of the Spanish council of state and the devious plans of Count Gondomar, the
Spanish ambassador to England. His efforts, Scott suggested, were aimed at the ruin of the
Protestant church in the British Isles and elsewhere and the dominion of the House of Austria
over all of Europe. 248 The editor, the cleric John Rowland, claimed he had it printed to bring to
light machinations of Gondomar and their lingering impact, for “with his facetious words and
gestures [he did] pipe King James a sleep, and did sometimes take hold of the Helm,” of the
English state. Gondomar “was very near to have run the Ship a ground, or to have split her upon
the Rocks, the influence of his ill Aspect, and Eclipsing the Sun-beams is hardly over unto this
present age.”249 His reasons for ascribing the work to Cotton were seemingly more sentimental
and founded upon conjecture, though he was clearly aware of Cotton’s deep political knowledge:
it bears in the Frontispiece the Name of that ever Famous Antiquary, Sir Robert Cotton,
who was never wont to treasure up any thing but what was Rare, nor can I certainly say
whether it were Pen’d by Himself or not. I insist the more upon Him, because it was my
chance to be one whom he vouchsafed to take by the Hand a little before his Death, I
being sent to him by my Lord Privie Seal, to acquaint him that by my Lords Mediation, the
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King was Reconciled to him: but his Answer was, That his Heart was broken, and that it
was now too late250

This type of misattribution, intentional or not, extended to a range of other authors. Wellknown voices could ensure better sales for works with little new in content, or help a publisher
advance a certain viewpoint. Alongside the tract in Cottoni Posthuma, Francis Walsingham was
associated with the 1652 imprint Arcana Aulica: or Walsingham’s Manual. Its title page was
clearly designed to suggest him as the author, though it was actually a translated courtier’s
manual by the French statesman and writer Eustache de Refuge written in the 1610s. The
Walsingham in the title was the translator, the Catholic royalist Edward Walsingham. 251 Francis
Bacon was long thought the author of an imprint published in 1642 entitled An Essay of a King,
which dealt with monarchical prerogative, though at least part of it was likely composed by the
statesman Thomas Egerton. 252 The examples could continue. Perhaps it is best to conclude with
the author framed as the writer of Warrs with Forregin Princes, Walter Ralegh. His reputation and
writings had already been marshalled to advance pro-parliamentary views in the early 1640s and
comment on a range of other issues later in the decade, and in the 1650s.
Ralegh was named as the author of 1642’s The Prince, or Maxims of State, a series of
platitudes about governance. 253 His name was also on the title of the 1653 publication Sir Walter
Raleigh’s Observations, Touching Trade & Commerce with the Hollander, and other Nations, as it
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was presented to K. James. Actually written by a minor early Stuart political figure, John Keymer,
sometime in the 1610s, it had circulated widely in manuscript in the 1620s and 1630s. Ralegh’s
name was presumably placed on the title page to ensure it received notice as its publisher, the
prolific William Sheares, sought to frame it within debates about Dutch encroachment on English
trade and fisheries, as Cromwell’s First Anglo-Dutch War was being fought at sea. 254 Finally, and
most interestingly, Ralegh was the named author for a selection of 1658 political and military
aphorisms titled The Cabinet-Council that obliquely commented on Cromwellian foreign policy
and the ongoing war with Spain. 255 It was shepherded through the press by John Milton, who
“thought it a kinde of injury to withold longer the work of so eminent an Author from the
Publick.”256 Like many recycled texts produced during the period, its meaning was, and remains,
ambiguous. It could be read as both an ironic critique of late Protectorate foreign policy and a fullthroated defense of English foreign policy, and the machinations that it might require. 257
*
Exploration of the market of recycled texts highlights just how pervasive these pamphlets
were during the 1640s and 1650s. By re-contextualizing these materials in a new moment, they
became essential tools through which to comment on and shape current events. They made the
past visible, accessible, and usable to a range of individuals across society in ways previously
uncommon. They were not the only genre of cheap print to do this on a wide scale, of course.
Numerous other works also turned to the past for argumentative justifications and examples. In
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his writings in support of parliament and, later, in opposition to Cromwell, William Prynne returned
over and over to medieval precedents and examples. 258
Perhaps the most ubiquitous of cheap printed productions, astrological almanacs,
provided historical materials to shape and frame the world of their readers.259 Some of these
features, such as chronologies (from creation to the present day) and details about important
historical events (such as the defeat of the Spanish armada or the Gunpowder plot of 1605) in
their monthly astrological calendars, had been features of the genre prior to the 1640s and 1650s.
Because of the civil wars and interregnum, though, they became even more historically focused.
They began to include within their pages more and more details about historical events from the
more recent Tudor and Stuart past. 260 The popular almanacs of the royalist George Wharton, for
example, were infused with historical material. His 1649 almanac contained a table of the kings of
England from William I at the front—fairly common inclusion—but also in the blank recto pages
beside verso pages with the months and astrological symbols was placed a “a breife Chronology
of all the memorable Battails, sieges, & other remarkeable conflicts which have happened since
the beginning of the REBELLION.” 261 From 1657, his almanac included the “Gesta Britannorum,”
which included historical details since the year 1600 and chronicled the civil war and its
aftermath.262 Readers were clearly interested in this material. One reader worked through the
“Gesta Britannorum” of the 1659 edition of the almanac underlining key events leading up to the
civil conflicts, such as the assassination of the Duke of Buckingham, as well as major events in
the civil war and beyond. 263
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Prophetic works made nods towards antiquity in establishing their credibility and in
drawing their content.264 This focus on a prophecy’s antiquity remained popular during the period,
despite derision towards these works from figures such as Bacon. While scholars have pointed
out that the mid-seventeenth century was a transitional moment in prophetic writing, Merlin,
Mother Shipton, and a range of other figures of more ancient origins continued to be invoked. 265
Regardless, prophetic tracts drew on the same current as recycled works in developing their own
argumentative force. These works invariably claimed to be recycled in some form and, in reality,
often were. The prophetic writings of the Elizabethan divine Thomas Brightman, for example,
initially written and circulated in the early seventeenth century were reprinted in the early 1640s
and quickly gained a place in the long line of English prophetic voices. 266
While these examples of cheap print have been discussed by scholars before, recycled
texts provide an interesting tool through which to actually think through how these other genres of
cheap print operated and drew on the past. The writings of Cotton or Ralegh could provide
models for contemporary writers of how to engage with the past and connect it with the present.
By actually reviving the voices of those involved in controversies such as the armada, the Essex
rebellion, or the fall of Buckingham they provided readers with a different sort of access to this
material than those works, such as almanacs, that simply mentioned them. One genres of text
with particular affinities to recycled works are worth thinking about a little more: ghost dialogues.
Both drew on similar tropes in establishing their legitimacy. Both also built off the familiarity with
earlier courtiers, scholars, and others to create dialogues that revivified the dead and collapsed
the distinction between past and present.
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Specters of the past
Ghost dialogues were not a new phenomena in the 1640s. Their history stretches to the
medieval period and before. 267 But their place and, more broadly, the societal function of ghosts
in general, was an increasingly ambivalent one following the reformation. Reformed theologians
argued that revenants had no place in Protestant theology and condemned examples of them as
popish trickery or the products of flights of fancy in unwell minds. Even so, they maintained a
place in the providential mindset of individuals and they remained significant features of poetry,
drama, and political satire. 268 As Keith Thomas observed, they were no longer purgatorial figures
seeking aid in their afterlives, but rather figures that “wished to alter some particular relationship
between living people.”269 As one ghost dialogue from 1641 reminded readers, ghosts were in an
excellent position to accomplish this, as “Ghosts does feare no Lawes;/ Nor doe they care for
popular applause.”270 Under this cover, the ghost dialogues that appeared in the 1640s and
1650s could comment on and critique political and religious developments with, supposedly, little
fear of recourse.
In an early modern context, ghostly poetry and commentary on political events can be
traced to the Elizabethan and early Jacobean periods, with popular works like A Mirror for
Magistrates inspiring a range of texts that drew on voices from the past for didactic/exemplary
reasons.271 By the 1620s, ghosts had become essential tools in voicing oppositional political
views. In works such as Robert Earle of Essex His Ghost and Vox Coeli, past statesmen and
monarchs were drawn on by controversialists such as Thomas Scott and John Reynolds to serve
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as mouthpieces through which the authors could formulate their views. Still, they remained
relatively uncommon until the 1640s. Few turned to ghosts to voice political or religious opinions
and provide commentary on current events. This is perhaps because, with their roots in
oppositional political discourse, authorities were quick to tamp down on those publishing them.
Reynolds, for example, was imprisoned for his writings and Scott was forced to flee to the Low
Countries.272
With ever changing press controls in the 1640s and 1650s and fractured political power
bases, though, ghost dialogues became increasingly common. Publishers, perhaps recognizing
the popularity of those from the 1620s, turned to the genre frequently during the period, drawing
on both old and new voices to advance their views. These could even be recycled texts:
Leycester’s Ghost, the verse ghost dialogue drawing from the infamous Leicester’s
Commonwealth, had circulated in manuscript since the early-seventeenth century before being
printed in 1641.273
Leicester’s ghost decried the dangers of favorites, other ghost dialogues from the period
did as well, drawing on historical examples as well as more contemporary ones. A 1642 tract, for
example, detailed a conference between the ghost of James VI/I, his doctor George Eglisham,
the Marquess of Hamilton, and the Duke of Buckingham. This dialogue purported to detail
Buckingham’s successful plot to poison James VI/I in 1625 and further implicated Charles I in the
affair.274 The early 1640s also saw numerous ghosts appear in print to discuss the fall of the two
powerful political figures and royal favorites, William Laud, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and
Thomas Wentworth, the Earl of Strafford. 275 More generally, ghost dialogues became useful tools
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through which to comment on controversial issues, be they the issue of favorites, how to organize
the religious order, or what the future role of monarchy should be, and, in the 1650s, how to react
to the actions of the Cromwellian protectorate. 276
Both ghost dialogues and recycled texts brought the dead back to life, placing them in a
position to comment on and inform the present. The voices of the dead, be they repurposed
words written in an earlier moment or supposed insights delivered from beyond the grave, carried
real weight when in contact with those in the present. By turning to these materials, writers and
publishers recognized the connections that past events had with those ongoing and the relevance
of the thoughts and words of earlier actors. Not only could connecting a text to a popular earlier
author ensure better sales, but the meanings and values that had accrued to earlier figures such
as the Earl of Essex, the Duke of Buckingham, the Earl of Leicester, and a range of others. In
effect, they helped create a richer, deeper world of polemic and print and made their readers
more aware of the deep connections between the events of the 1640s and 1650s and those
happening in the decades and centuries before.

Conclusion
The place of recycled tracts in the print market of the 1640s and 1650s has often been
overlooked, but they played an important role in the debates of the period. They provided content
that many polemical writers returned to again and again in shaping their arguments,
parliamentarian or royalist, independent or episcopal. They further shaped the way the past was
read and understood in a variety of other genres of cheap print. Recycled texts relied on, and
helped maintain, memories of the recent past for their value, similar to many other cheap tracts.
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Publishers manipulated these memories to shape beliefs and advance particular views. In the
process, they helped codify views of figures such as Walter Ralegh and Robert Cotton. They
drove the amanuensis of Francis Bacon, William Rawley to write an influential biography and
establish a canonical collection of the works of the politician and scholar in response to recycling
and manipulation of his tracts in cheap printed form.
Most importantly, perhaps, they encouraged readers to recognize within the recent past
examples of conflicts and concerns that were still playing out in their own time, suggesting direct
causal connections between past events and the present struggles. They were central to
important publishing initiatives that fought over the meaning of past events and were increasingly
interested in making explicitly causal arguments through which to explain contemporary political
and religious upheavals. They created the space for a range of visions of history to reach readers
at all levels of society. They helped lay the groundwork for the circulation of a more secular,
causal vision of the English past that had previously been confined to more elite humanist circles,
while also providing readers with examples of cyclical visions of change and lessons from earlier
periods of the English past which might be applied to the present.
Following the restoration of Charles II, the recycled works that were first widely circulated
during the civil wars and interregnum continued to reappear at critical junctures in religion and
politics. This could be extended to a range of the works, but perhaps it is most telling to consider
how this manifested for works by Robert Cotton. Cotton’s tracts were to reappear at moments of
crisis throughout the rest of the seventeenth century. Cotton’s advice to Prince Henry regarding
foreign war would reappear in 1675, after years of war against the Dutch Republic. As in the
pamphlet from the 1650s, this also included The French Charity, again designed to raise
questions about engaging in a positive relationship with France. 277 Cotton’s The Forme of
Government was reprinted in 1679 as The Antiquity and Dignity of Parliaments in the midst of the
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Exclusion Crisis, as was Cottoni Posthuma.278 Perhaps Cotton’s most popular tract, his history of
Henry III, was also widely reprinted, including in 1661, 1679, 1680, and 1681. 279
Those recycled works actually printed in the 1640s and 1650s also had afterlives. Tracts
from the 1640s and 1650s were widely collected in sammelbands, with those of George
Thomason being the most famous. 280 Readers continued to find meaning in the original versions
of recycled texts. One copy of Cotton’s A Briefe Discovrse, part of the Earl of Bridgewater’s
library, contains annotations that were completed in the mid-1670s. The annotator had access to
both 1640 imprints of the work. On one of these he referenced the other imprint, noting below the
publication information that 1640 was the year “that Sea=cole was Exceeding Deare...according
to the first copy.” The annotator was also attuned to the potentially explosive political content of
the work. In a summative statement regarding the volume, the annotator notes that “This Author
endeauours, as much as he can, to abate, & decrease the power of the peeres.” Just below this
is a further note, reflecting on how this was a continued irritant for peers such as the Bridgewaters
into the later seventeenth century. “There are too many now adayes, 1676,” the reader notes,
“that are of this Authors Mind, in their desires, though it may be otherwise in their judgements.” 281
In both new editions and in older ones flipped through while in the family library, then, Cotton’s
writings found continued relevance in political controversies long after their original publication.
Past voices continued to impinge upon the present, explaining, chiding, and providing justification
for the actions and events of the later-seventeenth century and beyond.
This is true for one group of tracts that has been all but ignored above, as well: those
recycled works in which the voice of earlier English monarchs were deployed. These were not
uncommon. Henry VIII, Elizabeth I, James VI/I, and others were marshalled and revivified in
much the same way that other earlier authors were. Their parliamentary speeches,
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commentaries, and, even, their private letters were circulated widely for the first time during the
civil wars and interregnum.
This contributed to two paradoxical processes. First, it hastened the process of the
desacralization of the monarch that had begun earlier in Charles’s reign. Second, it ensured the
maintenance of memories about monarchy and the authority of those who reigned. The first of
these processes was central to the fall of monarchy in the British Isles and the execution of
Charles I, while the second was essential for ensuring there remained an intellectual and cultural
space for the return of the monarchy that eventually occurred in 1660.
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CHAPTER 3: Monarchy and memory in mid-century Britain

As the funeral in Windsor Chapel neared its end in early 1649 those in the church heard
a cry. “[F]rom out the Penetrall thereof”—the selpucher where they had placed the body— “there
broke a horrid Sound.” This startled the parliamentary soldiers and noblemen gathered and
forced “[a]ll into a fearefull astonishment.” They had just carried Charles I to his resting place
following his beheading, and even those avidly in agreement with his guilt were shaken by the
process of executing a man who had until recently been recognized as the legitimate king of
England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. 282 Some had mind to take to “their Heeles” and fly, but the
men instead steeled themselves, and continued to listen. They soon realized it “was the Voice of
Henry the Eight...complaining with a Loud and horridly frightfull Vocification.” They had just
interred Charles in the tomb of Henry. Apparently, the Tudor monarch’s ghost did not appreciate
the commotion, or the new occupant. Nonetheless, the ghost was intrigued by the situation and
soon, he engaged the ghost of Charles in conversation, seeking to understand the appearance of
the new occupant. Thus began one of the stranger ghost dialogues of the mid-seventeenth
century.283
The dialogue, known under the titles Nuntius a Mortuis and A Messenger from the Dead,
appeared in four print versions in the 1650s, twice in English (in two different variants) and twice
in Latin.284 Its recognition (in this case, literally) of the continued specter of monarchy was of a
piece with numerous other works of the interregnum. Charles I’s execution had been a moment of
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both great hope and great despair. For those supportive of the action of the regicides it suggested
a chance to establish a stronger, more effective government better attuned to their own political
and religious theories. For royalists and many others it was a moment of confusion and fear.
Though they had examples from the classical past, Italy, and even from the Low Countries across
the North Sea, few in England had a sense of what the realities of a world without a monarch
might look like.
Monarchy, of course, had not been completely abolished across Britain and Ireland. It
would take a series of bloody campaigns in Ireland and Scotland for the new regime to ensure
that Charles’ son (and future Charles II) could not establish a base in the British Isles in the
1650s, though he would eventually return following Cromwell’s death and the collapse of a viable
political settlement in 1660. Imagery and writing about monarchy also continued to flourish
throughout the 1650s, with authors and artists looking back to the ancient and recent past to
continue debates about monarchy and governance that had arisen in the 1640s and before.
Individuals throughout the British Isles continued to talk about, think about, and measure their
new governments against the form.
Monarchical imagery remained a constant throughout the period. 285 Monarchy did not
survive simply as imagery; past monarchs were widely discussed in print. In tract after tract, antimonarchical writers sought to highlight the depravities of recent and more ancient kings and
queens. Political writers continued to draw on examples of monarchical actions in earlier periods
to advise the current government. Royalists continued to think through the fall of Charles and
sought to use the history of monarchy in the British Isles both to explain it and to lay the ground
for the return of monarchy. 286 This period also saw the publication of a range of works that
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claimed to impress the literal words and writings of monarchs on the page in a way that had not
been possible previously.
Monarchy was built into the modes of historical thought throughout the period. For many,
English national history remained framed through the lens of monarchs and the actions of kings,
queens, and leading ministers even as the edifice of monarchy itself crumbled. This had long
been the way chronicles and humanist histories were written. Even as the institution was
challenged and then abolished, the specters of past kings and queens remained tools through
which to frame, understand, and comment upon contemporary events. Even in local histories and
chorographies, histories of religion, and the like, monarchy was ever present. Rulers were often
the framing device through which a specific narrative located in a work was placed
chronologically and time was commonly measured regnally. The monarchy gave shape and
clarity to narratives of the past, and their reigns could function as a heuristic tool to give a reader
a sense of what was going on at a certain moment or provide a map through which to situate
oneself in the past.287
Some of the strands surrounding how historical monarchy functioned in mid-seventeenth
century discourse are taken up here by looking at the circulation of historical works about earlier,
primarily English, monarchs as well as how the words and writings of these earlier monarchs
(both real and imagined) were deployed. Challenges to and the destruction of monarchy in
England in 1649 spurred ever more writing about the historical kings and queens of England and
Scotland. Analyzing how historical monarchs were manipulated in the polemical press of midcentury and how the specters of past monarchy could justify, explain, or challenge the decisions
of contemporary actors, across political and religious affiliations, makes it possible to think
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through the specific and particular visions of an English or British past available to readers of midcentury and how these shaped views on new governmental and religious forms.
Most explicitly, it was the increasingly virulent attacks on the monarchical past that
helped create the ideological space for the abolition of the form. The explosion of interest in
historical monarchs, though, had a paradoxical effect. Not only did they provide fuel for criticism,
but the continued circulation of materials about them helped ensure that views of England as a
monarchical state remained ever present during the period, even after the execution of Charles I.
Ultimately, the presence of discussions of historical monarchy, both in positive and negative
terms, hindered the development of a strong republican culture. References to past monarchs
helped contextualize, for example, the return to quasi-monarchical rule under the Cromwellian
Protectorate from 1653. Charles II’s connection to a monarchical genealogy helped return him in
1660 to the throne, where he could draw on the symbols, motifs, and memories of monarchy that
were never quite eradicated to buttress his reputation.
Focusing on how histories of English rulers were told has other far-reaching implications
important to any consideration of changes in perceptions of the past during the interrgenum.
Historical analyses of monarchy and royal figures helped shape broader narratives attempting to
explain in causal terms the tumult and confusion of the century. At the center of the debates
around monarchy were competing visions of the past century-and-a-half of English history and
the outcome of the religious reform movements that began, in fits and starts, when Henry VIII
broke from Rome. The generational changes unleashed in that moment had repercussions that
were central to the events of the 1640s and 1650s. Many living through the mid-century wars and
interregnum felt the same, tracing genealogical connections from the Reformation to their
present.
*
The tract known under the titles Nuntius a Mortuis or A Messenger from the Dead
provides one avenue through which to begin to explore these issues. All versions of the pamphlet
advanced a vision of a pious Charles, undone by the sins of his ancestors, specifically Henry VIII.
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The work was designed to create sympathy for his son, the future Charles II, still waiting on the
continent with little clear hope for a return to the British Isles. The different versions of the
pamphlet chronicled how, despite his best intentions, Charles I lost his kingdom and was
beheaded, while outlining more long-term causes to these events. Charles I ruled wisely over
England and Scotland, the dialogue suggested, and was undone by the actions of Henry, a
historical outlier in a long line of good monarchs. In the waning days of Oliver Cromwell’s
Protectorate—and in the confused aftermath of Cromwell’s death that ultimately led to the
younger Charles being offered the throne—the ghostly dialogues between Henry and Charles I
developed a line of thought supporting the restoration of the Stuart line.
In their exchange of words, the ghosts of Henry and Charles discussed a range of topics,
primarily related to the history of England since the early-sixteenth century. Their discussion
circled around the question of how monarchy in Britain had fallen so low. Hearing at the
beginning of the dialogue that Charles’ subjects had beheaded him at, Henry was perplexed:
“How I pray you came these things to passe?” This baffled Charles: “That Sir, I am totally ignorant
of.” Charles remembered his reign as one of peace and order, upended by usurpers: “I was
criminated for defending with Armes what peaceably (but in vaine) I had endeavoured those very
Lawes the which my Ancestors had left to me, and which Sixteen and upwards of yeares, I had
uncontroledly Rul’d by and Reign’d.” 288
In his response, Charles’ ghost hinted at one possible cause, which became a dominant
theme in the dialogue: the horrors of Henry VIII’s reign. In an aside in his initial dialogue
speculating on the failure of his kingship, Charles proclaimed that his beheading was particularly
inexplicable because
I have violated no mans Bed, have not offerd force unto any on’s Daughter, driven no man
from his house or Lands; of all which, yet Henry the Eight my Predecessor is held guilty
through the totall universe...And most true it is (indeed) what hath been said; for never
King since worlds Creation was more wicked then that Henry I speake of, as who
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(councell’d by one Cromvvell of those Time) either violated all Divine and humane Lawes,
or gave the example to his successors of doing so.289

As the dialogue suggests, Henry’s transgressions were still widely derided in the 1650s. In all four
versions, the pamphlet juxtaposed Henry and Charles, highlighting how the actions of the former
led to the death of the latter.
Throughout the dialogue, the ghost of Henry alluded to the fact that it was he who was
the cause of Charles’ miseries. After hearing Charles’ explanation for his execution in 1649,
Henry detailed his many foul actions, including the way he broke with Rome, his treatment of
Thomas More, and his actions regarding the dissolution of his first marriage. He asked Charles,
“canst not see how all these evils have oppressed thee?” 290 After hearing the beginning of
Henry’s tale, the ghost of Charles remained unconvinced that this was a possible cause of his
own misfortunes. The ghost of Henry then expanded upon his sins. He detailed how his
“Executioners were those three Manspillers Avarice, Cruelty and Lust.” He explained how
“avarice so unsatiably it raigned in me, that having subverted 376. Religious houses, and snatcht
away their Lands and Goods...scarcely one yeare had yet been fully gone about, before I vex’d
with such high Taxes all my Subjects as had never been before from them exacted.” He
described his cruelty later in life. While in his first twenty years of reign “no one ever of the Kings
shed less Blood...when I fell from the Church (not more thirsty of Gold then of Blood) of all
conditions, all Ages, and all Sexes I exhibited a most fearfull Massacre...Four Queens (with either
Steele or Imprisonments) I took away which were the consorts of my Bed, two young Princesses,
and also two Cardinals...Dukes, Marquesses, Counts or Sons of Counts at least a dozen I put
publiquely to death...” and his list continued. Finally, the ghost of Henry turned to lust. He noted
that after “divorcing my best and lawfull Wife, I saw not any thing of that Sex the which I burnt not
for.”291
Here was a litany of sins that might explain Charles’ predicament, the ghost of Henry
suggested. They had been the reason for his Henry’s line’s downfall and the reason that Charles
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became king in England in the first place. “God (the just revenger of Homicides, Rapes, Incests
and likewise of Sacraledge),” Henry noted, “barr’d my seed from inheriting the Earth.”292 This
providentialist view of English monarchy was to be extended even further. Henry drew on a
biblical passage (Numbers 14:18-19), to advance the belief that
Thou has not observ’d (it seems) that jealous God (who punisheth in the Child the Fathers
faultiness) how he scourgeth the impieties of the wicked, to the third and also fourth
Generation, least (if only hee should scourge us in our selves) we might think that any
enormous impiety, would be easily and more suddenly expiated, nor deferres he to punish
till so long after, that his memory who sinneth should die, but least it should be forgotten
that he was punished for sinning; Thou art the third now (from the cradle of Schisme) who
hath raigned King, in which Generation thou sufferest; For though my two Daughters (first
Mary then Elezabeth) have Successively inherited the Crowne, yet those two with their
Brother King Edward (who was my Son) make up but one Generation; if you number
therfor either the Kings or Generations; -- Edward me, James him, and thou James, have
successively and in order followed; nor hath it happened (but by the hand of God) that the
heavenly vengeance should have fallen upon thy head (the most innocent and moderate
of all the rest) To shew that not so much thy private Sins have been chastized by his Rod
of Iustice, as the Hereditary evils of thy office, with what impieties still attend thy Titles, -as it is said, - The fathers have eaten sower Grapes and the Teeth of their children have
been set on edge, Ezek. 18.293

Charles’ fate, the ghost of Henry was suggesting, was tied to his providential place in the history
of English monarchy and the genealogical line of kingship that connected him to his predecessor.
This type of thinking was not uncommon. Even during his lifetime, Charles had constantly
been contrasted with both his father and Elizabeth I, and in death the genealogical lines between
him and his antecedents remained. As later royalists noted, even the interment of Charles in
Henry’s tomb was meant to suggest a symbolic genealogical link directly from the supposedly
tyrannical Tudor king to the later Stuart monarch. In a work lauding Charles II and his restoration
in 1660, David Lloyd remarked that “to perswade the World of [Charles I’s] Tyranny, then, whom
there was never a better Man or King; he is buried with H.8. whom Sir. W. Raleigh (how justly I
know not) calls the Idea of Tyrannye.” 294 More broadly, providential, prophetic, and genealogical
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explanations drawn from English, European, and Biblical history were relied on by both those
supportive of regicide and those adamantly opposed to it. 295
In his 1650 work A Survey of Tyrannie the Leveller Nicholas Cowling highlighted the
tyranny of English kingship, singling out Henry VII and Henry VIII, and tying their actions to those
of Biblical tyrants.296 Cowling begins his text with reference to the same passage of Numbers
which the ghost of Henry had reflected. “I finde the proceedings of God to be such against all
unrighteousness that he doth constantly retaliate the iniquity of any, of what kinde soever, either
to the Actor in his own person, or to his posterity in the third and fourth generation.”297 While this
was not a specific reflection on the fate of Charles, similar ideas appeared in discussions of
English kings. He compared Henry VIII to the Biblical king of Judah Coniah who was cursed so
that “no man of his seed shall prosper.” 298 When recounting Charles I’s fate, Cowling again turned
to providence:
The Question may be, (Master) Hath this man sinned more then the Kings of England, or
his great Grandfather? Surely to determine the Causes of Divine Administration I dare not:
yet its possible that twenty three years Raign, attended with a fawning effeminated
Councel, may of it self attract so much guilt, as may be sufficient to justifie Gods
Proceedings: and though Josiah may intervene between Manasseh and Coniah, the
greatest favour that Edward the sixth can have, is for him to be taken away from the wrath
to come; but the sins of Manasseh are visited upon Coniah. But if any visible Cause may
be assigned, let the curse and execration annexed unto Magna Charta, and by the then
King solemnly engaged to be poured out upon him and his posterity, the Violators thereof,
be considered: Weigh well therefore the constant practise of those three persons,
Strafford, Laud, and Charls, late King of England; and see how that Curse is verified upon
them.299

Perhaps Charles’ own actions were deplorable enough for his punishment, Cowling suggested,
but his cursed genealogy did not exactly help.
Others connected the events of the 1640s and 1650s to providence and coincidence in
the recent and more ancient past. One author of a mid-seventeenth century commonplace book
suggested a correlation between the king’s execution in 1649 and longer supposed trends in the
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fates of certain English kings. This was based on the author’s insight that, while the monarch was
publicly titled Charles I, “He was indeed Charles the second for K. James was christened
Charles-James but being a Scot[sman] was called rather James then Charles.” Following on this
was the claim that of “all the kings of England the second was the most unfortunate of the name.
William. Shott in New Forrest. Henry. died of Melancholy. Edward basely used & murtherd.
Richard. Murthered at Pomfrett. This Charls how used was in our days in our sight.”300
We have already seen how the imprisoned royalist John Gibson drew connections
between the events of the mid-seventeenth century and those related to earlier monarchs.
Among the poetry and spiritual writings in his notebooks, Gibson returned, frequently, to reflect on
the fall of Charles I and monarchy more generally. He created an extended list of the contrasts
between Oliver Cromwell and Henry VIII’s leading minister, Thomas Cromwell. “Cromwell the
1st,” Gibson argued, built up monarchy and Protestantism, while “Cromwell the 2nd” helped
destroy them, suppressing churches, pulling “downe Episcopacie,” bringing out “Heresies,”
undermining “the Crowne,” and murdering “the King.” 301 The affinities between developments in
politics, religion, and culture (as well as the surnames of major figures) were too much to ignore.

Thinking about past English monarchs in the 1640s and 1650s
The examples above emphasize the depth of cultural awareness of monarchy and the
continued deployment of genealogical connections between Charles I and his forebearers. Even
with monarchy being effectively abolished in 1649, knowledge about and discussions of earlier
monarchs were in some ways reaching a high point at this time. Throughout the period, the
valence of a specific king or queen was modulated by different actors in pursuit of advancing their
own views. Historical monarchs could take on multiple identities: as weak kings or queens in
need of the counsel of parliament (and, ultimately, forced into taking it), as moderate monarchs
who recognized the importance of parliament through their own wisdom, or as tyrannical rulers
constantly attempting to subvert the prerogatives of their subjects.
300
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Increasingly, there was a growing strain of sharply critical material related to past
monarchs. Polemical histories like Anglo-Tyrannus, A Survey of Tyrannie, or A Cat May Look
Upon a King issued by those supportive of the parliamentary and, later, Commonwealth cause
narrated a litany of monarchical misdeeds that had brought England to its knees. Royalist writers
and readers also recognized the faults of earlier monarchs and often drew on them, as in Nuntius
a Mortuis, to justify and explain Charles’s fall. More positive and measured material on historical
monarchs also circulated widely. Edward Herbert’s history of Henry VIII in 1649, noted that his
plan was “not to describe him otherwise, either good or bad, but as He really was.” 302 Alongside
his comparisons of Thomas and Oliver Cromwell, John Gibson jotted down notes about past
English monarchs. On one page, he outlined the kings and queens of England since the arrival of
William of Normandy through Elizabeth I, mentioning both positive and negative aspects of their
characters. William, for example, was “a Conqueror, but cruell.” Richard I was “undaunted, but
undutifull to his parents.” Henry the sixth was “saintelike, but very simple.” 303 The panoply of
competing visions that could circulate widely in print was what made the period’s discussion of
monarchy so different from earlier moments.
Competing visions of Henry III and Richard III provide two examples. As memories of
these two kings were deployed to challenge or uphold contemporary political structures, their
legacies were parsed over by a range of different writers, and readers. The story of Henry III
would inspire authors during the civil wars and interregnum to comment on and draw parallels
with current conflicts. Edward Chamberlayne’s The Present Warre Parallel’d (1647) contrasted
the civil wars of Henry III’s reign with those that had recently erupted, and took a harsh view of
parliamentary actions. While Chamberlayne did not present Henry as a particularly effective king
(he was “a man more pious then prudent; a betterman then King”), he took a harsh view of
parliament. When Henry turned to parliament to remedy the detrimental effects of “evill
Counsellors” the body did not treat him fairly. They “undutifully” took “advantage of his Majesties
extremities,” and “instead of reliefe,” they publicly catalogued “all the mistakes, and…mis-fortunes
302
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of his former government.” In the process, they “stole away” the people’s “hearts, and alienated
their affections from their Soveragine,” leaving “him wholly to the mercy and will of his
Parliament.” These developments, the author suggested, could only end in violence and,
eventually, “they set the whole kingdome on fire.” 304 Chamberlayne implicitly connected the action
of the Long Parliament—a public catalogue of mistakes, a public outreach effort that turned many
against the king and his counselors—with that of this fourteenth century one.
Others drew wholly different lessons from Henry’s reign. In his Anglo-Tyrannus, Or the
Idea of a Norman Monarch, George Walker—drawing on conceptions of the “Norman Yoke”—
recounted a much darker narrative about Henry and his machinations, connecting them to a
larger, more insidious conception of monarchical governance. 305 “Fatall and Bloody have Crowns,
and Scepters been in generall to all Nations,” Walker begins his tract, “in particular to this in
England.”306 Since 1066, through “Tyrannicall, abusive, and delusive practices...our ancestors
have been bobbed of their Freedome; and the Norman Tyranny founded and continued over
them.”307 Of all the kings, though, Henry III was the “very Idea of Tyranny,” whose example, more
than any other monarch, was the “exact copie after which all other Kings have writ, especially the
last.”308 Henry’s “perfidious and oppressive courses” were ones turned to by numerous later
kings, and help explain how the state of England had fallen so low by Charles I’s reign. “King
James imitated him in every circumstance,” and Walker watched with his own eyes as his
contemporaries’ replayed scenes from Henry’s time “in our dayes.” 309
The legacy of Richard III was contested to similar effect. Take the history of Thomas
More’s History of King Richard the Third. Appearing in a variety of forms in the sixteenth
century—including as part of chronicle histories (Hall, Holinshed) and in collections of More’s
works—this was published for the first time as an individual book in 1641, and the sheets from
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this printing appear to have been reissued with a new title page in 1651. A variety of editorial
interventions by the publisher modified More’s text. The work received a new title when it
appeared in 1641, The Historie of the Pitifull Life, and unfortunate Death of Edward the fifth, and
the then Duke of Yorke his brother. An engraving of Edward was included on the verso opposite
the title page. Though Richard remained the major figure in the narrative, his role is only
mentioned as an addendum to this, with the title concluding With the troublesome and tyrannical
government of usurping Richard the third, and his miserable end.310 The text further
supplemented More’s work with additions from Holinshed’s Chronicles as well as other sources to
flesh out the incomplete text and expand the narrative through Richard’s death. 311
On the first page of the actual text of the history, in fact, is a printed marginal note
indicating that this work was not wholly More’s: “This Kings time [Edward V] with some part of
King Richard the third, as shall appeare by a note made at that place, was written by Sir Tho-mas
Moore.” This second marginal note does not appear to have been inserted at the conclusion of
the section written by More. Regardless, even in the portions based on More’s text, several
additions were included. Those who were reading More’s History of Richard III were reading a
version of the text only partially written by the former Lord Chancellor, with embellishments to
expand and continue the narrative to Richard’s death.
Why was More’s history published in the 1640s and reissued in the 1650s? One reason
is that writings by or about More were experiencing a resurgence in popularity. He continued to
be regarded as an eminent scholar and was also upheld as a defender of parliamentary liberties
due to his actions as part of that body in the early 1520s. His Utopia was re-published in 1639,
and other works would be published in the 1640s and 1650s. Two biographies of More were also
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published during the period, one in 1642 and one in 1652. 312 The epistle dedicatory to More’s
history of Richard III, the author W.S. (possibly William Sheares, who would reissue the sheets
with a new title page in 1651) provides another explanation that connects its publication to the
justifications for the appearance of other recycled texts during the period. W.S. indicated that fear
of the book being “utterly lost” was what moved him “to revive that which hath for a long time
been raked up in the embers of oblivion.”313
Perhaps most obviously, the narrative of Richard III’s rise and fall, when appearing in
1641, would have provided an example of the dangers of tyrannical monarchy and provided fuel
for the increasingly vocal and active opposition to Charles. When the text was reissued following
the collapse of monarchy it would have fit with the growing number of texts tracing the history of
tyrannical monarchy in the British Isles.
The History of the Life and Reigne of Richard the Third, decidedly more sympathetic to
the Yorkist king, also appeared in 1646. This, originally written during James’s reign by the
master of revels, Sir George Buc, was printed under the name of his nephew, also George
Buck.314 When it appeared in the 1640s, much of its more controversial political and religious
material had been removed, including negative references to Henry VII and parliament,
nevertheless, its positive representation of the kingship of Richard could potentially be read as a
suggestion of illegitimacy regarding Charles’ kingship, considering he was descended from Henry
VII, who, one narrative thread argued, usurped Richard’s throne. 315
Richard’s memory continued to be invoked in political controversy throughout the 1650s.
He became drawn into debates about whether Oliver Cromwell should assume the mantle of king
by the controversialist William Prynne. Prynne had turned against the parliamentary cause and
the protector by the late 1640s and had grown increasingly concerned over Cromwell’s power as
discussions of making the protector the monarch became increasing widespread in the mid-
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1650s. His King Richard the Third Revived, published in 1657, was an ostensibly recycled text
connecting Cromwell to the earlier, much-maligned monarch. It had a long history before
appearing as a short polemical tract. Initially “transcribed out of the Parliament Roll of 1.R.3.”
Prynne came across it through another source, as it was “printed in Speeds History of Great
Britain,” the widely popular history written by John Speed that went through numerous editions in
the seventeenth century. The text that Prynne extracted provided the documentary evidence
surrounding Richard III’s assumption of the the monarchy in 1483. 316
Prynne’s title page made clear its anti-Protectorate stance. Implicitly suggesting that
Oliver Cromwell’s actions are comparable to those of the infamous Richard (Cromwell being the
revived Richard in the title) from its outset, it continues to hammer this home in an extended
description of the tract’s contents on its title page:
A Memorable Petition and Declaration contrived by himself and his Instruments, whiles
Protector, in the name of the three Estates of England, to importune and perswade him to
accept of the Kingship, and Crown of England, by their joynt Election, (as if he were
unwilling to undertake, or accept, though he most ambitiously aspired after them, by the
bloudy murthers of K. Henry 6. Edward 5. and sundry others) before his Coronation;
presented afterwards to, and confirmed by the three Estates and himself, in his first
Parliament, to give him a colourable Title both by Inheritance, and their Election to the
Crown.317

Cromwell, Prynne suggested was much the same, and his assumption of monarchy would be as
contrived and illegitimate as Richard’s over a century and a half before. Prynne included marginal
annotations alongside the text itself to further these points, that described Richard as a “Bloudy
Usurper” and drew attention to his “Murders, Treasons, Regicides, Hypocrisy & Other Vices.” 318

Remembering the Tudors: The Long Shadow of Henry VIII
Though the interest in monarchy during this period did range widely, the history and
character of James VI/I, as well as other recent monarchs were of particular interest to those
reflecting upon Charles and explaining what led to his downfall. Often, though, the most
prominent of these recent monarchs in the minds of contemporaries was not the father of the
316
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deposed and beheaded Charles I, but the Tudor monarch Henry VIII. Before considering why
Henry took such a prominent place in the discourse surrounding monarchy, it is worth considering
the way James and his immediate predecessors—Henry VIII’s children—were being recycled and
reformulated in individual memories and in the civil war and interregnum press. Though figures
like Edward VI or Mary I were only tangentially considered in the debates of the time—as
Protestant prince who died too soon and a Catholic queen whose reign attempted and failed to
turn back the clock—James and Elizabeth assumed important roles. 319 From the early 1640s,
James’ own words were used by parliamentarians to construct arguments against Charles’s
actions. James’ personal life and the scandals of his court were relitigated by actors with widely
varying ideologies throughout the civil wars and interregnum. 320 Elizabeth, too, was widely
discussed and reframed, especially in the 1640s by both institutional and oppositional figures as
they sought to construct a range of narratives around monarchical prerogative, militant
Protestantism, or Stuart tyranny. 321
The way James was deployed can be understood through two specific works, as well as
a series of texts responding to them, published in 1650 and 1651, respectively: The Court and
Character of King James, purportedly by Anthony Weldon, and Aulicus Coquinariae: Or a
Vindication in Answer to a Pamphlet Entituled The Court and Character of King James by William
Sanderson.322 The Court and Character was an anti-monarchical work that detailed the dangers
of royal government, especially one led by a Stuart king. It portrayed James as a weak ruler who
was a “Slave...to his Favourites” and whose efforts at European peace were both fruitless and
detrimental to English interests. This was a gossipy retelling of James’s reign, supposedly from
an insider privy to it, that editorialized its conspiracies, scandals, and disappointments. 323 Its
episodic structure chronicled events such as the imprisonment of Walter Ralegh, the death of
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Prince Henry, and the murder of Thomas Overbury, in lurid detail. It concluded by charting the
rise of Buckingham and that favorite’s malicious machinations. With the fall of Somerset, the work
explains, the new favorite began to reign “without any controlement; now hee rises in honour, as
well as swells with pride, being broken out of the modest bounds, formerly had impayled him, to
the high-way of pride and scorne, turning out, and putting in all he pleased.” 324 In many ways, the
work was similar in tone to other pieces appearing since the start of the civil wars by proparliamentary writers and publishers that presented a negative view of James’s reign and worked
to create a genealogy of failed Stuart kingship.325
Ultimately, The Court and Character suggests it was Buckingham’s increasing dislike of
the king, and growing control over Charles, that was the “cause of [James’s] so speedy death” in
1625, by poison at the hand of his favorite. 326 Of course, the pernicious influence of Buckingham
would carry into Charles’s reign, and The Court and Character concludes with an indication of
how the events of the father’s reign foreshadowed and set up the problems of the son. In
introducing Charles’s reign, the work noted that
His Fathers Reign began with a great plague, and we have seen what his Reign was; His
Sonnes with a greater plague, and the greatest that was ever in these parts, we shall see
what his Reign will be, and the effects of this Plagues end, hang as a fatall commet over
this Kingdome327

A reader of the 1650s would have understood what this augured and found the threads in this
work to trace the corruption of monarchy. A 1651 edition made this even more explicit, expanding
upon the brief final section that chronicled the beginning of Charles’s reign to detail the supposed
rise of tyranny under his watch, primarily at the instigation of Thomas Wentworth, the Earl of
Strafford.328
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Sanderson’s Aulicus Coquinariae provided a forceful response to this work. In it, the
royalist reconsidered each event addressed in The Court and Character and contextualized and
reframed them. The work was less a narrative history than a detailed breakdown of the specific
events mentioned in The Court and Character. In each situation, he highlighted the virtues of
James as well as the absence of nefarious actions supposedly apparent in each story. Ralegh’s
imprisonment, for example, was described as the failings of an ambitious overreacher, not an
effort by a king to put down a subject he disliked. 329 The handling of the Overbury murder by
James was not dishonorable or suspicious, but entirely appropriate. 330 James’s death was not the
result of a poison plaster placed by a discontented favorite, but nothing more than unfortunate
circumstance.331
Sanderson would follow this with additional histories published in the 1650s to push back
against anti-Stuart narratives, but much like Aulicus Coquinariae these were apologetic works,
attempting to subvert negative narratives rather than establishing positions of their own. He was
similar to other royalist writers who had been caught flat-footed by many of the polemical attacks
lodged against them and were embattled and defensive in their approach. 332 This defensiveness
even led to infighting, as writers such as Sanderson, Thomas Fuller, and Peter Heylyn traded
pamphlets challenging historical facts and interpretations in individual works, often around the
portrayal of James in relation to Charles and the presentation of the English church under
Archbishop Laud.333
Like James, the immediate relevance of Elizabeth I’s reign to the debates of the 1640s
and 1650s needed little explanation. Numerous people recognized continuities from her reign to
the present, much like Robert Cotton had in the 1610s in his Treatise Against Recusants In
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defence of the Oath of Alegeance, when he traced the development of increasingly polarized
factions within the established church to decisions made by Elizabeth towards prophesying in the
1570s.334 Catholic libels such as Leicester’s Commonwealth, Leycester’s Ghost, and Cecil’s
Commonwealth which had circulated during Elizabeth’s reign were printed or saw new life in
manuscript in the 1640s, suggesting the conspiratorial machinations underlying monarchical
rule.335 Even so, the more common presentation of Elizabeth was as a positive counterpoint to
Charles and his reign. John Watkins has argued that distance from Elizabeth’s reign—and her
more distant genealogical connection to the Stuart dynasty—meant that to most she was less a
real, physical presence than a name that could be evoked to form a specific, often positive,
memory of monarchy—one which often involved a strong relationship between the regnal figure
and parliament.336
Those critical of the Stuart regime, though, quickly ran into an issue when drawing on
memories of Elizabeth, particularly after the execution of Charles in 1649. While she was a useful
figure to invoke when criticizing Charles’s policies and the Stuart monarchy more generally, when
monarchy was abolished, she became a potentially problematic example of a good queen. Some
such as Milton, became harshly critical of her in their analyses and highlighted her shortcomings.
Other more moderate writers found ways around this by emphasizing her femininity and
supposed infirmity, suggesting this made parliament the pre-eminent lawmaker and governor
during her time as queen. In the 1650s, she could also be invoked more generally as an
archetypal monarch for those individuals seeking to see Cromwell take the throne. 337
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On the outskirts of every Tudor and Stuart narrative was the legacy of Henry VIII and the
way his reign shaped England, Scotland, and Ireland through the 1640s and 1650s. Nuntius a
Mortuis was one of several contemporary works that referenced Henry. These works drew on a
much longer history of contested representations of the monarch that began soon after his
passing in 1546. In the revolutionary ferment of the mid-seventeenth century the traditional
genealogies through which Henry had been portrayed—be they his kingly lineage or his place in
the narrative of the English Protestant reformation—were seriously contested in the ideological
space created by the breakdown of censorship and attempts to establish new forms of
governance.
In many ways profoundly displaced from traditional monarchical and Protestant
narratives, views of Henry fractured during the period. Some writers increasingly associated
Henry with a genealogy of tyranny stretching back to biblical times. Others attempted to
reformulate his place in more traditional genealogies, struggling to make sense of the man and
the events of his reign in the longer narrative of English history. The image of the king began to
be pieced back together by the end of the 1650s, to be fully explicated by historians of the
restoration era, but the associations that were brought to the fore accrued to his person during
the two decades of tumult.
“It is not easie to write that Princes History, of whom no one thing may constantly be
affirmed,” Edward Herbert wrote of Henry in the first full-length biography of the English monarch,
The Life and Raigne of King Henry the Eighth (1649).338 Indeed, his inconstancy and
capriciousness, still harped on by modern scholars, had made possible the number of divergent
visions of Henry in the century or so following his death. By the early seventeenth century these
were taking an increasingly negative view of his character. Herbert’s biography, initially
commissioned by Charles I in the 1630s—after Francis Bacon was unable to finish his own stab
at one—and mostly complete by 1642 was written in part to push back against these more critical
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texts.339 In his dedicatory epistle to Charles, Herbert obliquely commented on this earlier tradition,
noting that he was “not ignorant that the King, whose History I write, is subject to more obloquies,
then any since the worst Roman Emperours times.” He further laid out his goal for a more
objective, Baconian presentation of the monarch’s life, suggesting that “I intend not to describe
him otherwise, either good or bad, but as He really was.” 340
Herbert’s work, though, fit into the more polemical approaches to Henry that had been
unleashed in the 1640s better than his prefatory claims might suggest. Indeed, it was written by
request and under the auspices of the reigning English monarch primarily during the 1630s.
Despite Herbert’s willingness to acknowledge faults in Henry’s character the text was ultimately
something of a salvage job to recuperate Henry’s reputation and provide a guide for Charles as
he struggled to deal with his own political problems. 341 This is apparent in the paratextual material
surrounding it, including a poem, written by the Anglo-Welsh historian, royalist, and editor of
Robert Cotton, James Howell, entitled “Upon the Life and Reign of King Henry the Eighth,
According to the opinion of the Noble Authour.” This appeared on the verso page opposite the
beginning of the text, and the first stanza immediately exposes its sentiments:
Vices in Kings are like those Spots the Moon
Bears in her body, which so plain appear
To all the World: so Vertues shine more clear
In Them, and radiat like the Sun at Noon:
This King had both; yet counterbalance all,
You’l find th’ out-poising grain in Vertue’s scale.342
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guide to his personality— “his History will be his best Character and description”—he argued
against the more critical attacks against the king. He deemed these unfair, as Henry’s “[a]ccusers
will neither admit Reason of State to cover any where, or Necessity to excuse his Actions” in
relation to his questionable religious, personal, or diplomatic decisions. Herbert was compelled to
provide justifications for the monarch because so few, in his mind, had made such an effort.
“[A]lthough one William Thomas a Clerk to the Councel to Edward the Sixth, and living about the
later times of Henry the Eighth’s Reign, did in great part defend him in an Italian Book, printed
Anno 1552, it hath not availed.”343
The suggestion that no positive assessments of Henry had appeared since 1552 is
exaggerated, but Herbert was right to note that fewer and fewer were appearing by the 1630s and
early 1640s. By the time the text was published in 1649—after the execution of its benefactor and
the death of its author—this was even more true. In the climate of the period, personal attacks on
Henry’s character were rampant. Criticisms of Henry as “opinionate and willful,” “Cruell,” showing
great “Covetousnesse, or Rapine,” and being full of “Lust and Wantonness” were widely
circulated. While Herbert admitted these were on the whole “justly charged,” he argued against
how these had been employed by “factious” authors to denigrate the king and not provide him
with a fair accounting. 344 The danger of criticisms of the king’s character and his intentions in
marriage, religious, and political negotiations, as Herbert recognized, were that they could, and
did, become the central pivots through which to carry out larger attacks on the legitimacy of his
political and religious authority and, ultimately, the authority of English monarchy more generally.
Many of the more negative responses towards Henry in the 1640s and 1650s can be
traced to strains of criticism first put forward by Jesuit scholars during Elizabeth’s reign. In The
Life and Raigne, Herbert made numerous mentions of “discontented Clergy-men” unhappy with
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the monarch “for his relinquishing the Papall Authority, and overthrowing the Monasteries.” 345
Most well-known was Nicholas Sanders. The Catholic history of the English reform movement he
produced in the 1570s provided one of the most influential presentations of Henry as tyrant. While
never printed in English, through Jesuits such as William Allen and Robert Persons as well as
wider Catholic networks, it likely circulated widely in the British Isles. 346 These arguments were
also taken up by a variety of non-Catholic authors, often for political purposes. 347 Radical
Protestant reformers, such as Anthony Gilby, also railed against Henry with similar vigor. Gilby
described him as “that tyrant and lecherous monster” in a letter eventually printed in Geneva. 348
Perhaps the most influential attack on Henry prior to the 1640s came from Walter
Ralegh’s History of the World. In the preface, Henry was presented as a stark contrast to the
reigning James, who “in Divine, as Humane understanding, hath exceeded all that fore-went him,
by many degrees.” Henry, on the other hand, was a tyrant. “If all the pictures and Patternes of a
mercilesse Prince were lost in the World,” Ralegh explained, “they might all againe be painted to
the life, out of the story of this King.” Unsurprisingly, his aggressive actions towards Scotland
receive particular scrutiny. “What causelesse and cruell warres did he make upon his owne
Nephew King James the fift?” the imprisoned author asked. Drawing on biblical examples, Ralegh
further suggested that Henry’s sins, in fact, were so horrific that they contributed to the end of the
Tudor line and the barrenness of his own children, despite their noble rulership. For “in the
end…it pleased GOD to take away all his owne, without increase; though, for themselves in their
severall kindes, all Princes of eminent vertue,” making possible the beginning of Stuart reign in
England.349
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Ralegh’s description of Henry was part of an effort to gain a royal pardon from James.
His views were likely cultivated through the reading of Catholic attacks on the king, close
readings of English Protestant writings, and were part of a “popular memory” of the monarch
across England.350 These would receive greater voice in the 1640s and 1650s, informing printed
representations of Henry, and they suggest the undercurrent of unease towards the king’s
character and his actions running through the earlier period that Tudor and Stuart propaganda
were interested in removing from the historical record. These typically did not appear in print and
individuals making these negative statements were even actively prosecuted, but suggestive
examples exist from the extant ballad literature, court records, and the oral/folk tradition.
For example, a 1621 Star Chamber case, recently uncovered by Andy Wood, concerned
a certain Henry More’s unfavorable assessment of the king and his youngest daughter. More
believed that:
king Henry the Eight was a Tyrant a most vicious king, a sacriliger and that the Protestant
Religion nowe professed within this Realme did spring out of the saide king henryes
Codpeece and that the saide late king henry was a very devill & was in hell, and that the
saide late Queene Elizabeth was a Bastard a Tyrant an usurper of the Crowne a paralell
with Pope Jone and a piskitchen and that shee for the mayneteyning the protestant
religion was in hell with her Father.351

Ballads and rhymes from the seventeenth century further suggest that negative conceptions of
Henry were circulating outside of literate circles, particularly in relation to the “covetousnesse”
that Herbert had identified as one of the monarch’s personal failings. Daniel Woolf, for example,
has noted that “[a]t the end of the seventeenth century it was still common in Yorkshire to hear
mutterings about King Henry ‘and his greedy courtiers’” and these would likely have been passed
down from generation to generation. 352
In the political and religious upheavals of the 1640s and 1650s the traditional narratives
about the king received even more intense scrutiny as both republican sympathizers and royalist
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advocates drew on more negative representations of the king to advance their agendas. For a
variety of reasons, Henry became an especially useful referent in the conflicts of the period, with
his conflicted legacy, and the wide interest in it at all levels of English society, allowing him to take
on the multifarious roles of tyrant and parliamentary scourge, voice of political authority, and
even, in Nuntius a Mortuis, a providential vessel to bring down the Stuart monarchy. In this
atmosphere, even Herbert’s more measured work could be employed for a variety of ideological
purposes. In the lead up to its publication, for example, there was a debate in the House of Lords
about its publication, and some royalists feared that parliamentary censors would modify the text
to advance their cause.353
The most significant development regarding representation of Henry during the period
was the normalization of rhetoric explicitly locating Henry in a lineage of tyranny. Drawing on
earlier Catholic attacks and especially Raleigh’s condemnation of the king, these fit Henry into
both Biblical and English examples of ill-rulership. Often this was in an attempt to discredit the
concept of monarchy itself from apologists for Charles I’s execution and the subsequent
commonwealth.354 As part of a larger effort to delegitimize the authority of English kings since the
Norman conquest, Henry Parker detailed the cruel nature of Henry, under whose reign “many
encroachments grew on the peoples Liberties.” 355 This rhetoric could further be drawn on in larger
reflections on reformation, virtue, and sinfulness. Nicholas Cowling’s cautionary A Survey of
Tyrannie—drawing on Walter Raleigh’s earlier writings—placed Henry in a long lineage of biblical
and English rulers. “To speak of his particular Vices and Cruelties were endless,” and naturally
had implications for rulership. They led Henry to “over-awing the Parliament, which, well viewed
in their several Sessions, appear to be rather women then English Archers,” a major concern in
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the discourse around monarchical legitimacy during the period. 356 No wonder that after executing
Charles I, parliamentary supporters placed his body alongside Henry in his tomb at Windsor
chapel.
While the tyrannical image of the king seems to have finally taken hold in the popular
imagination during the 1650s, it should be noted that even supporters of the commonwealth did
not necessarily hold wholly negative opinions of Henry. Some, rather than speaking of the Tudor
monarch’s “over-awing” of the parliament noted that many of the transformative religious changes
from his reign occurred through his willingness to work with and through parliament. Both John
Milton and Algernon Sidney held more complex, ambivalent views of the monarch. 357 More
broadly, Henry’s own speeches and decrees appear to have remained a viable source through
which to comment on governance and even justify and legitimize political authority. Even as his
reputation and political legitimacy were challenged, then, Henry remained a potential authoritative
source for a government struggling to establish itself and justify its actions.
Alongside discussions about his political authority, Henry’s place in the genealogy of
Protestant reform also came under increased scrutiny during the mid-seventeenth century.
Debates about his overall intentions in relation to the European Protestant reform movement
were present from the moment he broke with Rome and established the English supremacy, but
these became especially potent during the mid-sixteenth-century tumult. As Alexandra
Walsham’s recent, and ongoing, work on religious reform and generational change has
suggested, views on the first steps towards reform taken during Henry’s reign were particularly
conflicted in this era of exploding religious sectarianism. 358 Many of the more godly divines were
quick to dismiss Henry’s contributions to the reform movement. Preaching to the House of
Commons in late 1640, Cornelius Burgess suggested that Henry had played only a minor role in
the advancement of Protestantism. “Some beginnings of our deliverance from Babylon,” was due
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to Henry, he acknowledged, “[f]or, he threw out the Pope.” Yet, Burgess went on to suggest, it
was really only under Edward and Elizabeth that more concrete reformed policy came into effect,
though, even under “Elizabeth (that glorious Deborah)” these efforts were stunted. 359 For those
like Burgess advocating further religious reform during the period, portraying the Henrician reform
movement as inconsequential could serve the larger purpose of highlighting how incomplete
current efforts remained. Thomas Fuller, preaching in 1643, opined that “any Reformation
which…hath happened in England…hath been partiall and imperfect.” While “King Henry the
eight brake the Popes necke, but bruised not the least finger of Popery; rejecting his Supremacy,
but retaining his superstition in the six Articles.” 360
Not everyone dismissed out of hand Henry’s efforts in advancing the reform movement.
The high-church ecclesiastic Peter Heylyn, whose history of the English church Ecclesia
Restaurata appeared in 1661, lauded Henry’s ability to break with the Papacy “without noise, or
trouble.” Despite Henry adhering “to his old Religion,” he opened “the first way to the
Reformation, and gave encouragement to those, who enclined unto it.” Henry’s efforts compared
favorably with those occurring during the reign of his son, “whose Name was made a Property to
serve turns withal, and his Authority abused.” While Henry’s conservative steps away from the
papacy allowed the smooth establishment of the English church, Heylyn suggested, Edward’s
counselors pushed reform too far, too quickly. 361 Still, despite Heylyn’s more positive view, the
dominant conception in English reformation historiography throughout the period was that Henry
had relatively little to do with advancing reform. The impact of this view was still apparent in
Gilbert Burnet’s important history of the movement produced in the early 1670s. 362
*
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Printing the monarch’s voice prior to mid-century
A closer analysis of the way historical writing about Henry VIII and others developed
during the 1640s and 1650s, highlights how contemporary actors worked to understand the
origins of their own situation. In Henry they found a monarch whose actions and iniquities could
provide a specific, imperfect seed for many of the issues that ultimately came to a head in the
governmental breakdown of 1642. This ensured that even after the collapse of monarchical
governance in 1649, individuals throughout the British Isles remained focused on discussing and
relitigating the form of government and past iterations of it.
Alongside the often-polemical historical writing produced by individuals in the period,
there were also efforts to draw on another genre of texts in this: recycled works. In the 1640s and,
especially, in the 1650s, the literal words and writings of past monarchs began to be circulated at
an unprecedented level. With the increasing circulation of newsbook materials and other forms of
documentary evidence, the idea of documentary history was increasingly en vogue. These
recycled writings could become central planks alongside polemical histories—even fitting within
them—in negotiating past conflicts and attacking or defending monarchical governance.
While this recycling of speeches, writings, and letters of monarchs was in many ways a
new phenomenon during the period, royal voices had circulated in print before, though this had
been in limited circumstances. Both the Tudors and early Stuarts used print and manuscript
publications for political and propagandistic purposes, often in highly creative ways, but the royal
household maintained a strong grip on the type of material that circulated under the monarch’s
name.363 The arcana imperii, or mysteries of state relating to diplomatic negotiations in war or in
peace, remained hidden behind the veil of monarchical prerogative and the types of personal
letters and negotiations that were to be exposed in the 1640s and 1650s were closely guarded.
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What did appear under the imprimatur of a monarch was often legalistic in nature—announcing
new statutes, taxations, or religious proclamations. 364
When the actual writings of a monarch were circulated in print it was typically under very
specific circumstances. The materials circulated were heavily mediated, designed to advance a
certain view of a monarch or monarchy. Henry VIII’s refutation of Martin Luther, for example, was
printed in the 1520s to bolster his reputation and highlight his learning and strong faith, while his
response to the Pilgrimage of Grace was designed to reassert monarchical power and justify his
suppression of the religious houses following the break from Rome. 365 Similar efforts were made
by Henry’s children in managing opinion in their realm, and the scholarly and prolific James VI
and I took this even further, using print upon his assumption of the English throne to advertise his
monarchical bonafides and turning to print and manuscript throughout his reign to circulate policy
and manage his subjects. 366 Charles I, too, utilized print to establish his reputation and advance
his views, perhaps most effectively following his execution.367
Of course, these rulers did recognize the dangers of circulating their thoughts publicly. As
James noted in his trenchant speech opening parliament in 1621, his words could be twisted and
misunderstood, often intentionally:
in many sessions of divers Parliaments before this I have made many long discourses,
especially to the gentlemen of the House of Commons, and to them I have delivered, as I
myself have said, a true mirror of my mind and free thoughts of my heart. But as no man’s
actions, be he never so good, are free from sin, being a mortal, sinful creature, so some
through a spice of envy have made all my speech heretofore turn like spittle against the
wind upon mine own face and contrary to my expectation, so that I may truly say with our
Saviour, I have often piped unto you, and you have not danced, I have mourned and you
have not lamented.368
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While James would rethink and push back against this statement later in the same parliament,
and ultimately would continue to print his writings, the acknowledgment makes clear his
awareness of the dangers that the circulation of his words in a public sphere could present. 369
Even while English kings and queens did, cautiously, turn to speeches and written
publications to advocate their prerogative and policies during their lifetimes, it was rare to see a
work by a non-reigning monarch appear in print. While there is obviously a long history of
monarchy establishing legitimacy through drawing genealogical and symbolic connections
between current and past rulers, it was rare to turn to previous royal voices to buttress that of the
current. This is not to say that there are not trends from the early seventeenth century that
suggest how and why monarchical voices began to be recycled in mid-century. One genre of
texts, drawing on an increasingly large body of primary source material archived by state
authorities in the Tower of London and elsewhere, did begin to provide mediated versions of
recycled works during James’s reign: humanist historical biographies. While traditional histories
and chronicles had long trafficked in invented speeches that authors utilized to advance moral
points or simply build their narratives, works coming out of humanist circles focused more on
direct, documentary evidence and created narratives that relied on the growing set of archival
sources being compiled and collected during the period. 370
Two histories, specifically of Elizabeth I and Henry VII, built letters, speeches, and other
material composed and spoken by earlier monarchs as well as other individuals in power into
their narrative structures, using these to establish the legitimacy, accuracy, and even objectivity of
their claims.371 William Camden’s Annales rerum Anglicarum et Hibernicarum regnante
Elizabetha, the first portions of which appeared in print in 1615, liberally quotes Elizabeth, her
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advisors, and her longtime prisoner, Mary, Queen of Scots.372 Francis Bacon’s 1622 History of
the raigne of King Henry the Seventh takes a similar tack, interspersing throughout its narrative
parliamentary speeches of Henry VII and quotations from a range of letters and legal
documents.373
Camden and Bacon’s histories, though, were only one of the potential ways monarchical
voices could be drawn on in print. It was the increasing challenges to monarchical prerogatives
and demands for a parliamentary role in marriage negotiations, diplomacy, and military decisions
under James and Charles, that helped create a space where the voice of the monarch could be
creatively drawn on, even in opposition to a reigning king. By the 1620s, some critics went so far
as to insert monarchs into fictional dialogues, a precursor to the many dialogues, like Nuntius a
Mortuis, that would appear in print in the 1640s and 1650s. In Vox Coeli from 1624, for example,
John Reynolds imagined a dialogue in heaven about the highly contentious marriage negotiations
for Prince Charles between, among others, Henry VIII, Edward VI, Charles’ brother Prince Henry,
Mary , Elizabeth , and James’ deceased wife Anne. 374
The confluence of these developments meant that when censorship mechanisms broke
down in the early 1640s, recycled works by monarchs were quick to find a small place in the
market. Parliamentary speeches and other works that had already circulated in print or
manuscript were the most common of these materials, at least initially. Henry and Elizabeth could
be drawn on as voices of reason and moderation as civil war drew near and were returned to
during the ongoing conflict for a variety of purposes, from continuing to provide a voice of reason,
to justification for military action, to implicit criticism of individuals on different sides of the conflict.
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In 1642, for example, a 1545 parliamentary speech by Henry was printed that both
advocated for a strong working relationship between king and parliament and decried sectarian
religious conflict:
what charity and love is amongst you when one calleth the other Heretick and Anabaptist,
and hee calleth him againe Papist, Hypocrite and pharisee, bee these tokens of charity
amongst you? Are these signes of fraternall love between you? No, no, I assure you that
this lack of charity among your selves, will be the hindrance and asswaging of the fervent
love betweene us375

Despite Henry’s increasingly negative representation, the authority of his voice could still be
useful, and at least two editions of this speech appeared during the year. 376 In 1651, procommonwealth printer William Dugard also capitalized on the authority of Henry by printing his
declaration explaining the English conflict with Scotland that began in 1542 to justify the ongoing
commonwealth military invasion of Scotland. 377
The voice of Elizabeth, too, could be relied on to suggest moderation and to advance
more hardline views. Her supposed “golden” speech, delivered to members of parliament in
November 1601, was printed numerous times in the 1640s and 1650s (acquiring the sobriquet
“golden” during this period). It provided its readers with an idealized view of what the relationship
between monarch and parliament could be and served as a way to criticize Charles I and his
failure to uphold the ideals of his predecessor. 378 Another of her speeches to parliament, from the
seventeenth year of her reign, was also printed in 1643 for similar reasons, with its title
specifically noting “Wherein shee fully expresseth the duty of Princes to their Subjects, and that of
Subjects to their Princes: Setting forth also, the good Opinion She had of the Justice and
Moderation of Our English Parliaments towards both Prince and People.” 379 Some of her works
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that were printed, though, were significantly more barbed in content. In 1641, the royal injunctions
issued by Elizabeth in 1559 as part of the religious settlement that established a Protestant
English state were reprinted for the first time since 1600. Reprinting these would have highlighted
to its readers the huge differences between expectations for the original Elizabethan settlement
and what the English church under William Laud had become. 380
Outside of Henry and Elizabeth, the public writings of James were the only others to be
printed on a larger scale. Unsurprisingly, his writings were more widely circulated and had a much
larger impact. He was used to advance partisan political views, and a wide range of his writings
was printed, including his political tracts, his parliamentary speeches, his letters, and even a work
built on his supposed sayings and apothegms. 381 As Joseph Marshall has emphasized, from the
beginning of the outbreak of hostilities in Scotland in the late 1630s, James was drawn on by the
Scots, and, later, supporters of the Long Parliament to challenge his son’s royal authority.
Especially from 1642, pamphleteers found numerous passages within his works that challenged
the actions of Charles and were effective in turning James’s writings into significant oppositional
missives. Moreso than Henry or Elizabeth, James’s works were drawn on much like those of
Robert Cotton, Francis Bacon, or others whose recycled words became central planks in the
polemical battles that erupted during the period.382
There are numerous examples of this. In 1642 and 1643 alone, a number of James’s
works were printed in the pamphlet wars that erupted between royalists and parliamentarians,
Laudians and precisianists. James’s voice was quickly fit into debates about the church
settlement and monarchical prerogatives. For example, King James his Letter and Directions to
the Lord Archibishop of Canterbury; concerning Preaching and Preachers appeared in May 1642.
This comprised a letter James sent to George Abbot, then Archbishop of Canterbury, about the
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repression of preaching on certain topics related to the Spanish match, as well as letters by Abbot
in response. It was likely used, as Marshall has argued, “to link King Charles and his supporters
to a tradition of repression and hidden agendas, and, equally, to a tradition of royal weakness and
inconsistency.”383 Numerous other materials also written by James were selectively edited to
criticize Charles, such as King Iames His Iudgement of a King and of a Tyrant, which George
Thomason purchased on 9 September 1642. 384 This work provided a paragraph of a 1609
speech by James on kingship and tyranny, which was then paraphrased and editorialized, going
far to present Charles as a tyrant. At this early stage of conflict, it went perhaps too far for
parliament. It was ultimately censured and burned. Still, it highlights the way James’s words could
be read to draw extreme conclusions, often antithetical to his original meaning. 385
Mid-century, then, became the first moment when recycled speeches and writings of
monarchs found a real afterlife, and were manipulated to shape public opinion, often at the
expense of their original meaning. In the early 1640s, these were deployed on their own in
pamphlet wars, they would later be deployed in documentary histories of the later 1640s and
1650s, chronicling the reigns of James and Charles, that were often critical of monarchical
governance.
These recycled materials were not the only types of writing by royal voices that began to
be circulated during this time. In the second half of the 1640s, a few significant events changed
the types of materials written by past monarchs that could and did circulate. These created the
space and clear demand for more intimate materials written by or to kings and queens from the
Tudor and early Stuart eras. It became increasingly possible to dissect and debate the private
lives of kings and queens. One of these events, of course, was the execution of Charles in 1649.
Perhaps more importantly, though, was the capture of a stash of letters between Charles and his
wife, Henrietta Maria in 1645, as well as the capture of other letters and documents of major
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royalist leaders. The subsequent printing of these not only had a significant impact on perceptions
of the ongoing civil wars but also played a role in the larger process of de-sacralization that
monarchy was undergoing and explicitly opened the “private” lives of kings and queens to a
public audience.386

The fall of Charles I and the recycling of monarchical voices in the late 1640s and 1650s
The June 1645 battle of Naseby was a major defeat for the Royalist military, crippling the
army fielded by Charles and his supporters. The military disaster was compounded by the
parliamentary capture of the king’s papers, abandoned in the broken retreat. Parliament
immediately recognized the potential public relations coup they had achieved. They quickly
decrypted the ciphered letters and read through them. By early July, a committee had organized
a small selection of the over 200 letters to be printed. They were published as The Kings Cabinet
opened. The 37 letters that appeared in this, as the preface indicated, shined a harsh light on a
king “seduced out of his proper sphear.” Readers could find evidence of a monarch who was
deceiving his subjects in requesting foreign assistance, promising leniency towards Catholics,
and working towards a negotiated peace with the rebels in Ireland. The letters presented a king
whose public proclamations did not accord with his private machinations and whose relationship
with his Catholic wife was a detriment to the nation as a whole. 387
If this were not clear enough from the letters themselves, the parliamentary editors
included a series of “annotations” at the end of the collection laying out a series of conclusions
drawn from them. Much blame was laid specifically on the relationship between Charles and
Henrietta Maria and the gender dynamics shaping their political decisions, but Charles’s actions
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alone were also harshly criticized. “The King doth yet in many things surpasse the Queene for
acts of hostility, and covering them over with deeper and darker secrecy,” the annotations
suggest.388 Charles’s duplicity, according to The Kings Cabinet opened, had a long history as
well:
indeede it is a sad consideration to thinke what unhappy use the King hath ever made of
the obedience, and patient loyalty of this Nation; finding alwaies that he might without any
opposition or danger at least deny their just liberties, laws, and the very use of
Parliaments; or if some urgency, or his own necessities, or advantages had caused him to
call a Parliament he might afterwards with as little opposition, deny whatsoever he granted
under his owne hand; as the Petition of Right obtained with some difficulty, and broken
immediately after without any scruple may sufficiently testifie.389

The editors found in the captured private communication confirmation of tendencies long
apparent under Charles which were detrimental to the commonwealth.
The publication of these letters rattled royalist pamphleteers and was latched onto by
supporters of parliament who already believed that the king and his party were acting against the
interests of England. As Royalist losses mounted, further correspondence by military leaders was
apprehended, and parliament was quick to capitalize on these information coups as well,
publishing works such as The Irish Cabinet and The Lord George Digby’s cabinet.390 In concert
with The Kings Cabinet opened, they played an important role in delegitimizing the king’s cause
and were important in making debates regarding regicide increasingly possible and accepted as
readers were confronted with a monarch they could not trust and who did not have the interests
of the commonwealth at heart. The correspondence that came to light hastened, for some at
least, a de-sacralized view of monarchy. The Kings Cabinet opened continued to be debated by
both royalists and parliamentarians well into the 1650s, and works attempting to restore an image
of sacred monarchy, such as Charles I’s posthumous spiritual autobiography, Eikon Basilike,
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were in some ways direct responses to it. 391 It also provided an example and a model for
publishers to continue to marshal the private words of royals during the interregnum.
The private lives of monarchs and those close to them had long played a role in the libels
of Tudor and Stuart England. These could be traced back further, as well, to the works of Tacitus
or, more explicitly, Procopius. So-called “secret” histories like Leycester’s Commonwealth, Cecil’s
Commonwealth, or Thomas Scott’s Vox Populi written during the reigns of Elizabeth and James
purported to present the monarchy and court as it truly was, and the nefarious machinations that
underlay supposedly upstanding workings of power. These, while protesting accuracy, were
invariably imaginary recreations of the workings of government by those in opposition to it. 392
They traded in hearsay and conjecture to present damning portraits of those at the center of
power. In the 1650s, though, actual documentary evidence of private negotiations and politicking
from earlier reigns—the hallowed arcana imperii held so dear by individuals like James—could
finally be printed.
With the Stuart monarchy gone, their actions could be reassessed through previously
private correspondence providing a supplement, and even an improvement, on the oftenpolemical narrative histories of recent reigns that had appeared from the 1640s. As one of these
collections, the Cabala, Mysteries of State, explained in its preface (drawing on the comments of
the well-regarded historian of the 80-years war between Spain and the Low Countries, Famiano
Strada) “all History must be lame and imperfect” unless it draws on material “from the Cabinets of
Princes...sifted their Letter and Orders; the Letters of the Illustrious Persons imployed by them,
the private Commands, Dispatches, and Instructions of Embassies; Debates, and Resolutions of
Councels.”393 Collections like the Cabala gave readers access to the actual documents that
marked important historical moments, and they had the advantage of presenting these
documents “without any false glosse to writhe, or streighten, to deprave or extenuate, with more
truth and sincerity, then all the Annals can show; where Passion and Interest sway oftentimes too
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much, and the cleanest hand makes blots and stains, carried away with Love or Hatred, to the
side or man.” Readers, then, could make up their own mind after considering the documents:
“[h]ere are no snares set to catch or inveagle any mans judgment, all things are left clearly to their
own worth and Reputation.”394
Though eschewing the more explicit polemical gloss of The Kings Cabinet opened, the
1650s collections presenting the private writings of royals and those closest to them were
modeled in important ways on the earlier production. Like it, they were heavily mediated materials
in their organization and selective presentation of letters that stepped behind a veil of secrecy to
highlight the actions of those in power. In the process, they provided narratives of various
important moments in the recent past that could be drawn on to help explain the collapse of a
monarchical state in the 1640s and highlight the dangers of overmighty subjects. Three major
letter collections featuring past royal voices appeared in the mid-1650s, giving readers access to
diplomatic and marriage negotiations from the reigns of Henry VIII through Charles I. The first,
Cabala, was published in 1653 and focused primarily on a series of scandals and developments
in the late 1610s and early 1620s. It was followed by a second, complementary volume in 1654,
Scrinia Sacra; Secrets of Empire with a much broader range of letters from Tudor and early
Stuart monarchs and their statesmen. This was sold on its own as well as sold bound with Cabala
in 1654 under the title Cabala: Sive Scrinia Sacra. Finally, in 1655, The Compleat Ambassador:
or Two Treaties of the Intended Marriage of Qu: Elizabeth appeared, capitalizing on the popularity
of the first two volumes and offering yet another series of royal letters, this time focusing on
marriage negotiations undertaken by and for Elizabeth I. All three collections were published by
the booksellers Thomas Collins and Gabriel Bedell. 395
The connection between these works and The Kings Cabinet opened is hinted at in the 5
August 1653 entry for Cabala in the Stationer’s Register, where it was registered to be printed as
394
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“a booke called Cabala, or misteries of state, or the Duke of Buckinghams private cabinet
unlocked.”396 Though the subtitle, referencing a “private cabinet” was subsequently removed
when it appeared in print later in the fall (perhaps to broaden its appeal or because material
outside of this “private cabinet” was incorporated), its singular appearance in the register
suggests the booksellers clearly recognized its connection to the earlier collection, as well as the
other publications of captured correspondence that had followed it with similar wording in their
titles.397 As with these earlier collections, the Cabala, initially at least, was based on a specific
grouping of materials, in this case held by a specific family: the Villiers, who held the dukedom of
Buckingham.398 Other collections have a more easily determined provenance. The Compleat
Ambassador, as its title page advertised, was based on collections compiled by the politician and
diplomat Dudley Digges. 399
Of course, this is not the whole story. Like libels, verse, and prose tracts, letters
circulated through scribal publication throughout the early modern period. While they may have
begun as private communication, letters by prominent individuals quickly began to circulate
through various scribal and epistolary networks, often by authorial instigation. These would
ultimately be collected into miscellanies, where they would have been organized according to the
needs and interests of the compiler and often grouped with related letters, verse, or prose. Some
of the letters printed in the 1650s collections had long circulated in scribal collections and
continued to be copied out into miscellanies after their appearance in print. 400 That they did
appear in print in the 1650s, though, is telling. Why were they printed at this juncture? What were
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the motivations of the individuals collecting and publishing them? What about the culture of the
mid-1650s suggested that these letters would be popular and of value to those reading them?
Scholars have typically connected the publication of these works to the breakdown of the
Rump Parliament’s rule in 1653 and the establishment of the Cromwellian Protectorate late in the
year. There have been varying explanations for these connections. Some have argued that the
creation of the Protectorate led to a period of political calm and security in which these works
could escape censorship and in which “readers could be trusted to interpret the texts according to
the revisionist narratives” that highlighted the depravities and crises of Stuart kingship. 401 Others
have suggested that they were part of a subtle campaign critiquing Cromwell and highlighting the
dangers of an overmighty subject. 402 These explanations, of course, are not mutually exclusive,
and various versions of both can be used to understand the publication of the three collections.
The latter explanation seems more pertinent to the Cabala, at least when it appeared in
its first iteration during the transition from Rump to Protectorate. Coming to press before
Barebone’s Parliament was disbanded (itself created following the dissolution of the Rump in an
effort to establish a stable political structure) and the protectorate put in place, it could be read as
a condemnation of the depravity of the monarchical past but more explicitly as a warning of the
dangers of Cromwell’s military and political power. 403 Beginning with the fall of the Earl of
Somerset, Cabala chronicled the political events of the late 1610s and early 1620s, such as the
Spanish Match and the debates about an English presence in the Thirty Years War, with a focus
on the scandals that beset the government during this period, tracing the rise to power of an
overmighty subject, George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham.
Outside of headers providing identifying information for each letter, there was no
paratextual apparatus that explicitly laid out the meaning of each letter. Rather, the structure of
the collection was designed to lead readers subtly to specific conclusions. The table of contents,
listing the letters by author and date, makes this clear, with a statement to the reader at the
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conclusion: “Read the Letters according to the Order of this Table.”404 The letters were not
organized entirely chronologically, but rather in chronological order around specific topics, first the
fall of Somerset and Bacon, then the Spanish Match (or as the collection itself put it, the “Spanish
Transactions”), and on to a number of other issues, from the Thirty Years War, to the rise of Laud
and other anti-Puritan voices in the English church. 405 Central in this were the machinations of
George Villiers, as he rose to power, as well as the fall of formerly central figures such as
Somerset, the Earl of Suffolk, and Francis Bacon.
Buckingham was the recipient (or writer) of many of the letters in the collection. He was,
perhaps, a stand-in for Cromwell, a subject whose own power was verging on that of a monarch
and whose actions had already upset the traditional political order. More broadly, the collection
highlighted the potential crises that monarchical government faced, reminding readers—like many
other works appearing in the four years since Charles I’s execution—of the upsets of the past and
the potential damage that a return to the old form could cause.
Despite the implicit emphasis in Cabala on the dangers of monarchical governance, royal
voices were only an occasional presence in the collection. Instead, the voices of ambassadors,
statesmen, and religious leaders were given center stage, filtered primarily through their
interactions with Buckingham. Letters written to and from James and Charles do appear at
important points in the collection, though. At the outset of the work, numerous letters are
addressed to James regarding the fall of the Earl of Somerset and Francis Bacon. One of his own
letters written to important religious and judicial figures is included regarding the scandal
stemming from the Archbishop of Canterbury George Abbot’s accidental killing of a
groundskeeper during a hunt in 1620. 406 The letters written by Charles served similar purposes.
His 1625 letter to the Earl of Bristol expressed the growing enmity between Charles (as well as
Buckingham) and the earl, who was to become a major oppositional figure of the late 1620s. A
letter written by him to Pope Gregory suggested his affinity, or at least tolerance, towards the
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Roman Catholic faith. 407 This material connected explicitly to the monarchs served a small but
important role and set the tone for the rest of the collection, connecting them to the iniquities of
Stuart governance that played out in the writings of their statesmen.
Scrinia Sacra, first published in May 1654 expanded on many of the issues of the earlier
work. It was more of a hodgepodge of materials than the first volume published by Bedel and
Collins. The collection placed these in a wider geographical and chronological frame, looking
back to the reign of Henry VIII and including materials from statesmen, such as Cardinal
Richelieu, across continental Europe. Moreso than Cabala—with its relatively narrow
chronological focus—Scrinia Sacra provided a clear map to the problems in Britain in the 1640s
and 1650s. Drawing on letters supposedly written by Henry VIII, Anne Boleyn, Elizabeth , James,
and other royal voices, the collection began with a 1530s letter by Henry VIII addressing his role
as the newly minted head of the English church, and continued chronologically to the letters of
statesmen in the 1630s, touching on the issues that dominated foreign and domestic policy of
post-Reformation England such as religious sectarianism, foreign Catholic intervention, and
domestic political scandal.
As Bedel and Collins explained, Scrinia Sacra came about due to the success of Cabala
and the fact that “another volume of letters hath come to our hands; a volume which may justly be
called a second Cabala.”408 Unlike the earlier volume, though, Scrinia Sacra does not have a
direct provenance, with origins in a “private cabinet.” This was less a collection of new, previously
private, material than, in many instances, a revisiting and reframing of widely known letters. Much
had already been printed or circulated in scribal circles. One early letter included in the collection
from Elizabeth “to the Lady Norris upon the death of her son,” for example, had been copied out
widely in miscellanies of the earlier seventeenth century.409 A number of additional letters had
been copied in manuscript, including those by Henry VIII, the Earl of Essex, and Francis Bacon,
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among others.410 One letter, supposedly written by Anne Boleyn to Henry VIII just prior to her
execution (considered a forgery by other early modern writers), was drawn from a manuscript in
Robert Cotton’s library and had already been printed by Edward Herbert in his history of Henry
VIII in 1649.411
This disparate set of letters, arranged primarily chronologically, could serve as a history
of post-Reformation England careening towards civil war. Like Cabala, which advertised itself as
a guide to understand “the causes of actions” of the recent past, the materials collected in the
volume presented “without any false glosse” the decisions that paved the way for the upheavals
of mid-century.412 The preface of Scrinia Sacra, though, hints at an alternative reading, one that
could be guided by interest in understanding how to manage political affairs. When discussing the
actions of English rulers and statesmen, the preface noted:
Of our home-Councels, Orders, and provisions both for the Church and Commonwealth,
enough to shew the prudence, judgment, and foresight of those who sway in chief then,
and to let us know now the Ages past have had the honour to be governed by men, who
did not permit all things to fortune; who if they could not assure themselvs of the events;
yet they could command, design, and understand: Their designs and counsels (which will
be admirable to some, but ridiculous to others) being ever directed and ruled by equity
and justice, ever aiming at honest ends, such as may venture abroad, such as will appear
fair and handsom in the light413

While acknowledging that some contemporary readers might scorn the actions of the pre-1649
monarchical state, Scrinia Sacra still framed its letters as tools to understand how to manage
diplomacy, negotiation, and crisis by experienced monarchs and statesmen. The skills of these
former politicians remained essential in the 1650s and were becoming even more essential as a
new quasi-monarchical government was being established and turning to the management of
diplomacy and war.
The paratexts of The Compleat Ambassador (1655) offered a similar framing. Also
published by Bedel and Collins—further capitalizing on the success of Cabala—it was based on a
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more coherent set of letters collected and compiled by the late politician Dudley Digges. 414 These
detailed “a continued Negotiation of Sir Francis Walsingham, during his three years Residence
(as Ambassador) in that Mysterious Treaty of Queen Elizabeths Marriage, successively, with the
two Great Brothers of Valois.” 415 The preface, by an A.H., noted the affinities between the
collected and the earlier compilations, but highlighted the value of the focus and organization of
The Compleat Ambassador. More generally, this preface emphasized the value and popularity of
collections of letters, and the real value that these provided to those in the service of state:
There is no kind of Writing, that men do generally with more greediness look into, then
Letters; especially, if they be Letters of State, from Great and Wise Persons, and in a
Wise Time, as these are. And that appears in the Two Volumes of Letters, lately printed
under the Titles of CABALA and Secrets of Empire; which have been very well resented:
and, though indeed, they have no Coherence of Time or Matter, but are a Rapsodie of the
dispersed thoughts of the Dead, upon several occasion; yet (like a Prospect of Various
Objects) have delighted the Curious Eye416

The Compleat Ambassador was an improvement on these earlier works, the editors believed,
and, “Wil without doubt meet with an equal, if not a better reception; and not onely please the
Judicious sight, with its Order and Uniformity (like a large Prospect at sea;) but may be of great
use to those Gentlemen that shall be bred up to serve Princes hereafter in this kind of Honorable
Imployment.”417
While improving on the earlier works, the preface continued, it acknowledged that the
three together formed a new genre of works regarding English political and religious leaders.
“[T]he English have been hitherto so reserved,” they noted, “as not to make publike the Treaties
and Negotiations of their Ambassadors abroads; so that we have hardly any notion of them, but
by their Arms, which are hung up in Inns where they passed.” This close guarding of arcana
imperii by previous monarchs, according to the preface, was perhaps a mistake. The letters
exchanged between political decision-makers were both edifying and educational, something
understood by those outside of England. “[T]he French and Italians (who think themselves as
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wise, and as good Polititians [as the English]),” the preface acknowledged, “have frequently done
it; which we see and read with delight.” By the printing and circulation of these materials, has
been provided “a better accounts of Affairs, Times and Persons, then any History can do; unless
men of Action, and great Statesmen, could find leisure (as Caesar, and some others did) to set
down (with integrity) the several Passages of their Times.” By making the Queen, the Earl of
Leicester, the Lord Burleigh, Francis Walsingham, and others “speak by their letters,” The
Compleat Ambassador gave readers insight from those who “were sufficient to govern the whole
world.”418
In contrast to the other collections, the royal voice is a constant presence in The
Compleat Ambassador. While most letters were written by Elizabeth’s political advisors (primarily
Francis Walsingham), the collection emphasizes her deep involvement in foreign and domestic
affairs. Her decisive hand appears in French and Spanish diplomacy, marriage negotiations, and
discussions regarding the fate of Mary, Queen of Scots. Even as her statesmen managed day-today issues, here was evidence of an active queen, who alongside Walsingham, Leicester,
Burleigh, and others effectively managed the kingdom even as threats from Spain and France
multiplied in the 1570s and 1580s. 419 This effective management of her political managers was
contrasted with her successors. “[S]he had the judgement to make good choice of her Servants,
though she rewarded but sparingly (like her Grandfather Henry the seventh,” the preface noted.
Furthermore, “she had the Fortune to find them more loyal and secret then those Princes that
succeeded her.” Though James and Charles had “great gifts” as rulers and relied on the “effusion
of the Treasure of the Crown” in lavishing their favorites with reward, they were less successful.
That treasure they squandered and the monarchy, more generally, the preface acknowledged,
“now (with their bodies) lies buried in the Dust.” 420
Even with these negative insinuations about the early Stuart monarchy, taken together
the three collections that appeared in the mid-1650s were not anti-monarchical in tone. Instead,
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they provided a cautiously royalist viewpoint that both critiqued and provided guidance for the
Cromwellian regime. While faulting the recent Stuart monarchs for their failures in their prefatory
material and in their inclusion of letters outlining the crises of their reigns, these works appear
designed to provide guidance to statesmen operating in a monarchical or quasi-monarchical
state.
Due to their large size—they were sold in folio or quarto formats—these printed letter
collections would have been expensive and circulated primarily among the elite, their target
audience. They highlighted how past English statesmen conducted the business of state in a
monarchical framework, one that the editors of the collection may have recognized was returning
in some form. Like William Prynne and the many others who were engaged in debates about
whether Cromwell should assume the crown, they saw in the protectorate government a slow
turning back towards the possibility of monarchy. Regardless of the name of the form of
government in place in England they also recognized the need to provide the new men in charge
with the tools to ensure the state would survive on both national and international stages. These
new leaders needed guidance from men “who did not permit all things to fortune” and whose
actions were “ever directed and ruled by equity and justice.” 421 The preface to The Compleat
Ambassador made explicit this intent, suggesting its “great use to those Gentlemen that shall be
bred up to serve Princes.”422
While the royal voice was deployed to devastating effect in tearing down monarchy in a
work like The Kings Cabinet opened, in these later collections, the voices of the monarch and
those surrounding them reminded readers of the strengths and benefits of the governing
frameworks of England’s monarchical past. They laid out a historically grounded template for how
to practice diplomacy and statecraft. They provided evidence of how kings and queens, and the
courtiers that attended them, attempted to navigate the increasingly complicated dynamics of
politics and religion in Europe in a period of upheaval. Though they drew attention to the iniquity
of past figures like the Duke of Buckingham, they also highlighted the vast bureaucratic
421
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undertaking required to run an early modern state and the heroic efforts of politicians in staving
off threats from Bourbon and Hapsburg states. To survive the fraught politics of the period, these
works seemed to suggest, a judicious, prudent central authority around which others operated
was important.
These mid-1650s letter collections were direct antecedents to similar works and secret
histories that continued to be published later in the decade and throughout the Restoration. The
control that previous monarchs had of the distribution of the royal voice and of state secrets more
generally would never be the same. Material relating to the pre-civil war monarchy would continue
to circulate widely even in the years following the restoration of the crown. They were the start of
a growing trend in historical documentation and writing. Histories such as John Rushworth’s,
Edward Hyde’s, and Gilbert Burnett’s would continue to mine the now opened royal cabinets of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in constructing their narratives of the recent past. Secret
histories claiming deeper insight into the scandalous actions of previous courts further could rely
on the fact that the printed circulation of royal correspondence legitimized other efforts that
purported to provide a true view into the workings of power.
The work most directly connected to the three letter collections was another one
published by Bedell and Collins in 1663, Scrinia Ceciliana. The publisher’s preface noted that
those who purchased “the two former Volumes of the like Nature and Quality,” Cabala and Scrinia
Sacra, would find great worth in this new volume. 423 Though it was supposedly constructed
around letters written to and from William Cecil, Lord Burghley, one of Elizabeth’s chief ministers
from the beginning of her reign until his death in the late 1590s, it was in fact a compilation of a
range of letters and other materials spanning the range of Elizabeth and James’s reigns. The first
half was built on letters written by Francis Bacon with the second devoted to letters written by
Burghley and others, as well as an incomplete history of “the Reign of King Henry the Eighth,
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King Edward the Sixth, Queen Mary, and part of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth,” written by Bacon
(though unattributed in the volume). 424
This was quickly incorporated into a new edition of Cabala and Scrinia Sacra that
appeared later in 1663. After Scrinia Ceciliana was published, Bedell and Collins decided to
combine the collection with their earlier two compilations: “[y]our kind Acceptance of the [volume]
hath encouraged us to unite them all into one body.” 425 As with the original appearance of these
letter collections in the mid-1650s, the appearance of Scrinia Ceciliana and an even larger
combined collection was framed an instructive guide for and warning to a new regime of royal
bureaucrats. This was true in 1691, as well, when another expanded edition of Cabala appeared
following William and Mary taking the throne. 426 These compilations could remain relevant as they
highlighted and provided guidance on issues that later Stuart rulers would continue to face—such
as the dangers of overmighty favorites and the challenges of

diplomacy with continental

European powers—as well as the important role that servants of the state could play in navigating
such issues.
*
Conclusion
The specters of the monarchical past haunted England at mid-century. Publishers of all
stripes turned to narratives of past monarchy—as well as texts recalling their actual voices—for
their potential as polemical vehicles. Competition to define what the history of English monarchy
was, and who had the right to tell it, was at the center of the “paper wars” of the period. Even after
the head of monarchy was cut off, efforts to define what crimes monarchical governance had
committed against the people of England—as well as the inverse: what crimes a radical group of
sectarians had committed against the monarchy—remained front and center.

For examples of Bacon’s letters, as well as his incomplete history, see Ibid., 1-104, 194-198. On the origins of this
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Throughout, individual monarchs and individual works about them took on multiple
valences. The life of Henry III could be presented as an example and guide for a wise, moderate
monarch as well as a critical plea for increased parliamentary control and oversight in the state.
Richard III could be in turn defended, or latched onto as the prime negative portrayal of monarchy
and used to criticize a quasi-monarchical figure such as Oliver Cromwell. The writings of James
VI and I could be manipulated so that the same work was used by both parliamentary and royalist
polemicists either to denigrate or to redeem the actions of Charles I.
Differing versions of Nuntius a Mortuis or A Messenger from the Dead highlight how this
continued to work into the later 1650s as debates about monarchical rule, either by Cromwell or
through a return of the Stuart line, ramped up. The religious views of the pamphlet’s interlocutors,
the ghosts of Henry VIII and Charles I, were subtly modified in different versions, in this case to
appeal to continental European versus English readers. The initial Parisian publication, designed
to circulate in English and Latin in continental Europe, portrayed both kings as more Roman
Catholic than Protestant and attributed Charles’s downfall not just to Henry’s sinful ways but more
specifically to his break with Rome. In this edition, the ghosts of Henry and Charles constantly
allude to the devastation wrought by Henry’s break from “the yoke of St. Peter, (so just, so sweet
and so amiable).”427 In his final speech, Charles clearly acknowledged the errors of the break
from Rome. “[S]o out of one unhappie Apostacie from the Church,” he acknowledged, “many
others have followed after at the heeles.” He further compared himself, and Bishops Laud and
Juxon, to those practicing the early Christian heresy of Montanism (often referred to as
Phrygians), remarking: “At Length we Phrigians…grew wise.” 428 Only too late did he realize how
far he had strayed from the true faith.
In 1658, a new, explicitly Protestant version of the work, titled more simply as A
Messenger from the Dead, was printed in London to help build support for Charles II’s return to
England. This was shorn of the more pro-Catholic content of its predecessors, with entire
sections of dialogue excised or reworked specifically to reframe how the ghost of Charles
427
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understood his situation and his relationship with the sins of Henry VIII. In this version, Charles
acknowledged that he was more lenient towards Rome than he should have been and that he
“skewed more countenance to some practices of the Church of Rome” than Elizabeth or James.
He concluded that he was “not to be altogether without fault” because of these decisions. 429
Charles’s ghost further pushed back against Henry’s suggestions that he had turned to the
Roman Catholic faith (and would have been better off if he fully committed to it), forcefully laying
out his constancy towards Protestantism:
Think not to give new wounds unto me by striking at me in my Religion. What the sacred
Authority of the Word of God, and the light of my own Conscience hath convinced me
unto: What neither the frequent solicitations of forraign Princes, not the hourly Importunity
of my dearest Wife, could disswade me from; What (dying) I commanded my children to
imbrace, I shall never after Death be induced to retract. In this resolution I do expect the
day of a joyfull Resurection, the Morning ayre whereof I do already feel refreshing me.430

These concluding lines of the dialogue staked Charles’s claim of Protestant belief and further
emphasized how the next potential generation of monarchs embodied in his children would also
remain true to the faith. Subtly, the meaning of the dialogue was reworked in this new version,
emphasizing to its English readers both the unjustness of Charles I’s fall and how the return of
the Stuarts would lead to the restoration of order and a new monarch ready to uphold the
Protestant faith.
Works like Nuntius a Mortuis could be reframed and rewritten to tell different stories for
different audiences. Competing visions of the past told different stories about monarchy in
England. These were increasingly designed to not only suggest parallels or exemplars for
contemporary statesmen but also to provide an explanatory framework through which to
understand the contemporary state of the 1640s and 1650s. Though this could stretch to
narratives about Anglo-Saxon and early Norman rulers, it was particularly apparent in the
explosion of historical material about the Tudors and early Stuarts. The seeds of the conflicts of
the mid-seventeenth century, authors and editors suggested, could be found in the reigns of
Henry VIII and Elizabeth I.
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Telling these stories about past kings and queens both paved the way for the demise of
monarchy and later shaped a path for its return. The publication of critical works about monarchs
hastened the process of the desacralization of the monarch that had begun earlier in Charles’s
reign and gained even more momentum in the 1640s with the release of works such as The
Kings Cabinet opened. All the same, the continued discussion of historical monarchs ensured the
maintenance of memories about monarchy and the authority those who reigned had held. The
complex discussions about the fate of past monarchs that played out in print helped create an
intellectual and cultural space for the 1660 return of the monarchy.
The discussion of royalty in the mid-seventeenth century would also frame discussions
about historical monarchs in the decades and centuries to come. The publications of the time,
and the new public space in which critical commentary about monarchy could circulate, would
help cement views of monarchs—particularly Tudor and Stuart ones—well into the future. The
reputations of James and Charles, in particular, were defined by the publications of this time, as
the crises of their reigns were relitigated throughout the civil wars and beyond. The development
of secret histories surrounding the reign of Elizabeth were also central to creating a longremembered narrative of her reign and her relationship with her favorites. Publications
surrounding Henry VIII helped fix the already established narrative of his overmighty appetites
and tyrannical behavior, even with sympathetic works such as Edward Herbert’s appearing for the
first time. By the later-seventeenth century, figures such as Jonathan Swift could reflect back on
Henry as a “Bloody inhuman Hellhound of a King”, and today many of his more libidinous
excesses remain central to how the monarch is remembered. 431
The history of past monarchy and the revivification of royal voices were attempts to
grapple with and understand the events of the present. As England, Ireland, and Scotland
devolved into civil war, writers sought to draw on previous experience for guidance and
management and grasped at earlier periods to provide causal explanations for what they were
Dirk F. Passmann and Heniz J. Vienken, “That ‘Hellish Dog of a King’: Jonathan Swift and Henry VIII” in Henry VIII in
History, Historiography, and Literature, 241-279.
431
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witnessing in the current moment. These were, in many ways, innovative approaches to
understanding and contextualizing their problems, and for the first-time wide range of readers
were given the tools to understand current events in new ways.
These historical works were not read alone. A humanist culture had given many readers
the reading and notetaking skills to synthesize a vast range of knowledge. In the explosion of
print of the 1640s, these readers had to use these skills in new ways, and work to figure out how
to place the rush of information, contemporary and historical, in context. Ultimately, readers
developed the skills to process this information, in the process radically reframing their own
intellectual worlds and heralding the beginnings of a world in which contemporary writings
achieved the same status as those of classical authorities, and the relationship between the past
and present became even more intertwined.
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CHAPTER 4: The news becomes commonplace(d): history, memory, current events,
and the commonplace book of Richard Symonds

When, exactly, Richard Symonds skimmed a copy of the printed newsbook Mercurius
Politicus for the first week of October 1653 is impossible to know. The royalist and antiquary
appears to have travelled between his Essex manor and London on multiple occasions from the
early 1650s until his death in 1660 and there would have been a number of opportunities for him
to acquire, or at least read through, the cheap pamphlet. 432 Perhaps he purchased the newsbook
on a visit to London, perhaps during a day out in his native Essex, or perhaps his London-based
brother, John, sent it to him at “Plumtrees,” his Black Notley home. There he could have perused
it in his ever-growing library, full of classical scholarship, heraldic treatises, and notes on the art
and architecture of Italy and France, which he had begun to acquire during his travels on the
continent during the dangerous years following the collapse of the royalist cause and the
execution of Charles I.433
What is known is that sometime after reading the newsbook, while working at his
commonplace book—a notebook designed to organize notes and quotations drawn from reading
into an easily searchable form, often under alphabetical headers—he entered an extract from the
news book under the header for Bellum, which encompassed material related to war. 434 He also

In her study of Symonds’s artistic interests, M.R.S. Beal has noted that he visited with several artists in London during
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(PhD Thesis, University of London, 1978), 18. His commonplace book, BL Egerton MS 3880, provides a number of
suggestive references regarding his travels around England and to London. On page 280, under the header Morbus for
example, he describes a monstrous pig that was shown and soon died, in London during the 1650s. On bookselling
around St. Paul’s, see Ian Atherton, “The itch grown a disease: Manuscript transmission of news in the seventeenth
century,” Prose Studies: History, Theory, Criticism, 21, 2 (1998), 43; and Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and
Knowledge in the making (Chicago, 1998), ch. 2. For details on Symonds’s brother, see Beal, “A Study of Richard
Symonds,” 18; or Ian Roy, 2008 "Symonds, Richard (bap. 1617, d. 1660), royalist soldier and antiquary," Oxford
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jotted the word “Cowardise” above the header. The extract, the last in a column also including
notes from Augustine’s De Civitate Dei and Bartolomeo Platina’s Vitae Pontificum, describes the
sentencing of a series of Dutch naval commanders who had fled from a battle against the English
navy:
The Dutch captaynes long detaynd in prison for not performing their duties in the last
engagement but one at Sea against the English 1653 have at last received their
sentences at a council of war which are to be executed this 3d of October Some of them
are to be putt in the howse of correction, there to work for their living, some the space of
then yeares, others twenty, & some all their life long. Captain John Oly is condemned to
stand with a halter about his neck & his sword to be broke at his feet by the hangman who
is to give him a kick in the breech, & to declare him a Rogue to his country & to be
condemned in the penalty of 600 Guilders besides cost & charges, & to be banished his
Country.435

This was not the only time Symonds placed newsbook material into his commonplace book.
Entries under headers for a variety of topics, from conspiracy (Coniuratio) to earthquakes (Terra
Motus), include extracts from contemporary printed newsbooks.
No other extant commonplace books compiled in the British Isles during the midseventeenth century refer to the increasingly ubiquitous genre of printed newsbooks alongside
extracts from classical authorities and modern scholars. 436 Symonds’s practices, though, were not
taking place in a vacuum. They were a manifestation of increasingly common reading and
interpretive practices. While polemicists on all sides of the conflict during the 1640s and 1650s
portrayed news reading as little more than a frivolous, unproductive, often-obsessive practice,
other readers were interacting with newsbooks in ways that suggest thoughtful, substantive
engagement with these texts. Many were attempting to anchor recent events in historical
contexts. Newsbook editors, with their increasing use of paratextual materials summarizing
contents and their references to classical authors, were aware of these efforts and encouraged
them.
Ian Roy that draws much of its material from Beal’s work. See Roy, "Symonds, Richard (bap. 1617, d. 1660).” For a more
recent account focused on Symonds’s time in Rome, see Anne Brookes, “Richard Symonds in Rome, 1649-1651,” (PhD
Thesis, University of Nottingham, 2000).
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News reading could be an intensive, deliberative practice that helped individuals locate
events in the day-to-day as well as longer historical time. The serial form of newsbooks provided
a guide towards more causal understandings of current events and even suggested a template
for causal readings of the past. Producers of printed news were in the process of legitimizing the
industry as a genre that could be employed in historical writing, shaping the way the recent past
would be represented in the interregnum and, especially, during the restoration. Symonds’s
commonplacing practices fit into this story. They also fit into one about how news reading could fit
within a humanist intellectual culture in the process of transformation.
Forced to confront a huge range of new genres of texts that did not fit within traditional
intellectual modes, compilers had to determine whether and how to integrate these materials.
Symonds’s commonplacing efforts provide an example of how an individual could marshal
traditional forms of information management to create unique products, suited to his own whims
and needs. For Symonds, commonplacing became a way to create and commemorate a
community of knowledge-practitioners, both ancient and modern, both esteemed and little known,
and make sense of a world in the process of great change. Commonplacing the news became a
central feature of this, one that helped him define and mark the major moments in his life and
signal his continued engagements with the wider world, even in his last years in a protectorate
England that he had fought so hard against.
*
The eldest son of Edward and Anne Symonds, Richard Symonds was born at the family
estate at Black Notley, Essex and baptized on 12 June 1617. Though his family was originally
from Shropshire, his grandfather had established himself in Essex in the late-sixteenth century
and the family held a property throughout the county. Little is known of Richard’s early life. He
was admitted to Emmanuel College, Cambridge in 1632 as a pensioner. Following his studies
there, he took a path common to men of his family, entering the legal profession and serving as a
cursitor in the Chancery Court. After his father died in December 1636, he inherited the family
estate and subsequently became head of the family following his mother’s death in 1641,
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supporting his three younger siblings. From the late 1630s, he also served as a churchwarden at
Black Notley, supporting a rector sympathetic to Laudian church practices. 437
Unlike many in the region following the outbreak of civil war in 1642 (though perhaps
unsurprising considering his religious views), Symonds appears to have been a firm supporter of
Charles I. He was eventually imprisoned as a delinquent in March 1643, though he escaped in
October of the same year. Following this, he joined the king’s mounted lifeguard, seeing action at
the Cropredy Bridge, Newbury, and Naseby. He served until the collapse of the king’s cause and
the end of the first civil war in early 1646. The following two years, as the political situation in
England fluctuated and the country slid back into war, Symonds stayed out of political or military
affairs. He appears to have paid his fines for delinquency, settled the affairs of his estate, and
made a short trip to the continent in 1647. 438 At the beginning of 1649, just before Charles I was
executed, he began a more extended stay in Europe, leaving for Paris on 1 January 1649. He
could not escape civil upheaval, arriving just in time to experience the conclusion of what is now
termed the Parlementary Fronde in March while in the city.439 Symonds spent over two years on
the continent, traveling through France and Italy (spending about a year and a half of this in
Rome), before returning home and taking up residence in Black Notley in 1651. 440 His primary
interest during his tour appears to have been in the development of contemporary Italian art and
painting techniques, and he circulated in the artistic circles of Rome and other cities, even
spending time in conversation with leading French painter Nicolas Poussin. The last decade of
his short life was devoted to a variety of learned interests, including the creation of the
commonplace book. He amassed a substantial library and was well-known locally for his
knowledge. Throughout, Symonds remained a staunch royalist, and was even briefly arrested in
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1655 for rumors surrounding an insurrection to place Charles II on the throne. Sometime in 1660,
Symonds died.441

Compiling a commonplace book
Symonds began to keep his commonplace book sometime in the mid- to late-1630s,
though he added to it throughout the rest of his life. In keeping this commonplace book he was
not unusual. As Peter Beal has argued, the commonplace book “constituted the primary
intellectual tool for organizing knowledge and thought among the intelligentsia of the seventeenth
and probably also the sixteenth centuries” in the British Isles as well as in continental Europe. 442
Symonds’s early education, including a period at Cambridge in the early 1630s, would have
provided him with the intellectual tools through which to compile his notebook. He would have
acquired Latin and some Greek and been introduced to the practices of commonplacing that had
become central to humanist education through the influence of the writings of Erasmus,
Melancthon, and a range of other sixteenth-century scholars.443
Commonplacing made it possible for an individual to keep at hand a huge range of
classical knowledge and contemporary scholarship to fit his or her needs.444 As the AngloGerman writer Francis Daniel Pastorius explained, “as our Memory is not capable to retain all
remarkable words, phrases, sentences or matters of moment, which we do hear and read, it
Beal provides the most detail on this, see Beal, “A Study of Richard Symonds,” 13-37.
Peter Beal, “Notions in Garrison: the seventeenth-century commonplace book,” in W. Speed Hill, ed., New ways of
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becomes every good scholar to have a Common-Place Book & therein to Treasure up whatever
deserves...notice.”445 Symonds pulled “remarkable words, phrases, sentences or matters of
moment” from a huge range of books in compiling his commonplace book. His labors were more
comprehensive than most. The average gentleman compiler of the period, while surely beginning
with high aspirations, would often fill only a small number of pages of his commonplace book, or
gloss only a small number of books into it.446 In his large folio volume, Symonds drew on over one
hundred books to compile information under more than eight hundred headings, from “Aetas” to
“Zoilus” written out across five hundred and fifty odd pages. This commonplace material—in a mix
of Latin, Greek, French, Italian, and English (typically the language of the book from which the
information was drawn)—comprised quotations as well as notes and insights Symonds gleaned
from these works.447
A significant portion of Symonds’s commonplace book appears to have been compiled in
the last decade or so of his life following his return from his tour of continental Europe in 1651 and
death in 1660 (it should be noted that in the later part of the seventeenth century, Symonds’s
efforts were supplemented by at least one later contributor, in a straighter script, adding to the
earlier compilation). A number of the books

referenced in the volume were purchased by

Symonds during his travels on the continent. 448 These include many works on art or painting
techniques by well-known artists and writers such as Giorgio Vasari and Leonardo da Vinci,
antiquarian city guides like Claude Malingre’s on the history and antiquities of Paris, and more
scholarly tomes such as volumes by the controversial Catholic polymath Theophilus Raynaud. 449
This is not to suggest that a portion of the notes and quotations enclosed within it were
not compiled earlier or drawn from earlier notebooks. 450 It seems likely that Symonds had
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collected newsbooks since the 1640s. Symonds’s commonplace book includes references to
notes from the early 1640s newsbook The Parliament Scout as well as from the royalist
newsbook Mercurius Rusticus, first published in 1643. It is quite possible that he wrote these out
soon after he read them in the 1640s, though he may also have compiled separate notebooks
that no longer survive with notes from these newsbooks and only entered extracts from them into
the commonplace book during the 1650s. As Ann Blair has shown, a well-formulated
commonplace book with headers such as Symonds used was the culmination of a much longer
process of notetaking and organizing. It would have been compiled not simply from books at hand
but also from earlier notebooks containing additional materials such as those from books or
pamphlets consulted years before. 451 Alongside his commonplace book, a number of additional
notebooks of Symonds survive from the 1640s and early 1650s. Others have been lost, including
those detailing his travels in Florence and Genoa. 452 Symonds specifically referred to three of his
own notebooks in an incomplete listing at the beginning of the folio manuscript of the “names of
the Authors Bookes, wrightings. M.S. Records, &c. which I haue read ouer & out of which I haue
written into this Common Place booke.” 453 In this, he included his “Epitomy of the 3 Large
Volumes of the Family of Berkeley,” his “Description of Essex in 3 Vol. folio. MS,” and a series of
notebooks that he kept while living in Rome.

Commonplacing the news
The inclusion of information from Mercurius Politicus under the header Bellum was not an
unusual occurrence in Symond’s notebook. Extracts from newsbooks appear thirty times
throughout the book. Most of these commonplaces were drawn from Mercurius Politicus, though
other newsbooks such as The Moderate Intelligencer, Every Dayes Intelligence, A Perfect
Diurnall, and the satirical Mercurius Rusticus were also cited. 454 Sometimes, as with the note
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under Bellum, these simply provided examples of recent events that matched the theme of a
heading. Under Terra Motus, two entries drawn from Mercurius Politicus describe major
earthquakes that occurred in Turin and Bern. 455 Others provided shorter, more general pieces of
advice drawn from a newsbook, though this was less common. Under the header Coniuratio
(Conspiracy), for example, in between quotes from Xiphilinus’ Epitome of Cassius Dio and
Platina’s Lives of the Popes, Symonds drew again on Mercurius Politicus (in this case, when the
newsbook was quoting Ben Jonson’s Catiline His Conspiracy): “Treasonous & guilty men are
made in States, Too oft, to dignify the magistrates.” 456
Alongside newsbooks, other materials included details of contemporary events. There
are many references to oral or epistolary conversation with Symonds’s acquaintances.
Information from his acquaintance Sir Ja[mes] Grose became a note that Symonds located under
the header Gemma detailing how “Mr Nor[th] of t[he] Bedchamb[er] to K Charles gott his living by
selling & changing Rings & Jewells.” 457 Conversation with a Sir R. Witt allowed him to place under
the header Morbus the dubious assertion that “the Small Pox in England is so terrible & playnly
occasiond by our eating so much flesh.” 458 For other entries, no reference was provided,
suggesting Symonds either failed to provide it or came across the information through personal
experience. Just under the header Domus, for example, he noted that “A Gentleman writ upon his
new Howse this old verse, Nunc mea, moac huius, sed portea nescio curus.”459 Though he
clearly was well-versed in the traditional modes of commonplacing, Symonds recognized
materials outside of this tradition as having forms of authority and worth inclusion in his
compilation.
In his commonplacing of non-traditional material, the inclusion of notes from serial printed
newsbooks in his commonplace book deserves particular attention. Modern scholarship has only
recently begun to acknowledge that newsbooks of the period had value for readers beyond their
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(for lack of a better word) “newness.” 460 For Symonds, of course, this was not the case.
Newsbooks and their contents could serve a broader purpose as tools in his arsenal of
information, providing, like the ancient and modern scholarship he avidly consumed, ways for him
to organize, define, and make sense of his world. Through their inclusion in his commonplace
book, newsbook materials became literal parts of his intellectual world, inscribed into a volume
that chronicled the extent of his knowledge and provided him continued access to it.
*
Consuming news in early modern England
Symonds’s commonplacing was one of a number of responses by readers to the advent
of serial printed news in the early-to-mid seventeenth century. During the reigns of Elizabeth and
James, news, particularly political news, had begun to circulate widely through conversation, in
manuscript and increasingly in print. 461 It was an ever present feature of the social world of early
modern England, discussed in alehouses, churchyards, and drawing rooms. “When newes doth
come if any would discuss | The letters of ye word resolve it thus | Newes is convey’d, by letter
word or mouth | And comes to us from North East West and South,” noted the popular midcentury compilation of wit, Recreation for Ingenious Head-peeces, and quoted in commonplace
books such as that of Edward Brooke. 462 By the 1640s, its production had ramped up even more.
“[T]he world has produc’d mercuryes as fast, as Darby house spawned Committees,” one critic of
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the explosion in printed news (and in the actions of parliament) remarked. 463 Notebooks, journals,
and correspondence produced by individuals during the period attest to the huge popularity of
news. From humble tradesman, such as Nehemiah Wallington, to elites, such as the gentleman
Walter Younge or the scholar Joseph Mead, all were eager to keep up on the most current news,
for reasons of both personal pleasure and political or religious enlightenment.464 These
individuals were not simply consuming news, but, like Symonds, actively engaging with it.
One of the better examples of the way news was read and compiled during this period is
found in the notebooks of John Rous, minister of Santon Downham, Suffolk. These were written
between the 1620s to the 1640s. 465 In them, news was a constant theme. “Newes about
Witsontide was that the earles of Warwick and Essex were gone to sea.” 466 “The newes was that
on Saturday June 7, the King, who immediatly before had made a sadde parliament house, did
then graunt their petition about theire liberties.” 467 “Certain newes that Prague is taken and
Bohemia revolted from the emperor.” 468 References to news often appeared in staccato bursts on
the page:
Newes of Martin Southon’s sonne, who hanged himselfe, this
Christ-tide, at his father’s dore.
Newes of iij clothiers pistolld by three theeves, and the other
three yeelding (6 in all); the theeves were taken in London.
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The newes is that the Spanyard must get all or loose all in
Italy. The Jesuites and Pope fall from Spain to France. The Emperor is
neere bankrupt.469

From local goings-on to national rumors, from domestic politics to international military
developments, current events were constant in Rous’ thinking. As he acknowledged in copying
out a sermon that a friend described to him in October 1629, the minister of Santon Downham
was aware he was not the only provincial Englishman with these interests. “What newes?” the
sermon expounded, “Every man askes what newes?”470
News circulated in a variety of ways. Much news was passed through word of mouth. 471
Symonds’s commonplace book has numerous instances of the vitality of the oral circulation of
news and rumor and numerous additional are scattered throughout the volume, often relating
local information. Under the header Mors, for example, Symonds provided a description of the
death of “John Bedell of Black Notley” in October 1653, with many details provided by Bedell’s
wife.472 Rous’ writings, too, are filled with references to conversations with friends, parishioners,
and other sources. Details of the Duke of Buckingham’s funeral in 1628 were told to Rous by a
Londoner, J. Normansell, traveling through Suffolk. 473 He heard of English naval engagements in
October 1629 from the “earle of Warwicke’s coachman (who returned from the earle at London
that day).”474 News would often pass through long chains of informants before reaching Rous.
While visiting Brandon, in November 1627, for example, Rous was informed of the struggles of
the Duke of Buckingham in his siege of Saint-Martin-de-Ré by “mr. Paine of Riddlesworth,” who
stated that “a Frenchman, sir Thomas Woodman, tould him that one Cornelis, or the like, an
engineer with the duke...did tell him the forte was not to be wonne but by starving.” 475
While the oral exchange of news was important, manuscript and printed sources were
also central to information gathering. Handwritten newsletters, often produced by professional
writers and copyists such as Ralph Starkey, as well as more informal modes of writing, such as
469
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personal letters, were central for the circulation of news.476 References to these crop up in
numerous miscellanies compiled during the period, even those devoted primarily to other issues.
In the miscellany of Justinian Paget, mostly concerned with religious material and notes on
personal medical issues, a series of pages in the middle of the volume note political
developments in the 1620s and 1630s, including numerous accounts of the death of the Duke of
Buckingham.477 In a quarto volume of reading notes, architectural drawings of Dorchester, and
heraldic information, William Whiteway included a private chronology that mixed personal and
familial information with that drawn from newsbooks and other materials to construct a brief
account of the period from 1518 to 1635. 478
As a growing body of scholarship has demonstrated, both formal and informal modes of
manuscript news were central to elite culture within the provinces. 479 Newsletters and manuscript
separates detailing important political developments allowed the Devonshire gentleman Walter
Yonge to keep abreast of happenings in London and abroad. 480 For the Cambridge scholar
Joseph Mead, informal newsletters were central to maintaining numerous relationships, mixing
personal information with news from throughout the British Isles and continental Europe in his
dispatches.481 Through his clergy and university contacts, John Rous was also part of similar
news networks that disseminated political news widely, even that which might be considered
scandalous or libelous.482 It is likely that some of the extracts attributed to individuals such as Sir
R. Witt or Sir Ja[mes] Grose in Symonds’s commonplace book were, similarly, received through
correspondence rather than oral conversation.
Though manuscript newsletters provided detailed accounts of domestic politics, printed
newsletters, due to governmental concerns, initially provided only international news. These first
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appeared in a serial format in the early 1620s, adapted from Dutch “corantoes” that flooded the
London market following the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War. These news sheets filled a
popular demand for information about the military actions in Bohemia and the fate of the king’s
daughter Elizabeth and her husband, Frederick, the Elector Palatine whose acceptance of the
Kingship of Bohemia had plunged the Holy Roman Empire into war. 483 They quickly became
integrated into already established channels of circulating news. Mead occasionally included
printed newssheets alongside handwritten news in dispatches to acquaintances. 484 In one
instance, Mead eschewed sending handwritten news altogether, instead including multiple printed
newsletters. When sending these to his friend, Martin Stuteville, he noted that these had made it
possible to provide news even while he was otherwise occupied, “[t]he unwonted hand of what I
now send you will intimate that mine owne was otherwise busye at that instant.” 485
As the example of Symonds suggests, printed news was of increasing importance by the
1640s and 1650s. This is apparent in Rous’s news diary as well. He initially referred to printed
newsbooks in his notebook as he traced developments in the continental warfare. In 1626 he
noted:
Newes came in October of count Mansfeld, that he had given diverse overthrowes to the
emperor’s parte, and slaine the duke of Friedland in the field. Newes is newes. Many
corantoes confirmed an overthrowe given to the duke of Friedland.486

Even after Charles I’s government banned the publication of weekly newsbooks, Rous kept up
with the bi-annual newsbooks, such as The Swedish Intelligencer that continued to be issued
from the press.487 By 1641 and 1642, when government censorship mechanisms broke down in
the lead up to civil war, Rous turned to printed newsbooks for information on domestic politics,
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something he had chiefly gathered from manuscript sources in earlier periods. 488 From the 1640,
concerted efforts at the collection of printed newsbooks, from the likes of George Thomason,
John Rushworth, Thomas Marshall, and perhaps Symonds were also initiated. 489

A dangerous pastime?: Reactions to news reading
With the wide circulation of news came concern by individuals throughout the
commonwealth—including governmental authorities, religious leaders, and even playwrights—
about how this information was to be read and understood. The censorship mechanisms in place
to limit the type of news printed under James VI/I and his son Charles are one example of this,
and following the civil war the interregnum polities, notably Cromwell’s Protectorate, were also
keen to manage and even curate the appearance of news publications. 490 Other forms of news—
handwritten newsletters and libels, for example—also came under scrutiny of the Star Chamber
on occasion, though this was less common. The governments of both James and Charles were
willing to investigate scribal publications if they felt it was sufficiently warranted, though. There
were real fears that these materials could influence opinions throughout the English polity,
creating hostility or distrust of government policies. 491
This fed into a larger concern about the truth value of news. How could a reader know
that what they were reading was accurate? Again, this was especially a problem with serial
printed news, as it was often updated and corrected issue by issue. News had to be approached
critically and if possible with multiple corroborative sources near at hand or soon to be
gathered.492 Throughout Rous’ notebooks are occasional acknowledgments that some of the
material copied out was, in fact, false or mischaracterized a situation. Following a report of news
from September 1628 that indicated the English had raised the French siege at La Rochelle,
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Rous noted, at some point after the initial entry, “Not so then.” Like Symonds and other more
deliberate readers and compilers of news, he returned and perused his notebooks to correct or at
least acknowledge error.493
Commentaries about the issues with printed news appeared in plays, satirical verse, and
a wide range of other materials. Anxiety about the accuracy of news was parodied in Ben
Jonson’s oft-quoted The Staple of News, which particularly singled out concerns about
information appearing in print. In a conversation debating the merits of written newsletters and
printed newsbooks one character notes, “See divers Mens Opinions! unto some, the very printing
of them makes them News, that ha’ not the Heart to believe any thing, but what they see in
print.”494
Concerns related to the truth value of news were connected to those surrounding its
moral value. Newsbook writers, cobbling together reports sent in from across continental Europe
and from different parts of the British Isles, were publishing texts at a frantic pace and often
haphazardly copied the reports they received describing events or even other newsbooks. 495
There was real concern that these not only were poorly written but by their ubiquity had potential
to actually hinder moral growth. The Root and Branch Petition presented to the Long Parliament
in December 1640 calling for religious reform singled out “[t]he swarming of lascivious, idle, and
unprofitable books and pamphlets, play-books and ballads,” which would have included news
publications, as central to the “withdrawing of people from reading, studying, and hearing the
word of God, and other good books.” 496 Others were also critical of newsbooks and their readers,
attributing it to the fallen state of the times. One critic remarked that “in this lazie age, wherein no
man will take paines to read a Pamphlet that containes above a Sheet, though it comprehend
493
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never so much seasonable truth.”497 Another mid-century reader, reflecting on cheap pamphlets
more generally, noted:
It is commonly seene that those books that prove least for the readers profit, prove most
beneficiall to the printers purse; And such Books the world swarmes too much with, when
one had set out a wittlesse pamphlet, writing finis at the end ther of another wittly wrote
beneath it, --Nay there, though ly’st, my friend, in writing foolish books there is no end.498

In his commonplace book, Symonds referred to concerns about printed news and those
who produced it—the “diurnall” makers—in an entry under the header, Titulus. “The diurnall
maker defames a good Title as must as most of our Moderne Noble men those wennes of
greatness; The body politicks most peccant humors blisterd onto Lords,” Symonds quoted from
the royalist poet John Cleveland’s A character of a Diurnal-Maker.499 Like his earlier The
character of a London-diurnall, Cleveland’s caustic satire attacked newsbook writers—specifically
those with parliamentary sympathies—for the falsehoods and “inchantments” that they cast over
their readers.500 “A Diurnal-Maker,” Cleveland began, “is the Sub-almoner of History, Queene
Mabbs Register; one, whom by the same figure that a North-Country Pedler is a Merchant-man,
you may style an Author.”501

Making sense of current events: Models of news reading
Many of the concerns about news reading stemmed from the fact that, unlike other
genres such as history, poetry, or theology, there were no well-formulated models for how to
approach and read news. 502 It is likely that newsbooks were read by many simply for pleasure or
entertainment more than anything else. Nehemiah Wallington, the London turner who
497
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compulsively collected and read newsbooks, remarked that they “were so many thieves that had
stolen away my money before I was aware of them.” 503 As Rous’ reading practices suggest,
though, there are numerous examples of deliberate reading (and re-reading) of news. This is true
even in the case of Wallington. Throughout his life, news served an important purpose; through it,
he traced God’s plan, interrogating the providential nature of domestic and international political
developments as well as more local and personal events.
Wallington was keenly interested in how news reports provided evidence of God’s
providential workings. A whole genre of news items detailing prodigious events, that long
predated the advent of serial news publication, thrived on this popular interest. 504 Monstrous
births, calamitous weather, and strange deaths were fodder for an eager readership. Wallington,
for example, noted down in one of his many notebooks examples of “Gods Iudgments vpon
Sabbath breakers Drunkerds and other vile Liuers,” presumably taken from printed reports,
sermon notes, and oral testimony.505 In another volume, he included further “Examples of Gods
heaui Iudgments on those that brake the Sabbath” indicating that a range of these were taken
“out of other wrighters of Gods Iudgements on Sabbath brekers.” 506 He took this a step further.
He not only read individual newsbooks through a providential lens, he deployed newsbooks in his
own writing in an effort to construct an historical, eschatological, understanding of current
events.507 This is most apparent in a notebook that he described as “A Black Couer Booke Called
a bundel of Marcys” in a later account of his various writings. This book, begun “in the begining of
the parliament” (presumably in 1640) documented the history of England from Queen Elizabeth’s
reign to 1646 through the workings of God, wondering at his creator’s willingness to rescue
England from sure disaster as well as the seemingly irredeemable sin of many of those in the
national government and the church. In this, Wallington drew on historical works, word of mouth,
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and printed news to construct a providential narrative, incomplete at the time of writing, of English
deliverance, both from external and internal enemies. 508
Others also took more deliberate approaches to compiling and tracking the news. Rous
and Symonds, of course, provide two examples, and recent scholarship has emphasized how
certain news readers even created their own indices and organizational tools for managing
newsbooks and the information within them. A chief problem facing early modern readers of news
was “how to find their way around events.”509 In a quarto volume of reading notes, architectural
drawings of Dorchester, and heraldic information, William Whiteway included a private chronology
that mixed personal and familial information with that drawn from newsbooks and other materials
to construct a brief account of the period from 1518 to 1635. 510 In his news diary, Walter Yonge
developed a reference system to easily navigate the notebook and to keep track of major events,
and individuals, and how they related to one another.
Despite these indications of deliberative news reading practices, few extant printed
newsbooks display reader’s marks providing further evidence of this. The limited number that
survive typically have no reader’s marks at all and if they do often suggest they were used simply
as scrap paper.511 These were cheap productions and lost much of their value once newer
issues, with more recent news, appeared. Why wouldn’t they be treated in this way? Those
printed newsbooks that do survive do so because individuals made concerted efforts to collect
and preserve them for posterity. These often received less handling than a typical newsbook,
which would have been passed around, written upon, torn, and deployed for a variety of uses
unrelated to keeping up with the events of the day. 512
This is not to say that extant printed newsbooks do not provide any evidence of focused
and engaged reading practices. Those collected by John Rushworth are heavily annotated and
eventually served as the source base for his history of the mid-seventeenth century. It is also
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apparent in copies marked by less exceptional readers.513 One reader corrected a statement
made about a meeting of judges in a Bodleian library copy of A Perfect Diurnall of some
Passages in Parliament from October 1642. 514 Another disagreeing reader of A Perfect Diurnall
from March 1644 wrote the word “false” in the margins next to a series of resolutions listed as
part of “Declaration and Resolution of the Gentry, Clergy, and other Inhabitants of the Northwest
part of the County of Worcester.” 515 An earlier issue of A Perfect Diurnall from March 1642
surviving in the Coke Papers at the British Library indicates even more substantive engagement,
with a reader summarizing material in the margins and then contextualizing and considering the
potential meaning of the reported news.516
Curators of printed news in both continental Europe and the British Isles also attempted
to provide more coherent narratives within their productions, perhaps negating the need for
individual readers to mark up their personal issues. 517 In an English context, more deliberate
organization of news was in part shaped by government constrictions. Following the ban on
weekly newsbooks from 1632 to 1638, publishers turned to bi-annual or annual publications
detailing the events of the conflict in Germany. 518 Rather than rushing to get the most recent
news out as fast as possible, often with little organization, these took more conscientious forms.
In the prefatory material for one of these, an annual news summary published in 1635, the editor,
N.C., even provided a brief summary of the material that was to come, cutting through the often
confusing details of the actual text:
Germanie which so long hath felt the misery of warre, famine and the plague, doth not
onely continue to this present in the same condition, but the flame therof hath set the
neighbour countreyes on fire; Italie, France, and the Valtoline are sensible of the like
miseries: onely we divided from the rest of the Christian world by the Ocean do (by the
blessing of God enjoy the contrary vertue of peace and tranquility under a happy
government.519
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While developments in this realm proceeded in fits and starts, publishers did develop
increasingly sophisticated paratextual materials as these texts became more established. During
the civil wars in the British Isles, as the flood of information threatened to overwhelm even the
most avid reader, newsbook editors continued to develop more detailed paratextual apparatuses
and summaries.520 Many newsbooks began to include simple but effective summaries orienting
the reader for the news to come. The top of the first page of a July 1644 edition of Mercurius
Civicus, Londons Intelligencer, for example, succinctly described the events described in its
pages in four lines: “The King to Bristol advanced. Fr. Maurice his carriages surprised. Liet. Col.
O. Brian his forces from Dorchester repelled. And the seven Irish Rebels executed.” 521

News and historical thought
Not only were newsbooks being organized and read deliberately, they were being
arranged to serve historical modes of thinking. In summarizing, compiling, and indexing
newsbooks, producers and readers were creating texts with the polish of history, removing or
reshaping inconsistencies, and making explicit the causal connections to be traced within and
between them. These efforts had the potential to have a wide-ranging impact on the reading
habits and modes of thinking of early modern individuals. Daniel Woolf has argued that “[b]y
focusing public attention on the present, and on the hinge whereby present became past, the
news also occasioned interest in the converse: how the past evolved into or ‘caused’ the
present.”522
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The increasing prevalence of newsbooks was not the only reason for the shifting
perceptions of the relationship between the past and present during this period, of course. 523 This
was related to innovations in humanist scholarly practice and the increasing availability of the
works of ancient historians such as Tacitus or Polybius.524 The political and religious changes
wrought by the rupture of western Christendom in the sixteenth century were also central to shifts
in historical thought.525 Even so, the huge increase in the production of newsbooks and the
modes of thought and reading they encouraged were important factors in the shift. Newsbooks
were eagerly consumed by all social classes, from the elite to the lower orders.
This is not to say that the relationship between news, particularly printed news, and
history was not fraught. Did these serial publications hold any long term value, be it historical or
literary? Some thought they did. Rous, Yonge, Thomason, and others recognized the long term
uses of these texts.526 Symonds, too, found enough value in newsbooks to draw on them for
literary quotations in his commonplacing. Still, though individuals constructed chronologies to
understand current events and even relied on newsbooks in historical writing, there remained
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much skepticism about the overall value of news and more particularly about the historical value
of newsbooks. Writers of the period could wax poetic about the value of handwritten newsletters,
particularly if they came from important sources. 527 Few would spill similar verses on printed
newsbooks. As one satirical work, The Great Assises holden in Parnassus, reminded its readers,
newsbooks were wasted paper that uttered “slanders, libells, lies.”528
While newsbooks could be used in historical writing, was news itself history? The
distinction between what we now think of as history and other genres was only slowly coming into
being during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.529 In the 1630s, the annual or bi-annual
publications detailing the events of the conflicts in Germany that appeared in England were titled
“Moderne” histories of the world. 530 This practice did fade later in the century, and even the term
“history” rarely appeared in news publications in the later part of the seventeenth century. By this
point, though, newsbooks had become central for the compilation of modern histories such as
those of John Rushworth and Edward Hyde. 531
Alongside the ambiguous role of news as history, approach to the past more generally
was changing in public discourse. 532 Printed newsbooks in the 1640s and 1650s, for instance,
were imbued by their publishers with a veneer of history through classical epitaphs or historical
discussions within their pages. Marchamont Nedham’s Mercurius Politicus, much cited by
Symonds, included a brief Latin quotation from Horace’s Ars Poetica on its front page.533 A May
1654 issue of The Faithful Scout began with an editorial statement on the government of the
commonwealth that referred to ancient histories and Machiavelli.534 Though this type of historical
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commentary was never a common feature of newsbooks, it highlights how historical discourse
had become commonplace.
Still, the relationship between news and history was highly contested. It would be difficult
to argue that Symonds himself recognized news as a form of history. While he certainly
acknowledged the value of the printed newsbooks he referenced as forms of evidentiary
knowledge, his conceptions of history, as understood through his commonplacing of the term
Historia, leave little suggestion that recent events held a place in this. 535 Across two pages of
notes, Symonds referred to a mix of ancient and modern commentators on the role of history,
including Cicero, Marcus Aurelius, Isidore of Seville, Plutarch, William Camden, and Peter
Heylyn. He also included non-attributed notes on major historians’ birthdates as well as
commentary on the reliability of certain histories. 536 Much of the material under the header was
focused on historiography. The first entry under Historia specifically provides a note on which
histories to read: “See the best writers of Ecclesiastical, generall, and civill History/ in Heylens
Geogra. pag: 19.” Throughout the excerpts and notes under the header, history is consistently
viewed as something to turn back towards. “To looke back upon things of former ages,” as one of
Symonds’s excerpts from Marcus Aurelius Antoninus noted, was essential to making sense of the
present.537
*
In many respects, Symonds’s commonplacing of printed newsbooks accorded with
increasingly common reading practices. While he may not have viewed newsbooks as historical
texts he clearly read them closely and recognized within them valuable material for his
commonplacing. On occasion, he contextualized newsbook materials in historical frames. Under
the header, Inquisitor, he compiled a series of notes to trace the role of the inquisition from the
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Middle Ages to the present chronologically and referenced Mercurius Politicus to describe its
contemporary workings in Portugal. 538
In other cases, though, his commonplacing of news was for different purposes. He placed
newsbook extracts underneath headers and alongside classical quotations and modern
scholarship because he recognized their value in commenting on a topic. Along with the other
material, they provided him with an associative web of connections that not only provided
evidence and quotations for his own writing, but also provided the tools to help him think through
issues. This was not a new way of reading texts, but rather one that had long remained central to
humanist scholarship. What was unique was the fact that Symonds did not appear to hold a
hierarchical view of the value of the works he cited. A typical view of a newsbook might be
summarized, in John Cleveland’s words, as simply a “puny Chronicle, scarce pinfeather’d with the
wings of time,” yet Symonds held newsbooks in the same esteem as the works of classical
authors or modern scholars. 539 They could fit comfortably alongside quotations from Suetonius,
Plutarch, or Joseph Scaliger.

Symonds’s life and intellectual development
Symonds’s life and intellectual development provide additional clues for understanding
how newsbooks came to find a place within his commonplacing. Central to this was his
education, his time serving in the Royalist military effort, as well as his later travels through
France and Italy. Each of these help fill in gaps in understanding his commonplacing practices
and give insight into his perspective on the world as he compiled the notebook. An exploration of
the changing shape of the commonplacing tradition and intellectual culture more broadly by the
mid-seventeenth century can provide further context. As Ann Moss, Ann Blair, and others have
described, this was a period of transition for commonplace books and other forms of humanist
education. As traditional hierarchies of knowledge broke down, and personal experience and
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experimental knowledge gained prestige, newsbooks could also find a place within one’s
intellectual world.
Symonds’s scholarly interests were deeply marked by his life experiences. The three
examples of his own notebooks being used as sources in his commonplace book (his “Epitomy of
the 3 Large Volumes of the Family of Berkeley,” his “Description of Essex in 3 Vol. folio. MS,” and
a series of notebooks that he kept while living in Rome) suggest the range of his intellectual
pursuits. His book also provides evidence of how his travels during the civil war and across
Europe framed his notetaking. In the incomplete listing of sources he compiled at the beginning of
the volume, he included one indicating he had consulted the manuscripts of the Henrician
antiquary John Leland kept at “Bodleys Library” in Oxford. He likely had examined these
manuscripts and taken his own notes on them during the civil war, when he had been living in
Oxford in 1643 and 1644. 540
The existence of these additional notebooks not only provides an interesting example of
the material practices of commonplacing culture, but also, the wide range of scholarly endeavors
pursued by Symonds throughout his life, ranging from classical scholarship, to genealogy, to
Italian art. While he learned the necessary skills for scholarly practices such as commonplacing
early in life, his intellectual curiosity grew and evolved until his death in 1660. The intellectual
interests that he developed later in life shaped the composition of his commonplace book. His
interest in history, in part spurred by the political and religious developments of his adult life,
further provide context for his use of newsbooks, both for their role in connecting the past with the
present, as sources through which to calendar the present, and as more personal tools of
memorial reconstruction. His experiences during the earlier upheavals of the 1640s, in particular,
are essential for understanding his use of newsbook material and his interest in connections
between the past and the present more broadly.
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Today, Symonds is perhaps best known for a series of journals he kept during his time in
the Royalist army, known collectively as the Diary of the Marches of the Royal Army.541 In these
he chronicled the movements of the mounted Lifeguards in which he served, as well as the larger
Royalist forces of which they were a part from spring 1644 to early 1646. His is one of the few
extant accounts of the war from the Royalist side, but this series of notebooks did not simply
chronicle the movements of troops and of battles. It also provided information about the
geography, culture, and inhabitants of the regions through which Royalist forces were moving,
including basic notes on the Cornish language. He also included a huge amount of antiquarian
detail about the many towns and churches that he visited throughout central and southwestern
England and into Wales. 542

With his educational background and work as a cursitor for the Chancery, Symonds’s
antiquarian interests are not unexpected. At some point during the 1630s or early 1640s he
already had begun a chorographical work describing his home county of Essex (this totaled
three volumes by the time he began to keep his commonplace book) as well as work on his
own family genealogy. The commonplace book also refers to a number of popular
antiquarian and heraldic works, such as John Guillim’s A Display of Heraldrie, a number of
local chorographical studies, including William Burton’s The Description of Leicestershire,
and the antiquarian writing of William Camden. The outbreak of war seems to have provided
both opportunity and additional impetus for Symonds to continue to pursue his studies. As he
traveled from the King’s base at Oxford to surrounding regions and west to Gloucester,
Somerset, Cornwall, and elsewhere he had the opportunity to visit a wide swath of the
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countryside he would not have previously, and made good use of this, visiting churches and
monuments and recording information about their design and fixtures within them.
These were compiled in the notebooks that comprise the Diary of the Marches as well as
a variety of others that he kept during the period. As the king’s army moved through Berkshire in
October 1644 in the build up to the second battle of Newbury, for example, Symonds made note
of the churches and houses of interest in the surrounding area. While his journal describes troop
movements and preparations for battle between 21 October and 23 October, it also details
“Dennington or Demyston Castle,” which he remarked was “antiently the seate of Geoffry
Chaucer the poet.”543 He found time to provide detailed descriptions of local churches and
cathedrals, often including hand-drawn images alongside these. His detailed account of Salisbury
cathedral, completed between 15 and 18 October, is a prime example of this, with page upon
page detailing monuments, stained glass, paintings, and numerous architectural features. He
concluded “this faire cathedrall be as many chappels as moneths, doores as weekes, windowes
as dayes, marble pillars as howres in the yeare.” 544
This obsessive interest in describing churches and monuments in the English countryside
does not seem to be simply due to increased access from his travels but also due to a growing
determination to record and memorialize them due to fears of their destruction by parliamentary
foes. Symonds surely would have been aware of the efforts of parliamentary iconoclasts, who by
1644, had already received official sanction to destroy iconic monuments such as the Cheapside
Cross and begun purging churches of altars, rails, images of the trinity, and other material
perceived idolatrous.545 As Claire Preston has noted in describing the period, “[i]f there could be
said to be a heroic age of antiquarianism, this was it.” Symonds, like William Dugdale and others,
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was actively engaged in both military and intellectual pursuits to maintain the political and
religious order as well as the edifices and images that marked its past. 546 If that failed, of course,
recording monuments and church features made it possible for future remembrance and even
reconstruction.
Impulses to chronicle the present and to memorialize the past remained central to his
efforts when compiling a commonplace book in the 1650s, which can be seen as directly related
to his earlier scholarly practices. Memorializing current events in particular was a distinct hold
over, and from 1644 Symonds continued to maintain notebooks with a mix of personal and
antiquarian notes for the rest of his life. Through the use of printed newsbooks in his
commonplace book, Symonds was able to provide a reference for this chronicling of recent
events, particularly for events for which he was not present. Alongside this, the civil war is central
to explaining his later commonplacing practices not simply because of the way it encouraged his
compiling efforts but also due to the simple fact that the printed newsbooks detailing domestic
politics was a genre birthed through the conflicts of the 1640s.
*
Natural philosophy, history, and the transformation of authority
Symond’s practice of commonplacing newsbooks can also be contextualized by larger
intellectual trends of the period. A major part of the shift in the intellectual world of the
seventeenth century was an increased emphasis on contemporary developments. Hierarchies of
knowledge, privileging ancient texts over more modern ones, were beginning to break down. This
is perhaps most apparent in developments at the leading edge of natural philosophy, with greater
emphasis placed by individuals like Francis Bacon and René Descartes on empirical observation
and experimental science. 547 These approaches were apparent even in the practices of less
radical scholarly practicioners. Symonds’s commonplacing of natural philosophical topics, for
example, while lacking an experimental bent, suggest an interest in using reports describing
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recent phenomena and direct observation in order to compile accurate information rather than
simply relying on traditional authorities.
In his commonplacing on natural history, newsbooks are drawn on for descriptions of
earthquakes or in discussions of animals such as tigers. Oral testimony from acquaintances as
well as personal experience were also used in his commonplacing to provide notes under
headers such as Solus, Elementiae, and Generatio.548 Under Arbor, for example, Symonds
inserted a note from an acquaintance, “Edm. Ad[orley],” who told him in 1657 of an interesting
experiment that might be undertaken with tree sap: “[in the] spring time Cutt a hole in a Tree &
with a spoon take out the Sapp & putt it into a glasse filling the same with it & as the Tree sprouts
out leaues or fruit, so there will be the ghost of shape of the Tree in that water or sapp.” 549 Other
prodigious or strange natural events were also compiled in the commonplace book through oral
testimony or newsbook entries. Below the header Prodigiu, Symonds included a description of a
strange shift in the current of the Thames drawn from Mercurius Politicus:
Octob. 3 1656. The River of Thames ebbed & flowed twice in 3 howres space at 7 a clock
in the morning it was high water, it ebbed for an howres time and then it flowed again
aboue an howre and half, so that it made a very great tyde, & so ebbed again. Within the
compasse of these dozen Years last past, the Thames has altered it Current thus 3 or 4
times contrary to is usuall course.550

Alongside the transitions in approaches to natural philosophical knowledge were those in
other fields. New strategies for making sense of contemporary political developments, the ‘politic’
approach to diplomacy—which has been described as “a way of seeing grounded in suspicion,
the prevalence of deceit and the conviction that things were not as they seemed”—also
supplemented historical analyses with newsletters, political rumor, and other material relating to
current events.551 This is not to argue that ancient history had lost all relevance by the midseventeenth century.552 In Symonds’s commonplace book, a large percentage of references were
drawn from classical history and the header Historia included numerous examples of the value of
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history. Even so, history was no longer necessarily the only tool in analyses of the contemporary
political world, though it remained important. The rise of bureaucratic information states, the
concomitant increase in written material that ultimately led to the development of handwritten and
printed newsbooks, and the need to account for these new materials, led to the reformulation of
political thinking. Observers with up-to-date information on the ongoings of state, could use
newsbooks alongside the historical materials that had long served in interpreting current events
and projecting future developments. 553 In this context, one could argue, the incorporation of
material describing current events by Symonds makes sense; if he were to have a well-rounded
understanding and comprehension of the world and the political machinations within it, the
reading of newsbooks was essential.
In many respects, though, this is an unsatisfying conclusion. In his commonplacing,
Symonds was not conducting analyses to deduce the truths in the political machinations swirling
around him or to trace causal connections to make sense of the moment; he was following an
older tradition: collecting sententiae, moral exempla, and historical examples for personal
reference (and, potentially future composition), wresting newsbook material from the frame in
which it could be read for insight into current events. While the emergence of a ‘politic’ style of
reading current events does provide context for how newsbooks might have become part of
Symonds’s commonplacing, it does not provide indication of what, exactly, he was doing.

Richard Symonds’s new approaches to commonplacing
The practice of commonplacing was changing during this period. Ann Moss has argued
that by the mid-to-late-seventeenth century, it had become more private and inward-focused. The
changes to the intellectual world had left less of a place for collections of sententiae and maxims
from ancient authorities, particularly when they were shorn from the context in ways that occluded
Popper, Walter Ralegh’s History of the World, 239-252. For discussions of this development across continental
Europe, see Jacob Soll, The Information Master: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence System (Ann Arbor,
2011); and Randolph Head, “Knowing Like a State: The Transformation of Political Knowledge in Swiss Archives, 1450 –
1770,” Journal of Modern History, 75, 4 (December 2003), 745-782; Popper, “An Information State for Elizabethan
England,” 503-535; and Liesbeth Corens, Kate Peters, and Alexandra Walsham, eds., Archives and information in the
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their original meaning. While this did not preclude the continued creation of commonplace books
(as Symonds’s experiences suggest, they remained central to the grammar school system), it did
mean that they could take on a different shape from those of their earlier humanist forebearers,
with a more individual touch. Rather than necessarily craft a work designed specifically to
organize thoughts for production, “the compiler of the notebooks is monarch of all that he
surveys, entirely free to impose his own order. Every private commonplace-book is strictly
personal to its owner-author.”554
The private, individual nature that Moss ascribes to commonplace books only from the
mid-to-late seventeenth century is, in some respects, however, an illusion. Despite prescriptions
to the contrary, throughout the sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries, compilers of
commonplace books had crafted their notebooks to suit individual needs; the form had “an openended capacity to take on other forms.” 555 As Adam Smyth has forcefully stated, a “compiler’s life
was constructed in the pages of his or her commonplace books precisely through th[e] recycling
of quotations.”556 By the very choice of headers, quotations, and the books used for
commonplacing, the compiler was revealing preferences and interests. Even if many of these
were guided by suggestions of teachers or book guides, the variation between those of different
individuals can highlight personal interests and suggest a way to read into a life.
It is difficult to glance through Symonds’s commonplace book without seeing how life
shaped his choice of texts. Without his time in Italy, he likely would never have read or acquired
his large collection of books on painting techniques. Perhaps without his experiences during the
civil war, he would not have evinced such great interest in antiquarianism or developed a fervent
royalism suggested by his use of materials from a book like Aulicus Coquinariae. The inclusion of
newsbooks can be seen in this context. Due to Symonds’s life experiences and to the ubiquity of
these pamphlets from the 1640s, they found a way into his commonplacing. They provided a way
for him to mark his own life. While a few of the newsbook references were presented as
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traditional sententiae, such as the reference to Jonson’s Catiline or another from The Parliament
Scout under the header Opinio, “No opinion is so monstrous, but if it hath a mother it will gett a
nurse,” these types of notes were primarily drawn from classical writers such as Seneca or
Cicero. The majority of newsbook references were for descriptions of current events, such as that
under the header Bellum describing the sentences of the Dutch naval captains. 557 Symonds
dated almost all of the newsbook entries and further provided geographic information for them,
often by simply copying directly from the source. Entries typically began with as a news entry
would: “Newes from Lisbon...,” “From Edinburgh Feb: 5. 1652 came letters...,” “Octob 23. 1656
shyyp coming from the W. Indies....” 558 Not only was he placing recent events alongside
descriptions of those from the past, he was also creating entries to memorialize the tumultuous
moment through which he lived.
Perhaps the central experience of Symonds’s life was the failed Royalist effort during the
civil wars of the 1640s, and the aftermath of this, reflected in both his commonplace book and
other notebooks, including one that provided historical and genealogical details for a wide variety
of characters involved in the upheavals of the 1640s and 1650s. 559 Throughout his commonplace
book, references to the tumultuous political and religious world of his homeland abound.
Newsbooks as well as oral testimony of neighbors, friends, and acquaintances were important
resources for these notes, though virtually none appear from the primary newsbook to which
Symonds referred, Marchamont Nedham’s Mercurius Politicus. As a state-sanctioned newsbook
of the commonwealth during the 1650s, it was one of the few serial printed newsbooks during the
mid-1650s. It is unsurprising that he read it and drew on it for his commonplacing, as it was one
of the few reputable sources of current events available in English. It further makes sense that,
because of his own political views, Symonds would use it primarily for non-political, or non-
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domestic materials.560 Through other newsbooks and personal anecdotes, though, he could
express his antipathy towards those who toppled the established political and religious order in
the 1640s.
Symonds’s views of the new order is clear through his references, quoted from
newsbooks and conversation, to the “Rebellious Parlt of England” or the “Rebels of the
Parliament of England,” or even “the people at Westminster who call themselves the
Parliament.”561 Under the header Coquus is a description of a feast, that Symonds noted was
“told me by a cooke,” that supposedly took place at Thomas Fairfax’s home following the
execution of the king:
Sir Thomas Fairfax his cooke at a feast he made to inuite some grandees of the
parliament soone after the death of the late king whom they most trayterously beheaded
served up the forme of the kings face in gelly & he colourd his neck as if bloudy very like
that they applauded it an affirmed & the cooke left the place 562

Under Templum is a note, told to Symonds by a Mr. Jay, about the collapse of the prominent
radical and regicide Henry Vane’s house, perhaps through some act of divine retribution. 563
In these entries, there is also a sheer fascination about the changes in England, how they
happened, and the events and individuals who reshaped it. This interest manifested itself in his
commonplacing of details about Charles I’s experiences in captivity in the late 1640s, Puritan
naming practices, and the prophetic dreaming of Oliver Cromwell.564 Newsbooks and oral
conversation, then, provided a way to relate and to reference this information within the
commonplace form.
At a more basic level, a discussion of the Symonds’s use of newsbooks and notes from
conversations emphasizes that he did not recognize a distinct hierarchy among the authorities he
cited. For him, newsbooks and oral testimony were just as valuable as the words of a modern
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scholar or of a classical historian. When deployed properly within the commonplace book, they
could provide useful, insightful information about a topic. Notes from newsbooks could stand
alongside those from scholarly tomes. “Sir R. Wi[lby]”’s views on smallpox (“The Small Pox in
England is so terrible & playnly occasiond by our eating so much flesh”) were as valued as
material drawn from Robert Burton’s The Anatomy of Melancholy.565 The thoughts of “Mr
Rookwood” on Generatio could be just as useful in Symonds’s intellectual framing as those of any
classical or modern scholar. 566 Steeped in an educational tradition that guided how a
commonplace book should be constructed, Symonds placed his own twist on the long-held
practice. Some might see serial newsbooks as disposable once they were superceded by new
pamphlets; Symonds saw a tool to make sense not only of the fleeting, present moment but to
contribute to the development of his own intellectual world.

Conclusion
When Richard Symonds died at age 43 he was unmarried and intestate. There is no
information about the cause of his death. It is unknown even where he was buried, though the
1661 will of his brother John, a merchant taylor in London, suggests that he was buried in or
around that city, rather than at Black Notley. 567 Perhaps, previous biographers have noted,
Symonds died content, knowing that Charles II was back on the throne. In the narrative as
currently written, this notion is some solace for what, we are told, had been a frustrated and
unhappy life. Biographers, in fact, have made his commonplace book a central plank support of
this notion, suggesting he was a “lonely and introverted,” withdrawn from the world, particularly in
his later years, more comfortable around his books than other people. 568
This is not the only reading of Symonds’s life and character that one might make with his
commonplace book at its center. Another narrative might highlight Symonds’s solitary learning,
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but also his intense engagement with the world around him. It would emphasize his engaged
readings of the world around him, seeking to frame and make sense of current events,
exemplified by his collecting and compiling of newsbooks. It would focus on his actual
engagement with individuals outside of his study, those cited throughout his commonplace book
with whom he conversed. It would consider his commonplacing practices more broadly—the way
they highlight his engagement with wider intellectual forces, but also the clear effort they convey
of him grappling with the tumultuous events of the 1640s and the way these reshaped him and
the world in which he lived. In this reading, his commonplacing itself would be seen as an act of
community building, as a repository for Symonds’s own knowledge as well as one that could be
taken up and contributed to by later owners.
Symonds’s commonplace book provides a unique prism through which to explore a
period in which new genres of text were circulating widely, but there was little consensus about
how these might be made sense of by readers. Newsbooks were viewed by some during the
period as dangerous material, idle reading that distracted from the study of more important things.
Yet the examples of Symonds’s commonplacing efforts, as well as those of Rous, Yonge,
Wallington, Whiteway, and others in organizing and framing their own collections of newsbooks
during the period, suggests that there were very real efforts to determine how to properly read
and make sense of newsbook materials.
Symonds’s commonplace book further provides a view of a man open to knowledge in all
its forms, at a point when this knowledge was becoming increasingly available in print and in
vernacular translations. While he relied on ancient authorities, he was also quite happy to draw
on cheap pamphlets and personal conversations in filling out his notebook. In a period in which
views on what counted as valuable knowledge were shifting, Symonds provides an example of
how the epistemological value of newsbooks and other cheap print was on the rise. Despite the
difficulty of doing so, individuals could and did manage to incorporate these new sources into
their intellectual arsenals. While the value and validity of news continues to be contested even
today, early modern readers like Symonds did develop ways of navigating these issues, and
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found a place for these materials within their intellectual arsenal, finding within it tools that might
make sense of an ever-changing world.
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CHAPTER 5: Ways of reading history during the mid-seventeenth century
While Richard Symonds’ commonplacing is a useful frame to explore the news culture of
mid-seventeenth century England, the sheer number of notes and aphorisms that Symonds
entered into his commonplace book means there are multiple ways to approach the volume.
Symonds commonplacing of news, and the value he saw in contemporary sources more
generally, is one important entry point and is an especially useful way to think through how he
read and understood his present. Another entry point, though, might be through an exploration of
how he used more traditional sources, particularly history, as he compiled his large tome. These
efforts have been touched upon only tangentially but, like news books, the parsing of historical
sources was as central to his commonplacing practices as his treatment of newsbooks.
In this, his efforts were more conventional. As with many readers of the time, history was
a guide and explanatory tool to Symonds. “To looke back upon things of former ages,” he noted
under the header Historia, “wee may also foresee things future for they shall all be of the same
kind.” He held the conventional view that the subject was a central tool in statecraft and
diplomacy, commenting that when the Roman emperor Severus Alexander needed to consult
about “any matter of great importance whether it concerned warres or government” he always
called those well read in histories. 569 Extracts from histories, both English and foreign, ancient
and modern, dot the pages of the notebook. Symonds quoted from, among other sources, the
histories of classical authors such as Suetonius and Strabo, the medieval chronicles by Jean
Froissart and Ranulf Higden, and modern English chronicles and histories by John Speed,
Raphael Holinshed, Francis Bacon and Samuel Daniel. 570
In these practices, Symonds was simply following long established approaches towards
commonplacing. His primary goal in the notebook was to collect sententiae and moral exempla
for personal reference, even news book extracts were taken primarily for this purpose. Historical
notes provided the fabric of his work, giving him the majority of examples that he fit underneath
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his headers. As with news extracts, it is rare to see entries that connect his historical notes
directly to contemporary issues or give the sense that he was turning to history to make sense of
the present.
There are exceptions, however, under the header Rex there is indication that Symonds
was thinking through the fall of Charles I. He looked to the medieval past to find “Assertours that
Kings might be deposd,” in this case, the medieval scholars John of Paris and Marsilius of
Padua.571 Under Parliamentum, he also appears to have been thinking about the fraught
relationship between king and parliament. He drew on Bacon’s history of Henry VII as well as well
as the portion of Daniel’s history on Henry I to note examples of earlier parliaments, both to
comment on their value as a deliberative body under the king as well as the potential dangers
they posed to a monarch if they contained ill-affected members. 572 Similar examples, though, are
few and far between, and extracts from historical works were much more commonly used as they
were for his entries under Sabbathum, where a note from Higden’s Polychronicon was used to
provide a useful piece of information, specifically that the Jewish sabbath was on Saturday rather
than Sunday.573
Is the way Symonds commonplaced history representative of wider views of the past
during mid-century? Did the upheavals of the time affect the reading practices of others more
directly? Answers to these questions are complicated. A wide range of commonplace books,
journals, miscellanies, and reading notebooks from the period survives to address these
questions, by anonymous compilers as well as major political and literary figures such as Edward
Hyde and John Milton. The reading notes of one of the most widely studied compilers of the
seventeenth century, the learned lawyer and MP William Drake, were created during and shaped
by the events of mid-century.574 What these sources drive home most forcefully is the sheer
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range and creativity that individuals brought to their reading of historical works. Many continued to
deploy traditional reading practices for more traditional ends, drawing on history for aphorisms
and exempla with little indication that these were being gathered in response to contemporary
upheavals. Others, though, read the past in ways similar to that suggested by the polemical
historical works of the time, using aphorisms and exempla, as well as more explicit reading
practices, to think through contemporary events. Some, like Milton, even drew on their reading
notes to craft their own writing and directly intervene in these events. 575 This ‘politic’ style of
reading history, inspired initially by the reading of authors such as Tacitus and Machiavelli, had
been in vogue from the late sixteenth century but was especially prevalent in both printed
histories and in reading notes in the tumultuous 1640s and 1650s. Their notebooks and journals
display a mix of these approaches.

Methodologies of reading
Turning away from specific printed works towards reading notebooks, journals, and
marginal annotations, allows for a more concrete analysis of actual reading practices. The study
of reading notes and annotations does have some methodological limitations. In the first instance,
these notes and annotations were primarily made by only a small subset of elite, educated male
readers. There are exceptions to this: Nehemiah Wallington, for example, was a London artisan
and the notes of several female readers do exist. Surviving notes do not provide comprehensive
evidence of the reading practices of people across society. There are also more specific issues in
working with the physical documents. While some of the most influential work on the history of
reading has focused on readers’ annotations, this type of analysis only works when these
annotations exist and the provenance of a volume can be traced. 576
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Extant copies of printed works in libraries and archives are often clean, and give little
indication of whether or how they were read. Even when copies do have readers’ marks, it is
difficult to determine when or why these were made, or even exactly what they can tell us about
the annotator’s reading practices. Copies of Edward Herbert’s Life and Reigne of Henry the
Eighth often have indications of use, some even have provenance markings, including one at the
Huntington with the ex libris of “Isabelle Brown,” but there is rarely any clear indication as to what
readers were doing with the book. They might dog-ear a page or two as they were flipping
through the volume.577 Was this to mark a moment in the text that they thought important? Or was
this fold made at the end of a reading session to allow them to pick up where they left off when
they returned to the text? There are rarely clear answers to questions like these for many of the
marginal annotations made in early modern books.
There are instances, of course, where marginal annotations do provide more suggestive
information about reading practices. In a copy of The Marrow of Historie, an epitome of Ralegh’s
history published in 1650 by Alexander Ross, now at the Huntington Library numerous pages
have passages underlined. While the exact date of these markings and the person who made
them are unclear, it seems likely that these are an example of a reader drawing commonplace
sayings from the text. On page 123, for example, he underlined two aphoristic passages about
the law: “These two effects the Law perfometh, coactive and directive,” and “The Prince is so
much abouve the Laws, as soul and bodie united, is above a dead and sensless carkass; for the
King is truly called, Jus vivum, & lex animata.”578 The National Library of Scotland’s Life and
Death of Sr Thomas Moore, by his great-grandson Cresacre Moore has numerous marks in
margins of the text, often next to speeches by More, that also suggest they were aimed at
identifying aphorisms.579 It is often only in exceptional circumstances, such as the survival of
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seventeenth-century libraries like that of the Earls of Huntingdon (now at the Huntington), that
annotators of pamphlets can be identified, annotations dated, and the reasoning behind the
annotations more clearly explicated.580
Similar issues arise with the manuscript notebooks and journals left behind by readers. 581
It is often difficult to identify the compiler of notes. Many of these lack clear provenance. This is
not necessarily a problem; anonymous notebooks can still provide useful information about
reading practices during a specific period. One anonymous commonplace book at the British
Library, for example, contains numerous examples of a reader in the 1650s and 1660s thinking
through the fall of Charles I, and draws excerpts from numerous classical and modern
histories.582 More problematically, many of these compilations are hard to date. While
approximate dates can be assigned if the compiler is known or the specific edition of printed
works being excerpted can be determined, it is rare to find compilations with individual moments
of reading dated. Those that are more explicitly dated, such as several by Edward Hyde compiled
in 1630s and 1640s and one by the Cambridge student William Bright written across the 1640s,
provide invaluable information about reading during the time. 583 Even when the provenance of a
manuscript and its date of composition are known, multiple hands are often scrawled across the
pages. In Symond’s commonplace book, for example, there are a small number of extracts in a
later hand, that of the late-seventeenth century historian Richard Gipps. Symonds’ writing style
also changed over the course of his life, with his handwriting when he began compiling in the mid1630s looking quite different from that used in the entries from the 1650s. There are issues in
identifying hands in several other reading journals from the period, such as those of William
Drake and John Milton, both of whom used amanuenses to aid in compiling and indexing. 584
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Despite their limitations, readers’ annotations and reading notebooks are useful sources that
make it possible to push beyond printed texts when considering developments in historical
thought during mid-century. They emphasize that the type of reading encouraged by publishers
and authors co-existed with older approaches towards texts.

How to read history in early modern England
Most readers that left traces in books and compiled reading notes had been trained, to
some capacity, in humanist reading practices. This training, at the very least, gave them to the
tools and approaches to read effectively, regardless of what they took away from this reading.
Reading was often noted by compilers as an essential tool “for improouing in any knowledge,” as
it allowed one to “consult with the dead.” 585 To fully digest a work, reading was meant to be
deliberative, thoughtful, and critical. As the historian Roger Twysden wrote in a 1669 letter to his
son Charles, “No man can use a booke unless he can have some time to have it throughly
sifted…so they who lend me a booke and will not alowe me tyme to compare it to other copies
and make my observations on the M[anuscripts], doe me no pleasure.” 586 “A Good Booke,” one
compiler noted, “should be read three times, first to see his Method, secondly, his matter, thirdly,
to gather his instructions.”587
The notes of compilers suggest that most had some knowledge of guides on reading
history more specifically. By the end of the sixteenth century, these guides were increasingly
available. Several humanist scholars across Europe, notably Giovanni Pontano, Jean Bodin, and
Johannes Wolf, had produced works on the art of history, ars historica, which were particularly
focused on how to read history effectively. They outlined theories of history and the skills
necessary to parse historical texts carefully. They also provided guidance as to which works of
history were most valuable to study. While the guides might differ on particulars, they provided a
clear series of guidelines on how to approach and interpret historical writing. Numerous British
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readers turned to these continental works and soon guides to the arts of history began to appear
in English.588 Thomas Blundeville published the first of these, The True Order and Methode of
Wryting and Reading Hystories, a translation of earlier Italian works on the arts of history, in
1574.589
By the 1640s and 1650s, there was a growing number of guides to reading history. Some
of these, like Degory Wheare’s De Ratione Et Methodo legendi Historias, were sophisticated
works of scholarship, others were little more than epitomes with chronologies and basic historical
information, while others still were parts of larger compendia with educational materials from a
range of disciplines.590 Most historical works included at least brief introductions that touched on
the values of history drawn from these guides and classical authors. The reading notebooks of
numerous individuals indicate at least a passing familiarity with this literature. Richard Symonds
included Henry Peacham’s Compleat Gentleman (which includes a chapter entitled, “Of stile in
speaking, writing, and reading History”) in his list of commonplaced materials at the front of his
notebook.591 References to Bodin, Wheare, and others appear in reading notebooks, with some
even including their own guides to history reading. 592
One reader of these works, the Oxford student Jonathan Rashleighe, constructed
especially elaborate notes on how to read and use history in a notebook composed primarily in
the heady days of 1659 and 1660. 593 These provide a relatively clear sense of practices with
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which virtually all compilers would have been familiar. Rashleighe was heavily influenced by
Degory Wheare’s contribution to the ars historica, and his guide to reading draws liberally from
Wheare’s De Ratione et Methodo. Like Wheare, Rashleighe divided history into three types:
divine, natural, and humane. This last was the type on which he – and most writers of ars
historica – were especially focused. He divided it into ecclesiastical and civil history, which “is
either universal” and speaks of “all or many commonwealths,” or particular, which focuses on a
“particular people or nation.”594
Before reading histories, Rashleighe noted that the apt reader needed to be well-versed
in chronology, “the right and constant order,” of “former times.” 595 He suggested the perusal of
works of universal history by Protestant authors such as Johannes Sleidan, Philipp Melanchton,
Reiner Reineck, and Walter Ralegh for this purpose. Alongside chronology (“the right eye of
History”) Rashleighe noted that knowledge of geography was essential, “this being History’s other
eye,” before beginning perusal of histories. 596 Only then was one ready to delve deeply into actual
histories.
His notes suggest a rigorous approach to the reading of these histories. He indicated that
one should read works chronologically from the Creation to the present. A reader should begin
with the Bible and ecclesiastical histories before proceeding to histories written about political
states, especially “those 4 great and notable Empires…Assyrian, Persian, Gretian, Romane,”
associated with the “four kingdoms” mentioned in the Book of Daniel. 597 In this regard,
Rashleighe noted, “where the word of God ends…Herodotus begins,” and following him,
Thucydides, other Greeks, and then the Roman historians. His notes suggest that one should be
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particularly well-read in histories of the ancient world, and he listed a range of additional
historians to consult for this purpose, primarily comprised of ancient authors, such as Josephus,
Diodorus Siculus, and Eusebius, but also including Ralegh’s history. 598 Rashleighe did not ignore
modern histories in his notes and recommended that readers be well-versed in the writings of
Guicciardini and other modern historians of Europe, as well as historians of England and
Scotland, such as Bacon and William Camden.599
To digest these works of history one had to go further than simply reading them.
Rashleighe recognized that history, especially that of the ancient past, was a didactic tool that
could, among other things, serve as a guide to action and morality. The reading of histories
provided examples of rhetorical style to guide modern statesmen’s own writing and speaking, but
one had to be a critical and engaged reader to extract this information. Rashleighe recommended
commonplacing to extract important material from these histories:
[H]e that reads history must collect all famous examples of virtue and vice whether they be
ethic, politic, or economical and refer them to commonplaces. Deducing from particular
examples (the circumstances, causes, and events of actions and counsels being diligently
observed) general state maxims or aphorisms600

In doing so, the reader could be prepared for all sorts of situations, political and military. He also
suggested some existing sources that could provide a reader with examples of useful aphorisms
and maxims and how these might be extracted:
Polybius and Tacitus do plentifully abound and one Johannes Co[k]ier has set out a whole
volume of them entitled Thesaurus Aphorismorum Politicorum. Also of our countrymen
one Mr Dalinton hath wrote a book of civil and military aphorisms which may show a
young historian the way to make a benefit of history in this particular.601

By the seventeenth century, collections of sententiae were widely printed, and there were
numerous resources like these for the early modern compiler, from Erasmus’ De Copia to these
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works by “Co[k]ier,” the French Jean de Chokier, and Robert Dallington (the “Dalinton” in the
passage above).602
Rashleighe’s notes provide a particularly clear overview of the reading practices
advocated by guides to history, though numerous others remarked on them in their own writing.
In a bound collection of letters, book lists, and notes of the prominent Hatton family, for example,
a late 1640s letter from the scholar and churchman John Cosin to a member of the exiled family
suggested that they focus on creating chronologies when studying history, for this was the “most
useful, and the most ready way to have recourse to it again upon any occasion.” 603 One
anonymous notebook compiled in 1639 with the title “A compendium leading to prophane history”
mentioned geography, along with chronology, as the two “special helps” of history. 604 The future
parliamentarian John Hall, who composed a brief treatise on history in 1645, held much the same
views as Rashleighe in regards to how to read history and extract useful information from it. For
him, the goal was to “collect” the “deere bought experience of former & latter time times” and a
“variety of euents experience & ciuill wisdome,” and ultimately “glean them into heads & commit
them to paper.”605

Reading history in the mid-seventeenth century
These humanist guides shaped note-taking practices and the types of historical works
read. They were deeply ingrained in the reading cultures of the time. Many extant journals even
include examples of the preparatory material that Rashleighe indicated was necessary before
embarking on reading histories. Numerous compilers created chronologies of some form in the
notebooks. Sometimes these were brief, appearing on the flyleaves of their work—a handy
reference to turn to when a question of dating arose—while other times these were more
comprehensive and detailed, indicating that a significant amount of thought and reading went into
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their creation. Rashleighe provides an example of this. He put his own notes into practice later in
his notebook by tracing a chronology from the Creation through 1517, when “Martin Luther wrote
against indulgences.” He stopped at that year because, he believed, that “since Leuthers time the
occurrences are fresh in every mans memory.” 606 The Hatton family’s bound collection of notes
and letters, following Cosin’s advice, includes an outline for a book of historical chronology,
allotting “4 Quires for the tyme before Christ” and then several quires for each century from the
birth of Christ, with more space divvied out for the period between 1500 and 1650. 607 Others,
such as the antiquary Edward Dering, made similar efforts to construct chronologies in their
notebooks.608 While universal chronologies were popular, many readers were more focused on
comprehensive chronologies of English history, such as William Dugdale, who chronicled the
history of Britain from pre-history to the present.609 Geographical notes were also an important
component of many notebooks, with many readers turning to Peter Heylyn’s popular geographical
writings in their efforts to gain a more general sense of the world. 610
The form these notes took was also heavily influenced by humanist approaches.
Compilers recognized that to get the most out of their reading they needed to properly extract
information from it. Symonds’s commonplace book exemplifies the ideal form of this note taking.
Commonplace books were the major tool in ensuring organized and careful reading. Placed
under alphabetized topical headers, the maxims and aphorisms collected in a commonplace book
were easily accessible and could be quickly returned to by a compiler for reference. 611 In many
ways, though, a fully alphabetized commonplace book was exceptional, and surviving journals
Beinecke Osborn b225. He does note that “for farther directions in chronology” there was “none better for the young
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and reading notes are typically more miscellaneous in form. 612 While compilers of these
miscellanies remained conscientious of the need to parse properly and extract information from
their reading, they did not necessarily keep such a rigid structure in their note gathering. Many
notebooks included topic headers with maxims and aphorisms underneath, but these
commonplaces were not necessarily organized alphabetically, and often co-existed with other
notes, such as poetry, transcripts of pamphlets or speeches, or more substantive musings on a
single text. Jonathan Rashleighe’s notebook not only contains his précis on ways to read history,
but also the universal chronology, a series of commonplaces on different historical topics, notes
from Plutarch on “the greatest and bravest men of Greece as also Romans,” and satirical poetry
by John Cleveland and others. 613
Most importantly, perhaps, humanist reading prescriptions guided the types of historical
material that compilers read and excerpted. Most historical material in commonplace books,
miscellanies, and other reading notebooks was drawn from classical authors or modern humanist
histories. The voluminous notebooks of William Drake provide a prime example of this. Historical
works by early modern humanists as well as ancient authors were at the heart of his reading.
While he drew on a range of other genres in his reading, from the 1630s, he developed ambitious
plans for an organized reading of history designed to improve his writing, his political and moral
conduct, and his knowledge of the ancient and recent past. History, to Drake, was “more
profitable for a Civill life then any philosophy.” 614 Throughout the notes he compiled in the 1630s
and 1640s, he remarks upon specific works that he needs to read or to acquire. “Reade all Sir
Francis Bacons…workes and take the principale things” from these, he noted, and following this
do the same with the writings of “Guicciardine and Mach[iav]ell[i].” 615 Indeed, he prized the
modern writings of Guicciardini, Machiavelli, and Bacon, but they only scratch the surface of his
interests. His notebooks are peppered with notes drawing from a range of other ancient and
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modern authors such as Polybius, Tacitus, Erasmus, Justus Lipsius, Cicero, Livy, Robert Cotton,
and Walter Ralegh. 616 He also found it “fit” to more specifically “reade and meditate uppon
histories” to inform himself “thorouly” in the state of England. Ultimately, these histories were to
help him understand “all matters of publick nature whether printed or divulged by pen.” 617
Though others were not as clinical, or as explicit, in their reading practices, it is clear they
were equally as eager to read a similar set of works. The book inventories of the Hatton family
from the period are replete with examples of historical works, and their correspondence with
associates in London indicate their interest in acquiring more. 618 Numerous commonplace books
and miscellanies highlight this as well. While never explicitly laying out his method like Drake,
Richard Symonds drew on many of the same authors as he filled out the spaces beneath his
book’s headers.619 An anonymous commonplace book that was compiled from the 1620s through
the 1650s, now at Chetham’s Library in Manchester, does the same. Under the header
“Ambition,” for example, the compiler excerpted the English translation of Francesco Biondi’s
history of War of the Roses, Paolo Sarpi’s history of the Council of Trent, Plutarch, Tacitus, and
Guicciardini. 620 Similar examples could be drawn from many other notebooks that compilers were
aware of the breadth of historical scholarship available to them, and they eagerly sought it out.

Re-reading revolutions
There was then an established way of reading histories and a relatively consistent set of
historical works to which readers turned by the mid-seventeenth century. While the upheavals of
the 1640s and 1650s did not necessarily change these reading practices, they did provide focus
for some compilers as they tried to understand their contemporary moment. Richard Symonds
has already provided us one albeit limited example but it was clear that history, as well as the
newsbooks and other sources that he compiled, were excerpted with current upheavals in mind.
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Returning to the notebooks of William Drake provides an even more detailed example of these
practices.
Throughout the 1640s and 1650s, Drake read and re-read classical, medieval, and
modern histories as he thought through the contemporary moment. In his reading notes, his
thoughts were shaped by authors like Tacitus and Machiavelli. He recognized that statecraft was
a constant negotiation of power relationships and management. Like many contemporaries, he
looked back to the immediate English past, focusing on how Elizabeth I and James VI/I, as well
as their counselors, had managed their reigns and maintained stability. In his reading of Edward
Herbert’s history of Henry VIII, for example, he took away a particularly cynical message: “Men
doe not often insist upon reason when they have power in their hands.” 621 He also thought
through the recent European past, drawing on works by the Duc de Rohan, Famiano Strada, and
others to consider the upheavals in the Low Countries, France, Spain, and the Holy Roman
Empire. Ultimately, Drake used history to develop his own explanations of the contemporary
upheavals, with his writings about events of the time filled with comparisons and references to
ancient Israel, classical Rome, or quattrocento Italy. 622
The tumultuous period encouraged others to look at old texts in new ways. The reading
of history during the period did much to spur John Milton to rethink his views on politics. His
commonplace book became “a research tool designed to help solve questions about history and,
by extension, the present.”623 Compiled primarily between 1639 and the late 1640s and divided
into three sections—the Index Ethicus, Index Economicus, and the Index Politicus—the
commonplace book was written in a mix of languages, primarily English, Latin, and Italian.
Headers located in the Index Politicus contain by far the majority of content as Milton thought
through and participated in the events of the time. The book contains relatively few references to
the literary works, classical authors, or theological scholarship with which Milton is now primarily
associated. Instead, heavily influenced by the work of Jean Bodin, his notes are marked by wide
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reading in histories and chronicles. Much of this was related to English history. The most cited
text in the volume is Holinshed’s Chronicles, while other English chronicles, by Stow and Speed,
and the writings of William Camden are also heavily referenced. Along with these works on
English history, Milton drew on a range of medieval and early modern works from across Europe,
such as the writings of Carolus Sigonius, Jacques Auguste de Thou, and Johannes Sleidan. 624
In the Index Politicus Milton used his various sources to think through the value of
different political structures and the history of the mutation of political states. The first two headers
that Milton entered into the volume, Respublica and Rex, illustrate this point. In many ways, he
was setting the two terms in opposition to one another, even drawing on Machiavelli to note that
“a commonwealth is better than a monarchy: ‘because more excellent men come from a
commonwealth than from a kingdom; because in the former virtu is honoured most of the time
and is not feared as in the kingdom.”625 Similar passages abound. Milton was actively questioning
the political norms of his own country. Reading through the works of Machiavelli, Guicciardini,
Justinian and others, one could argue that Milton was reading himself away from monarchy and
into the possibilties of new forms of governance in England. Indeed, his notes on kings, many
taken from English histories, were often focused on the problems inherent in hereditary kingship,
the challenges of mixing secular and religious authority, and the dangers of kingship slipping into
corruption or worse, tyranny, without legal obligations placed on monarchs or other checks on
power.626
The diarist John Evelyn had similar question about the best forms of governance on his
mind as he compiled a massive three-volume commonplace book. Evelyn began this in the 1650s
though he would use it for much of the rest of his life. Compared to other commonplace books, it
was distinct in form. He took notes from books as he read them, and added in subject terms in
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the margin. He subsequently created a separate index to navigate these subject terms rather
than copying out material under heads in an additional volume. 627 In it, one can trace his wideranging interests in theology, natural philosophy, and history as he read through Thucydides,
Josephus, Paolo Sarpi, Descartes, John Jewel, St. Augustine, and Tertullian, among many
others.628
As he read, Evelyn was clearly thinking about the recent mutations in England. In the
margins next to numerous notes, he scrawled the subject terms “Rex,” “Regicide,” and
“Tyrannus.” He read for explanations as to the origin of kingship, looking into Josephus and
others about the origin of the form. 629 He thought through, for example, the divine right of kings
and noted how it was a serious sin to execute one so anointed, referencing examples from the
Bible and Herodotus. He noted conventional views that monarchs were to be judged by God
alone, for “Kings in & by God reigne: not good but all kings,” and “None can deale with Kings but
they must goe through God.” He more generally remarked on the dangers of change, noting that
a “fine new church-government” in England soon led to a change in secular governance and the
end of monarchy. “Meddle not with these changes,” he remarked. 630 Evelyn was also clearly
interested in materials that might provide a more detailed explanation of contemporary events. He
reflected on the impact of wider European events, noting that Frederick V’s acceptance of the
crown of Bohemia in 1618 (which set off the Thirty Years’ War) was “fatal to all Christendom, for
it hav bin directly or collateraly the cause of the bloodshead since.”631 He further read through
histories of the Tudors and Stuarts by Edward Herbert and others and noted information about
the monarchy and major statesmen such as Ralegh and Buckingham as he sought to
contextualize events.632
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One compiler who explicitly had contemporary politics on his mind while reading in the
1640s was Edward Hyde, the historian and future Earl of Clarendon. A reading notebook that he
compiled between 1646 and 1648 details how he turned to classical and modern histories while
thinking through the ever-changing political situation in England. 633 Exiled to Castle Elizabeth on
Jersey following the Royalist defeat in the first civil war, Hyde passed the time in reading, notetaking, and epistolary communications with others scattered across Europe by the wars. He was
constantly at study and excerpted materials from authors such as John Speed, Josephus,
Plutarch, Livy, Hugo Grotius, William Camden, Paolo Sarpi, Bacon, Machiavelli, and Thomas
Fuller, among others. As he noted in 1647 in a letter to Edward Nicholas, Charles I’s secretary of
state who had joined the Prince of Wales in France, he was “shut up at my book at least 8 hours”
a day.634 This reading was, in some ways, a retreat from the troubles of the time. In a later letter
to Nicholas in 1654, Hyde, now in Paris, lamented, “I wish I were quiet at my book in any part of
the world, for I am not for these conflicts.” 635
Still, his reading of the past kept wrenching his thoughts back to the present. Working
through Plutarch prompted him to reflect on the beginning of the civil wars in England. He
connected the first battle of Newbury, for example, with that of the battle of Asculam in 279 BCE
and Pyrrhus of Epirus’ costly victory there. 636 In his reading of Livy in spring 1648, his view of the
importance of monarchy was reinforced as he traced the difficulties of a popular government
managing a state. “It is a very difficult matter for a Commonwealth to subsiste under a popular
government,” he noted as he parsed the text of the ancient Roman author. 637 While Hyde had
been more amenable to mixed forms of government earlier in his career—with his reading notes
and political actions in the 1630s and early 1640s indicating his support for a monarchy
constrained by parliament and laws—by the mid-1640s his views had shifted. Sovereign power,
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to function effectively, “must be absolute against which no appeal can be.” 638 Like Milton, though
in the opposite direction, the confluence of events and his reading had reshaped his vision of
governance.
Drake, Milton, Hyde, and Evelyn suggest how older texts could be returned to in the face
of unprecedented change. Like the pamphleteers recycling manuscripts from earlier periods, they
turned to humanist and ancient histories to attempt to make sense of the present. They had been
trained to find in these works practical tools to guide their actions, and so they searched through
them for answers. Their relationship to the polemical material being produced during the period
explicitly to explain events was more complicated. Contemporary printed material appears more
rarely in surviving commonplace books. While someone like Symonds might commonplace short,
cheap pamphlets, most did not look to these for apothegms or sententiae or, for that matter,
accurate narrations of history. As many commonplace books noted, in some form or another, “the
best rule that any Historian can follow is to write truly but cautiously.”639 Even if their content drew
on humanist historical approaches, these polemical works were ephemeral materials, responding
to current events and being replaced by new pamphlets when events had changed, and they
were no longer valuable.
There are examples, of course, of polemical historical works being read, but these are
relatively few. A surviving copy of Cotton’s A Briefe Discovrse Concerning the Power of the
Peeres and Comons of Parliament, in point of Judicature, from the Earl of Bridgewater’s library
and now at the Huntington Library, was annotated in the 1670s by a reader who connected its
contents to ongoing debates of that period. 640 A copy of the anti-monarchical 1650 tract AngloTyrannus, Or the Idea of a Norman Monarch, represented in the paralell reignes of Henrie the
Third and Charles kings of England, has a range of markings from what appear to be a
seventeenth-century hand that engage with the text. 641 On the title page, for example, “Anglo-
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Tyrannus” is inked over, as is “Charles.” In the body of the text, the annotator underlined a wide
range of passages and even corrected grammatical and spelling errors. 642 Most other surviving
pamphlets, though, are clean. This has to do with both collecting practices and the reality that
works that were heavily read, marked up, dog-eared, and the like, would have worn down and
fallen apart. Cheaply made, stab-stitched pamphlets could easily be read to death. While others
could have been marked up and read in similar ways to Anglo-Tyrannus, and likely were, these
had little chance of survival.
There are better examples of more substantial historical works from the period being
read. Evelyn and Richard Symonds, for example, both commonplaced William Sanderson’s 1650
Aulicus Coquinariae, a work written in response to the libelous Court and Character of King
James (1650), typically attributed to the dismissed courtier Anthony Weldon, apparently simply for
basic historical notes and aphorisms. 643 The notebook of the Cambridge student William Bright
provides even more detailed examples the reading of contemporary histories alongside a range
of other texts. He drew on many historical works that first appeared in the 1640s in his note
taking, such as Nathaniel Bacon’s Historical Discourse of the Uniformity of the government of
England, Herbert’s The Life and Reign of Henry the Eighth, and Anthony Weldon’s The Court and
Character of King James.644

Searching the English past
Bright’s reading notebook suggests a concerted effort to work through the ancient and
recent English past by reading these works and a range of others. His over 300-page collection is
full of references to this past, which he placed alongside philosophical musings, histories of other
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parts of the world, notes on geography and classical scholarship, and a variety of other materials.
Bright framed his volume modestly as a miscellaneous collection of materials:
Here’s many an author torne in many pieces;
Instead of abstracts; these are ragged fleeces;
Nothing but linsie-woolsie; ropes of sand:
Immethodized notes. I’d best disband
This ragged regiment: at least confess
To every author a debt more or less.645

This statement, though, does not do justice to the way Bright read these authors and the lessons
he appears to have drawn from them, or the clear organization and intent he brought to his
reading.
Bright began working on his small volume in 1644, and most of it was compiled
throughout the rest of the 1640s and early 1650s (though there is a stray series of reading notes
from 1676 in different ink and hand). 646 While there are unmarked sections of maxims and
aphorisms, the majority of the notebook contains reading notes by individual book. As he worked
through a book, Bright would epitomize the contents and write down any facts that interested him,
though he rarely cited actual page numbers, making it difficult to determine which printed editions
with which he was working. Bright helpfully dated when he read most of these books. At the
beginning of is notes from Richard Knolles’ “Turkish Historie,” for example, is the date 1645. 647
Even when not compiling notes on English history, the religious and political changes
taking place in England seem to weigh on his mind. In a series of notes from the volume Severall
Politiqve and Militarie Observations, a volume of maxims composed by “D.P. Gent,” dated to
1648, Bright’s notes focused on governmental forms and the causes of civil upheaval. Quoting
directly from the text, for example, he noted the dangers of experiments in governance: “Some
would have noe government at all, others in lieu of a just government would bring in poligamie
and paritie of goods, and such imaginary conceits leading to a confused Anarchie.” He noted
descriptions of other forms of government through ancient and modern Europe such as Roman
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democracy, Venetian aristocracy, and elective monarchy. He further reflected on the reasons for
“mutations of Monarchies,” which included “Want of issue,” “Ambition,” “Lust,” “Effeminacy,” and
“Taxes.” Alongside these causes he noted historical examples that illustrated instances of each.
As he compiled these notes in a period of uncertainty about the future government of England,
Bright seemed to use this work as a primer to think through the risks and potentialities of what
was to come in his own country. 648
In English histories, though, he found especially useful ways to contextualize
contemporary events. In reading Richard Baker’s Chronicle of the Kings of England and Samuel
Daniel’s Collection of the History of England, Bright traced the development of monarchy from
William I and noted the dangers of favorites such as Piers Gaveston and the successes of
parliaments such as the 1386 “marvelous” parliament during the reign of Richard II. 649 Through
Bacon and Herbert’s histories of Henry VII and Henry VIII, he could find details about the modern
development of the state, particularly the growth of monarchical power and the increasingly
intertwined relationship between the church and state due to Henry VIII’s move to separate from
the Roman church.650 From Anthony Weldon’s Court and Character Bright took down the foibles
and failures of James VI/I and his courtiers. 651 In Nathaniel Bacon’s Historical Discourse, which
Bright appears to have read soon after its publication in 1647, he found much material to support
his other readings of the close relationship between an English monarch and parliament. He was
especially interested in Bacon’s arguments about the elective monarchy of the Saxons and took
note when Bacon wrote of how “Will: the Conquerour had a double title to the kingdome by legacy
[and] by election” and the fact that Norman rule was a continuation from earlier times rather than
conquest.652
While Bright’s own ideological views are difficult to ascertain, his readings into the
English history at least provided him with some grounding and understanding in the present,
648
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providing him explanations for parliamentary decisions as well as monarchical failures. Bright is
an especially useful example of the ways the English past was read and re-read, but he was not
alone, as we have seen numerous other examples. To these could be added a range of other
mid-century volumes that focus on the English and Scottish pasts. Though these rarely leave a
clear indication of the intent of the author, these histories were being returned to in these decades
of upheaval.
Annotations within printed books as well as manuscript compilations of documents from
the recent past provide additional indications of these interests. The Huntington Library’s copy of
Scrinia Sacra, the second volume of monarchical and state letters printed by Bedel and Collins in
1654 contains detailed annotations, with underlining, manicules, and even notes in the margin.
The reader, perhaps the “W Withers” who signed the title page, actively engaged with the text.
Next to a letter written by Francis Bacon to Edward Coke, he noted, “verry smart Letter.” Next to
“The Roman Catholiques Petition to King James for Toleration,” the reader commented snidely
that “theire request & theire bold reasons utterred as if true.”653
The annotator of Scrinia Sacra approached the volume attuned to how the letters
included within it could be read for perceptions of earlier statesmen and even for causal
explanations of recent English history. He remarked on the character of James VI/I several times.
He first underlined and remarked on Francis Bacon’s positive opinion of the king in a letter to the
Earl of Northumberland prior to James’s arrival in England. This positive view of the king, though,
was replaced by a more skeptical one in later annotations, such as the note next to a letter from
the Spanish ambassador Olivares to his king Philip IV regarding a marriage between Charles and
the Infanta Maria Anna, where the annotator refers to James as “deluding” for being led on by
Spanish negotiators.654 He also found in the letters explanations for the troubles that erupted in
the 1640s, specifically those related to the financial issues of the crown. Next to a letter from
Oliver St. John to the Mayor of Marlborough railing against the 1614 benevolence—an extra-
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parliamentary tax framed as a charitable donation to the king—the annotator noted that similar
efforts at going around parliament to finance the state in the fourth year of his reign “seem to be
the foundation” of Charles I’s “troubles” and also noted additional pages where discussion of
these took place in the volume. 655 While it is only possible to approximately date these notes to
the second half of the seventeenth century, they suggest an early modern reader looking into
documents of the recent past for answers.
Though the printed versions of letters and documents from the recent English past made
searching this past directly for answers an increasingly easy task, even before these were being
produced compilers had sought out and transcribed these documents for similar purposes. 656
Documentary sources like these were prized by humanist readers as a useful way to understand
a historical moment. In modern parlance, they were a ‘primary source’ that could act, in the words
of John Hall, as an “eywitnesse” to events. 657 Scribal circulation of parliamentary speeches, libels,
and other more politically subversive had become widespread from later in James VI/I’s reign.
These scribal copies were also collected into larger volumes, with their owners even hiring
scribes to produce these.658 Some were added to over time, as appears to be the case for a
notebook of political speeches, polemical pamphlets, and a range of other materials compiled by
the MP Ralph Assheton from the late 1610s through the 1640s. 659
These practices of pamphlet collecting continued into the 1640s and 1650s. One ornate
version of a series of pamphlet transcriptions is entitled Ephemeris chirographorum quorum dam
Memorabiliam succincta. Dated 1642 and signed by its scribe Henry Feilde, the book includes a
wide range of material about events late in Elizabeth I’s reign. The first portion of the work is
taken up with a transcript of Robert Person’s A Conference about the Next Succession, arguing
for the deposition of Elizabeth, and this is followed by documents from the trials of two who tried
to depose the queen: Mary Stuart and Robert Devereux. More broadly, the compiler was
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interested in the fall of major figures, with copies of notes from the trials of Walter Ralegh and
Robert Carr as well as materials relating to Francis Bacon’s fall from grace in 1621. 660
Others were less elaborate but suggest similar approaches by compilers. One, written in
a single hand (likely in the early 1640s) collected numerous documents on the question of
succession of England during Elizabeth’s time, the relationship between England and Scotland,
and the fraying ties between king and parliament. Speeches and letters from the 1570s onwards
were transcribed in this between 1638 and 1640. These appear to trace how events in Scotland
made it possible for the calling of parliaments increasingly in opposition to the wishes of Charles
and emphasizes how different this was from earlier times. He juxtaposes, for example,
Elizabeth’s “golden speech” at the start of her 1601 parliament, where she praised the body and
her relationship with it, and a speech by Francis Rous during the Short Parliament in April 1640 in
which he demands reforms from the king and lambasts the papistical nature of English
episcopacy.661 Another collected, at least partially, in the early 1650s, takes a more expansive
view, focusing especially on the series of events that led to the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War
as well as the debates in England around support for this in the 1620s. In this, someone even
transcribed the polemical pamphlet, The Forerunner of Revenge upon the Duke of Buckingham
for the poysoning of the most potent king James. Though originally printed in the late 1620s as an
attack against Buckingham, it had been reprinted in the 1640s as an attack against Charles I. 662
Participating in the processes of recycling and re-reading that marked the period, the compiler’s
efforts again emphasize how old texts and older histories became enmeshed in understanding
the present.

Conclusion
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Commonplace books, annotations in printed books, and other examples of reading
emphasize the wide variety of ways, both old and new, individuals turned to and thought about
the past during the mid-seventeenth century. Exploring their contents complements earlier
analyses of printed materials such as historical polemics, recycled texts, and news books and
highlight the more diffuse nature of reading during this period. While this only captures an elite
slice of the reading population, it does highlight that these individuals were reading deeply into
the past throughout the period and found both comfort and guidance in their studies.
In many ways, these notebooks exist in parallel rather than in conjunction with the
historical pamphleteering of the time. While readers drew on the same body of ancient and
modern sources that publishers and polemicists exploited in their propaganda, there is little
evidence of how these readers interacted with this new body of literature. There was, of course,
crossover between these two seemingly distinct worlds, though. Humanist-inspired reading
practices shaped both the creation of commonplace books and the polemics of the time. Readers
of history could become writers.
Figures like Milton illustrate how reading notebooks could be deployed for polemical
ends. In Areopagitica and, especially, The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (as well as much of
his other works written in the 1640s) Milton turned to his notebook as he wrote. The use of
commonplaces in The Tenure “is so extensive,” that it is almost as if they had been compiled
specifically “for the purposes of this tract.” In the tract, published in 1649 in the defense of the
execution of the king, The Tenure often incorporates material wholesale directly from the
commonplace book.663 Here is an example of ‘reading for action,’ drawing on the reading of
history to contribute in the present.
Milton was not alone in drawing on his historical reading notes in his writing.
Commonplace books were designed to be repositories not only of notes but generative sources
for future productions. Edward Hyde, for example, turned to his reading notes often as he worked
on his major history of the English civil wars, The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in
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England, eventually published in 1702. Much of this was written during his time in Jersey and
extracts in his reading notebook could find their way directly into the text he was composing. For
example, in his reading of an edition of Plutarch in 1646, he noted that
The kings speech to his souldyers at Wellington [was]…not much unlike that of Traian,
when he made Sura great Marshall of the Empyre, and gave him a sword, sayinge,
receave this sworde of me and if I commande as I ought, imploy it in my defense, if I does
otherwise, draw it against me and take my life.664

In his history, Hyde took this note almost word for word as he described the beginning of the war
in late 1642 and Charles’ declaration at Wellington. 665 More generally, the styles and narrative
approaches favored by the classical authors he read were ever present in his own narration. As
Martine Watson Brownley notes, “Hyde was clearly using their works to think about what good
history should be, what it should include, and how it should be written.” 666 Reading and parsing
these authors, then, helped him formulate his own writing.
While these examples of the way reading and note-taking led to writing are fascinating,
ultimately, and perhaps most importantly, these notebooks suggest—in a way similar to the
recycled texts discussed earlier—the way reading created multi-temporal spaces for individuals.
In their commonplace books and reading journals, compilers drew on material from ancient
authors, medieval chroniclers, and contemporary scholars and made connections between these
works. In the pages that they compiled, the relationship between the past and the present was
continuously negotiated. For some, certainly, these compiling efforts were practices in confirming
already established worldviews, but for others, their reading and note-taking allowed them to see
new political and religious possibilities in a tumultuous moment.
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CONCLUSION
One of Charles II’s first acts after his return in 1660 was one of “free and general pardon,
indemnity and oblivion.” Any crimes committed against the monarchy since January 1638, aside
from exceptions such as participation in regicide, were to be forgiven and “put in utter oblivion.” 667
Other actions of the restoration regime were designed to induce a forgetfulness in the political
nation. The political settlement reset the laws to 1642. Charles II’s reign was ante-dated to have
begun in 1649.668 The restoration of the Stuart line marked the end of over two decades of war,
political upheaval, and radical religious experimentation, yet Charles II and his advisors were
willing to forget much of this to unify the kingdoms. History was to be erased and individuals’
actions in these upheavals were to be forgotten, at least officially. Ultimately, though, this
forgetting was to prove an impossibility. The history and memory of the civil wars and
interregnum, and the political and religious forces unleashed during them, were to continue to
shape political and religious action well into the future.
The new visions of history that had been given wide currency in print during this
tumultuous period were also not soon to disappear. The increasingly partisan ways the past was
deployed in the pamphlet wars of mid-century was to become a constant going forward. The
recycled texts of Cotton, Bacon, and other figures were to remain an important genre to comment
on the present, and they would be re-inserted into later controversies to provide context and
create links between contemporary events and the controversies and debates of earlier moments.
The numerous materials about historical monarchy that were produced during the period were to
shape perceptions of monarchy long into the future. Just as importantly, the reading practices
necessitated by new genres of historical writing as well as the rise of other pamphlet ephemera
such as newsbooks would not be forgotten. Readers had adapted well-established reading
practices to this new media environment, and through this people were able to navigate the
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increasingly complicated world of newsbooks and historical pamphleteering, and to incorporate
this material alongside humanist histories and classical scholarship.
The mid-century was a period when three overlapping temporal frames were explicitly
negotiated by readers in England as they sought to make sense of their changed world. Readers
had long drawn on one of these in their historical thought: a humanist, universal frame that drew
on the contemporary, medieval, and classical worlds for explanations, justifications, and guidance
for the present. This explanatory framework was joined by another that had already existed for
some time: a post-reformation Protestant vision of time that, while looking back to the ancient and
biblical past, traced current conflicts to the continued instability created by reformations of the
early sixteenth century. The third was a much shorter-term framework based on news and current
events that could provide readers with immediate access to new developments and allow them to
infer clearer, directly causal explanations from event to event. In some ways, the distinctions
among these frameworks can be seen in different genres and formats of printed works issuing
from the press. In the 1640s and 1650s, large format productions, such as humanist histories in
folio, declined in production and were superseded by smaller format works of pamphlet history,
religious controversy, and news. In this changed context, readers had to determine which of
these historical materials to read as well as how different types of works might be read and
understood in relation to one another.
Inherent in this reading was a fundamental tension between novelty and precedent. Was
history relevant? If so, which history, and which temporal frame, was most useful for making
sense of the present? English readers of historical materials in the 1640s confronted an issue that
vexed people across a seventeenth-century Europe wracked by revolution and war. 669 This
became especially pressing for those who subscribed to humanist readings of the past. Many
recognized that their “present age” was an “age of wonders.” 670 The established order and
cyclical frames of history, long accepted, were becoming untenable. Was the present
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unprecedented and distinct from the past, as some suggested? If so, how could one turn to
history to make sense of it? Or was it one that could be understood by turning back to classical
and medieval history, recycling versions of the past in the present, or even finding in the past a
prophetic telling of the present? Readers had to thread the needle among these opposing views.
Many continued to turn to the past as a storehouse of precedents in their commonplacing, of
course, but they were also aware of religious polemic and more present-minded materials that
were available to make sense of their present. Increasingly readers used whatever sources they
could find to understand their uncertain present.
This exploration of how history was produced, thought about, and read in the midseventeenth century is only the beginnings of an investigation into the historical culture of the
period. Scholarship on recycling, newsbooks, and radical political and religious visions of the past
remains incomplete. This work is essential, for today we are confronted with the problem of
making sense of the present in the context of multiple versions of the past. How we navigate
these histories may best be examined by exploring an earlier instance when the past was used
for competing ends in vicious polemical battles. Learning more about this earlier instance may
make it possible to determine more effectively how these processes work, and what their
implications may be for our own future.
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